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NGA MIHI WHANUI:

Kia mau ki te alca matua

Hei tohu ki te ara tilu
E lroo nei e tenei reanga

Tb Toi Huarewa Tipuna. (Waiata : Te Awe Mapara me Te Whanau o Ruataupare)

Kua tutuki te tuhituhi i tenei tauira, no reira me kii kua ea nga wawata.

Ahakoa iti he taonga tuku iho mo aku mokopuna ma Irihapeti me Amiria.

Inahoki ma ratou katoa o nga tamariki kei roto i nga Kohanga Reo me nga

Kura Kaupapa Maori o Aotearoa. Ko te koingo a tona wa ka puta nga hua e

whakapono nei taku whatumanawa kei roto i te huarahi e whai nei nga

whanau o nga Kohanga Reo me nga Kura Kaupapa Maori:

Ma tenei huarahi anake, e mau ai te aka-matua hei tohutohu atu ki a tatou

tamariki, mokopuna kei roto i nga Kohanga Reo me nga Kura Kaupapa

Maori, te huarahi tika e tae ai ratou ki o ratou tino uaratatga, a, e lata atu pea

ki tera e hao nei tatou katoa kia u atu, ara ki nga taumata teitei o te

Toihuarewa Tipuna.

I roto i tenei ao hurihuri kia kaha tatou ki te arataki i a tatou tamariki,

mokopuna ki te huarahi totika e hangai ana ki te Toihuarewa Tipuna. Te

hohonutanga o tenei ara kei roto i te tuturutanga o nga matauranga a o tatou

tipuna, matua. Engari ka patai he aha tatou e whakatoonga ai?

Kei te tino marama tatou katoa ma te reo Maori anake ka taea te whawha atu i

te hohonutanga me te tuturutanga o nga matauranga o nga matua, tipuna.

Kotahi anake te huarahi. Korerotia, korerotia, korerotia te reo ki a tatou

tamariki i nga wa katoa. Whangaitia, whangaitia, whangaitia o ratou wairua

Maori. Kahore e taea e nga ture Pakeha. Kahore e taea e te reo Pakeha. Ma te

reo Maori anake ka tutuki nga moemoea katoa mo a tatou tamariki.

Me waiho ake i konei enei pitopito whakaaro.



Me huri inaianei ki te mihi atuo ki te tangi atu ki te tokomaha e takatu nei ki te

whangai to tatou reo rangatira ki a tatou tamariki, mokopuna i roto i nga

Kohanga Reo me nga Kura Kaupapa Maori katoa. Heoi ano me mihi whanui

atu ki nga matua katoa e whakapono ana ko tenei anake te huarahi mo a tatou

tamariki.

Ka hoki mai ki te tangi atu ki nga kaihautu o te Kohanga Reo o Te Awhireinga

mai i tona timatanga tae noa ki naianei. Ka hoki whakamuri nga whakaaro, ka

tangi, ka miharo. Ka titiro atu ki a tatou tamariki, mokopuna e puawai nei, ka

tangi ano, ka miharo ano, ka koa.

Ka huri atu ki ia Kura, ki ia Kura Kaupapa Maori o Thmaki Makaurau ka

pupu ake mai i te whatumanawa te aroha ki nga tamariki, ki nga matua, ki nga

tipuna kaumatua, ki nga pouako,ki nga kaiarahi,ki nga kai-awhina, ki nga

whanau katoa, e kaha nei te mau i tenei taonga whakahirahira. Ahakoa nga

piki nga heke ka kokiri tonu tatou, ka pumau tonu tatou ki te kaupapa, kia

kore ai e memeha noa.

Ki nga hoa kokiri, ki nga hoa pumau o Te Komiti o Nga Kura Kaupapa Maori

o Thmaki Makaurau, ka nui to tatou kaha.

Ki te whanau o Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o Waipareira mai i tona timatanga tae

noa ki naianei, ka maumahara tonu ki nga piringa tahi ki te kokiri i tenei

kaupapa.

Ki te whanau o Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o Maungawhau, ano te ataahua o nga

hua kei te puta i roto i o tatou whiringa tahi. Ki te whaea kia Riripeti, e kaha

nei koe ki te whakahaere i nga ahuatanga katoa o Te Komiti, o te Kura, o nga

Kaihono, nga mihi aroha ki a koe.

Ki aku hoa mahi katoa, me nga tauira - kaiako mo nga Kura Kaupapa Maori,

he tangi aroha tenei kia koutou e awhi nei, e tautoko nei i ahau i roto i enei o

aku whakamatautau.



Otira ki a koe e te whaea e Katerina. Ahakoa he aha nga uauatanga, nga piki

me nga heke kei reira koe hei arataki mai, hei whangai mai i ou maramatanga

hei pare te huarahi ki te tika ki te ora. Ko tenei mihi aroha kia korua me to hoa

rangatira, na matou katoa o Nga Kura Kaupapa Maori o Thmaki Makaurau.

Ka anga atu te kanohi inainei ki te rawhiti ki te tihi o te maunga tapu o

Hikurangi, ka titiro iho kia Ngati Porou whanui tonu, ka tangi, ka

whakamoemiti, ka whakahiihii. Ka anga whakararo ka kite atu i te awa o

Makatote, o Waitakaro, i a Kapohatrgo, i a Nga Thma Toa, i Te Awe Mapara,

ka maumahara ki aku kuia, ki aku tipuna, matua, ki aku whanaungs, h
hotuhotu te tangi, ka koingo, ka tau.

Kati, me tangi atu kia koutou e nga whaea, e nga matua, e nga tipuna kua mene

atu ki te po. A koutou korero, a koutou waiata, a koutou ohaki kei te mau

tonu.

Na ka hoki mai kia tatou a ratou kanohi ora, a , ka mihi atu ki nga kaitito

waiata mo a ratou waiata ataahua kua whakaurua ki roto i tenei pukapuka.

Me mihi ano ki aku kaiarahi kia Tuhiwai raua ko Stuart. Ka nui te aroha kia

korua e kaha nei ki te awhina,ki te tautoko i a au.

Ki taku whanau, ki taku koka, ki taku hoa rangatira, ki aku tama, ki aku

mokopuna , nga mihi whakamutunga kia koutou. Ano te waimarie ko au tetahi

o tenei whanau tino ataahua. Kaore e ko atu e ko mai, kua tutuki pai tenei, ta

tatou taonga.



TE WHAKARAPOPOTOTANGA:

ABSTRACT:

A case study is outlined which argues for the significance of a Kaupapa Maori

educational intervention svstem.

A Kaupapa Maori intervention system this thesis argues has several

interlinking components, and permeating each component is Kaupapa Maori -

the conceptualisation of Maori knowledge. The conceptualisation process is

that which activates the Maori mind to receive, internalise, differentiate, and

formulate, ideas and knowledge exclusively through 'te reo Maori'.

Kaupapa Maori it is argued has its origins in a metaphysical base that is

distinctively Maori. This influences the way Maori people think, understand,

interpret, and interact within 'their' world. The 'relative validity' of what is

knowledge and what counts as knowledge within Maori society is accordingly

shaped and reshaped epistemologically.

Significantly too it is argued that this Kaupapa Maori education system is

highly applicable today as a means of intervening and redressing the Maori

educational crisis, and ensuring the survival of the Maori language.

Te Kohanga Reo, Kura Kaupapa Maori, and Kura Kaupapa Maori teacher

training are argued to be the reproductive forums to achieve this.



CIIAPTER ONE:

Mana te tu te ihi te mana motuhake.

He olnki tuku iho na mtou rnn. (Waiata: KuiniMoehau Tuhura-Reedy)

Within Maori society a structural dysfunction exists. This is a result of the

imposition of colonial rule and the subsequent dominance of Pakeha society

on Maori society.This dysfunction has its origin in the suppression of the

Kaupapa Maori metaphysical base, and although a degree of structural

cohesion stitl remains within Maori society the subversion by the ideologies

spread by colonial expansion has been severe.

As this statement clarifies:

I-aw andpticy inrelation to Maoripeople has undergone many changes over the last 150

years.It began, in the years immediately fottowing 6 February 1840, in a frarnework which

was treaty driven.This reftected the politicat and demographic rcalities of the time anL it is

submittd, the clear intention of the parties.ll/ithin twenty years the same law had become

agressively assimilationist in approach and objective. At ftrst because colonisation itself

depended upon the undermining of tribal cohesion.Later when colonisation had succeed.eQ

because assimilation was the natural solution to the post colonial "Maori Problems" of

mornlity, irrcarceration, urbanisation and culural dislocation(Williams 1989)

The effects of the colonial policies of assimilation and integration has

resulted in mass social, economic, and educational deprivation.This is

evidenced in the economic reality that, along with the elderlY, Maori make

up the majority of the lowest two income quintiles. Additionally, the Maori

experience significant inequitable disadvantages on almost every social and

economic indicator: higher unemployment, poorer health, less adequate

housing, higher crime rates, higher accident fatality rates, and lower

educational attainment. (Cross, Wilson,Earle. 1990 : 3)
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Specifically in education the reality for Maori parents and grandparents is

that the New Zealand education system is a failure. After 150 years of

assumed beneficial assimilative and integrative educational policies, a high

percentage of Maori children are still leaving school today with no formal

qualifications.

For decades the Maori child, the Maori home environment, the Maori

language have been blamed by Pakeha educationists, teachers, principals, and

politicians as being the reasons why Maori children are failing in an

exclusive,'Pakeha-oriented' education system.

Maori parents and grandparents totally reject the assumptions that their

children are the 'problem'and instead question the credibility of the existing

system to educate effectively their children.(Curric Review Rep 1987:23-30)

As stated by a Maori parent:

We have a hope-hate relationship towards Pakeha education On the one hand, we hape

our kids wilt stick out school, we hope one af our ki.ds will pass School Certificate.We

hope that one day enough educated Maoris will influence change in all institutions.

We hope. We hope.

On the other hand we hate the Pakeha education system because its racist, it fails us,it

demoralizes us,it brainwashes us, it makes us feel durnb, it tears away our self-respect and

ilbeliales arcrything MaorL (Mitchell 1984: 54)

The severity of generations of Maori children passing through the New

Zealand education system with no formal qualifications is today a major

social crisis which aggravates the structural dysfunction that exists within

Maori society. The repressive results of the education system must be

redressed with Kaupapa Maori education. It is the educational intervention

for the salvation of a society such as the Maori society that has, still a degree

of structural cohesion left, much of its metaphysically based Kaupapa Maori

knowledge intact, and te reo Maori, the Maori language to transmit this

knowledge.
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It is important to understand that, although education is the key to redressing

the Maori crisis, and ultimately to repairing the structural dysfunction in

Maori society, this is not to mean submerging Maori children into 'more of

the same' education.Definitelv not.

Evidence over the last 150 years reveal that there is something critica[y

wrong with the existing system when it comes to educating Maori children.

The reality is that for a century and a half, the New Zealand education system

has failed the majority of Maori children who have passed through it. Real

attempts can only be made to address and redress the Maori educational

crisis when educationists and government officials face the reality of the

crisis and the realitv of the solution.

Maori parents, Maori grandparents,and Maori people,who are a strong

combination of various whanau, hapu, and iwi, have accepted these

educational reatities. In a self-determined way they have responded. Firstly,

through developing and providing the bulk of the funding of Te Kohanga

Reo from 1981 to 1.990.Then, adamant that their children must not lose the

Maori language and the knowtedge and kaupapa learnt at Te Kohanga Reo,

by instigating and establishing the Kura Kaupapa Maori schooling movement

as the second stage from Te Kohanga Reo.

Both Te Kohanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa Maori are self-determined

educational interventions aimed at ensuring the survival of the Maori

language; re-establishing through the medium of Maori its own body of

Kaupapa Maori knowledge; and redressing the educational crisis caused by

the monocultural practices of the New Zealand system on the majority of

Maori children who pass through it.
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This thesis would demonstrate that the structural dysfunction that exists

within Maori society is capable of reparation through education. Reparation

is possible if links with the Kaupapa Maori metaphysical base are reclaimed

and promoted within the educational modes of learning advanced for Maori

children.This thesis would advance the significance of Kaupapa Maori as an

educational intervention system to redress the Maori educational crisis as

well as to ensure the survival of Kaupapa Maori knowledge and the Maori

language.

PART ONE: THE ARGUMENT OUTLINED:

This argument for the significance of a Kaupapa Maori educational

intervention system has several components.

The first is that Maori Society has its own distinctive knowledge base. This

knowledge base has its origins in the metaphysical realm,and emanates as

Kaupapa Maori 'body of knowledge' accumulated by experiences through

history, of the Maori people.This Kaupapa Maori knowledge is the systematic

organisation of beliefs, experiences, understandings, and interpretations of

the interactions of Maori people upon Maori people, and Maori people upon

their world.

It is argued that these experiences are distinct to Maori society.

While some experiences may be generalised as being similar or comParable

to other societies, what is distinctively Maori is ideological. It lies within the

Maori mind and so results in"thinking in Mao ri" Kei roto ke i te hinengaro

Maori, inakoa lu puta ko te whal<naro MaorL

These distinctive experiences shape knowledge into the particular forms and

systems which effectively influence their social discourse.

I
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Such experiences include the organisation of society according to kinship

interrelationships that link back to Rangi Tuhaha and to Rangiatea of the

metaphysical realm, that trace the tangata whenua history of the Maori, and

the Maori experience of colonisation.

The beliefs formed of the metaphysical base, and the knowledge that is borne

out of those beliefs, is shaped and reshaped by the shared experiences of

Maori people. These are substantially different to the knowledge codes of

other societies, including the Pakeha society that colonised Maori society.

The distinctiveness of Maori metaphysical beliefs and body of knowledge

may be demonstrated by Maori animism; the concept of the relationship

between the living and the dead; life and death; the Maori concept of time,

history and development; the relationships between male and female;

individual and group; and the implication of such relationships for social

power relations.These knowledge types and their functions are the content

and product of the interconnection of the purely Maori metaphysical base and

Maori societal relationships.

The knowledge, the skills, attitudes and values that emanate from this

interconnection, also formulate purely Maori conceptual and philosophical

doctrines.

An additional critical component is the relationship between language and

knowledge.Maori language and Kaupapa Maori knowledge are inextricably

bound. One is the means to the other. An implication of this relationship is

that the Kaupapa Maori knowledge base distinctive to Maori society is

reproduced through Maori society's means of educating each successive

generation in te reo Maori.
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This reflects the Maori demand for the establishment of Te Kohanga Reo,

Kura Kaupapa Maori, and Kura Kaupapa Maori teacher- training as forums

for the reapplication of Kaupapa Maori knowledge. It is an expression of the

need within Maori society to reclaim and re-establish the reproductive

process for its own Kaupapa Maori educational intervention system

The corollary of this argument is that an educational crisis for Maori

children exists.This crisis demonstrates that the reproductive education

system of pakeha society is dysfunctional to the reproduction of Maori

societv.

PART TWO: STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS:

This thesis will examine and develop the argument outlined in the following

chapters.

CHAPTER TWO:

SECTION ONE:

Today 150 years since the signing of the Tieaty of Waitangi, the educational

direction advocated by Maori society to ensure the reproduction of Maori

knowledge, is Kaupapa Maori.This chapter would provide some

understanding of this educational thrust.

Section One would outtine what Kaupapa Maori knowledge is. This is

analysis of the origins of Kaupapa Maori knowledge in order to validate

development and relevance today as an educational intervention system.

SECTION TWO:

Having established what Kaupapa Maori knowledge is, it is then important to

provide a detailed description and a structural framework for understanding

Kaupapa Maori as the conceptualisation of Maori knowledge.This would be

done by focussing on the metaphysical base and the societal base connections

of Maori society.

an

its
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Section two would demonstrate how the metaphysically-based Kaupapa

Maori knowledge influenced and developed Maori society's beliefs,

experiences, understandings, and interpretations of their world.

Specifically it would show how these worked to frame and regulate kin

relationships of production and exchange, disciplines of power and control,

and systems of educating each successive generation. All these functioned

cyctically to formulate Maori society's own distinctive body of knowledge.

Of major significance is that all these societal relationships with their

metaphysical influences and connections are still highly applicable today.

SECTION THREE:

This section would focus on examples of Kaupapa Maori knowledge types

and their functions as a means of detailing firstly, specific transcending links

between the metaphysics and Maori society and secondly, to investigate the

significant functions of Kaupapa Maori knowledge for educating successive

generations.

It would examine the knowledge types Mauri, Wairua, Dpu, Hauora, Te

Aitua,Te Wa,Te Ira Thne, Te Ira Wahine,Ko Au, Ko Thua, Ko Thtou. It

would show how these concepts of knowledge are firmly founded in Maori

society's own distinctive metaphysical base, and it would highlight the

reproductive effects this knowledge would have for Maori children educated

in Kura Kaupapa Maori.

SECTION FOUR:

Kura Kaupapa Maori is an educational intervention which is guided by Te

Aho Matua. This is a philosophical doctrine written in Maori by Katerina

Mataira, the Chairperson of the 1989 Tomorrows Schools Working Party

on Kura Kaupapa Maori.
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It was anticipated that amid the dramatic changes about to take place within

New 7-ealandeducation it was necessary to include, as a preface to the Kura

Kaupapa Maori Report, statements in Maori as phitosophical guiding

principles for intending Kura Kaupapa Maori whanau to follow.

Section four would not provide a translation of Te Aho Matua, in

compliance with the author's wishes. Instead an examination and

interpretation of the script would be outlined.

Te Aho Matua is a philosophical doctrine incorporating the knowlege, skills,

attitudes and values of Maori society that have emanated from a purely

Kaupapa Maori metaphysical base.These have been formulated to reproduce

guiding principles for Kura Kaupapa Maori.

Te Aho Matua has six sections and,taken in total these annotate significant

Kaupapa Maori knowledge factors that influence the holistic development of

the Maori child.Evident throughout this document is its strong links to the

metaphysics.

The purpose of this chapter is to show the existence of a purely Maori

philosophical doctrine, which is the outcome of the connections of Kaupapa

Maori metaphysics and Maori societal relationships. It would outline tooo

how this doctrine sets standards and pedagogical procedures for the

significance of Kaupapa Maori education as a system of intervention

applicable for this decade as well as for the 21st Century.

SECTION FIVE:

The Maori language is fundamental to the uansmission of Kaupapa Maori

knowlege. They are inextricably bound. Consequently section five would

deal with te reo Maori in order to emphasize its significance and its

development as a vital strand in the educational intervention process.
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Specificalty, the importance of te reo Maori as an oral language would be

promoted including its significance for pedagogical development in Kura

Kaupapa Maori.This would include an outline of the historical development

of te reo Maori.

CHAPTER THREE:

Chapter three of this thesis would discuss the interventionist modes of Te

Kohanga Reo, and Kura Kaupapa Maori schooling. It would argue that they

are expressions of the need within Maori society, to re-establish a

reproductive system for its own distinctive Kaupapa Maori body of

knowledge, and are the means of ensuring the reproduction of Kaupapa

Maori knowledge.

Included too is information that would further highlight the claim that the

educational "crisis" for Maori children who pass through the Pakeha

education system is enduring and unproductively severe; that the Maori

language is the means which gives expression to the conceptualisation of

Maori knowledge and so both are inextricably bound; that the Maori

language is as innovative, as rich, and as useful as any other langUage,

including English; that the Kaupapa Maori knowledge base which is

distinctive to Maori society, is reproduced through Maori society's means of

educating each successive generation.

The underlying premise is that the societal structures and knowledge base of

the existing education system belong to another culture, the Pakeha

culture.As such the education system in New Zealand is deliberately created,

prescripted, and maintained by the dominanl Pakeha culture, whose

knowledge base is different from that of the Maori.
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This chapter would also provide explanations as to why Maori parents and

grandparents are rejecting the existing educational system as being higttly

unsuitable for their children who are graduates from Te Kohanga Reo.ln

rejecting the existing educational system, a group of determined parents and

grandparents in central Auckland became involved, for the first time, in

critical politicat action by holding their children back at Te Kohanga Reo

instead of sending them into state schools.

They then formed the 'core' action group of Te Komiti o Nga Kura Kaupapa

o Thmaki Makaurau. The Komiti became further involved in political action

firstly, to establish Kura Kaupapa Maori in Auckland and secondly, to seek

state legislation for Kura Kaupapa Maori. This chapter would also trace the

conscientisation process of Te Kohanga Reo whanau and the political

campaign of parents and grandparents of Te Komiti o Nga Kura Kaupapa

Maori o Thmaki Makaurau to establish two Kura Kaupapa Maori in Thmaki,

assist in the development of four others, as well as achieve in 1.989 state

legislation for Kura Kaupapa Maori.

More specifically, section one of this chapter would focus on.the Maori

educational crisis. Evidence of the high incidence of Maori pupils leaving

school annually with no formal national qualification would be detailed.

Section two would briefly outline the historical development of Te Kohanga

Reo, then in section three Te Kaupapa o Te Kohanga Reo would be discussed.

This is a personal analysis advanced from the writer's stance of having

initiated, established, administered, and worked in and for Te Kohanga Reo

for nearly ten years. Included in this analysis are the three knowledge

dimensions of wairua, kotahitanga, and whanau which together combine to

formulate what the writer believes to be the philosophical and ideological

'kaupapa' of Te Kohanga Reo.The educational implications of these

knowledge dimensions would also be discussed.

/
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Section four of chapter three would focus firstty on the historical

development of Kura Kaupapa Maori.Then the political development of

Kura Kaupapa Maori would be outlined at the local level then at the national

level. The source of information is the recorded minutes of Te Komiti o

Nga Kura Kaupapa Maori o Thmaki Makaurau.

CHAPTER FOUR:

This chapter would provide a case study of an important linking facet of the

Kaupapa Maori education system. It would describe the development of the

Kura Kaupapa Maori teacher training course as the means for teaching

Kaupapa Maori knowledge through the medium of Maori. This Kaupapa

Maori knowledge is interwoven throughout the curriculum as content and as

methodology of 'how' to appropriately teach Maori children.The knowledge,

skills, attitudes and values which emanate from a purely Maori metaphysical

base are advanced as being highly significant in promoting the learning of

Kura Kaupapa Maori children.

Adhering also to the philosophical doctrine and guiding principles of Te Aho

Matua,the purpose then of this chapter is to show that Kura Kaupapa Maori

teacher training is fundamental to the entirety of the Kaupapa Maori

educational intervention process. By utilising Kaupapa Maori pedagogical

practices, Maori children's learning would be advanced to exceptional

heights. This is the ultimate role of Kura Kaupapa Maori trained teachers, to

strengthen Maori children's identity, their confidence, and pride as

successful bilingual and bicultural scholars of Aotearoa.

What this means is that the teacher-trainees as the future facilitators of Kura

Kaupapa Maori children's learning experiences would through specific

descriptive course modules apply in practice the necessary skills, values,

attitudes and content knowledge to ensure always that Maori children are

successful in their learning.
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The trainees would in their training, advance Kaupapa Maori ways of

encouragement, discipline, care and extreme respect for the Maori child as a

descendant from (nga kawai rangatira o ona tipuna maua) the echelons of

distinguished ancestry. This is an important factor that a Kura Kaupapa

Maori teacher must never lose sight of.This is the regulating base that they as

future teachers would work from when teaching Kura Kaupapa Maori

children.

In sum within the three years of their training Kura Kaupapa Maori trainees

are expected, to be learned in Kaupapa Maori knowledge content; to promote

positive Kaupapa Maori attitudes and values; and to have qualitative teaching

skills to advance Kura Kaupapa Maori children to reach their 'tino

uaratanga', that is, to reach the pinnacle of their learning with satisfaction

and with success.

The Bachelor of Education course of study proposed for Kura Kaupapa

Maori teacher training would assist in extending the teacher-traineeos

content knowledge and qualitatively strengthen their expertise as teachers.

One of the natural science papers of this Bachelor of Education course of

study, would be examined and explained in detail.This would heighten the

argument that Kura Kaupapa Maori trained teachers are the agents for the

reproduction of Kaupapa Maori knowledge through the Maori language.

CHAPTER FIVE:

Chapter Five would draw conclusions for the argument for the significance

of a Kaupapa Maori based educational intervention system. It would pull

together all the dffierent components that combine to form Kaupapa Maori

education in its entirety.

,/
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Each component direct from its distinctive metaphysical base,is connected to

Maori kin relationships.This connection formulates, through the medium of

Maori, Kaupapa Maori knowledge types and functions, and Kaupapa Maori

philosophical doctrines. At the reproduction level are the educational forums

of Te Kohanga Reo, Kura Kaupapa Maori, the Kura Kaupapa Maori teacher

training course and Kura Kaupapa Maori resource production. These forums

have combined to re-claim, re-establish and reproduce for successive Maori

generations Kaupapa Maori knowledge.Together these components have

developed a Kaupapa Maori education intervention system.

In sum it is a system that can not be operated or viewed in isolation. All its

connecting components are fundamental to its prescribed role to intervene

and redress the educational crisis confronting Maori children and ultimately

to repair the structural dysfunction that exist within Maori society.

Both the effects of redress and reparation cannot be tested in this thesis so

these must remain areas for future research.
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CHAPTER TWO
SECTION ONE

Kia mau ki te alra rnatun,

He tohu ki te aru tilu
E ,roo nei e tenei reanga.

Te Tbi-huarewa Tipuna.

INTRODUCTION:

A structural analysisl of Maori society proposes that Kaupapa Maori

'knowledge' has its origins in a metaphysical realm that differs distinctively

from the Western metaphysical base. While the distinctions are important,

this thesis will not proffer a compiuative2 analysis, rather it will concentrate

primarily on detailing the framework of knowledge from which Kaupapa

Maori as the 'conceptualisation of Maori knowledge' stems.

PART ONE: WHAI IS KNOWLEDGE?

The 'relative validity' (Bernstein 7971) of what is knowledge and what

counts as knowledge is socially-situated,and is shaped and reshaped by the

way a society experiences and view its world. How that society selects,

classifies, distributes, transmits and evaluates its 'body of knowledge' reflects

its principles of social control and social intenelationships, its distribution of

power, and its means of ensuring that this knowledge is reproductive and

passed on to successive generations.

I Structural analysis refers to the description of constituent parts.

2 Maori society is constantly 'compared to Pakeha society.This thesis is an attempt to specify Maori

knowledge in its own terms. Any comparison to Pakeha society is done in Maori terms.
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This 'culturally relative' theory of knowledge sees language as playing an

important part in giving expression to how that society structures the

experiences of its world as its social construction of reality. For the people of

that society their world is a system of concepts and truth making procedures

that come with certain obligatory patterns of thinking, which are embodied

exclusively in "their" language.(Vygotsky 1962,)

Ultimately however, it is in the commonsense wolld of ordinary people,

Maori people included, that the different forms of intellectual conceptions

are realised , validated, and reproduced. So it is within the refinement of

commonsense thinking that the magnitude of knowledge phenomena, as an

abstraction from a qualitatively rich world of ordinary experience, finds

relevance and reapplication.

PART TWO: WHAI IS I(AUPAPA MAORI KNOWLEDGE ?

ln this thesis Maori knowledge is refened to as Kaupapa Maori knowledge.

This is done to avoid any assimilation or confusion with Pakeha knowledge

or general knowledge that has been translated into Maori.

What then is Kaupapa Maori? Kaupapa Maori is the "conceptualisation of

Maori knowledge" that has been developed through oral tradition. It is the

process by which the Maori mind receives, internalises, differentiates, and

fonnulates ideas and knowledge exclusively through te reo Maori.

Ko te reo te kaknhu o te whakaaro

Tb huarahi i te ao turoa o te hinengaro

Sir James Henare (1988) 3

3 In this analogy Sir James liken 'te reo Maori' to a refined garment which clothes,envelops, and

decoratively adorns the myriard of ones thoughts. Te reo Maori is the avenue, the vehicle, that gives

expression to the inner established world of the mind- the Maori mind.
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Kaupapa Maori knowledge is esoteric and tuturu MaorL It is knowledge that

validates a Maori world view and is not only Maori owned but also Maori

controlled. This is done successfully through te reo Maori, the only language

that can access, conceptualise, and internalise in spiritual terms this body of

knowledge.

While it is acknowledged that there have been earnest efforts over the past

century to provide English translations of this knowledge, it is constantly

proclaimed by Maori elders in speeches and in discussions, that unless

understood in Maoi - e l<ore e rangona te ihi, te wehi, te wana hoki o nga

korero - the essence of what is said will not be known.

This Kaupapa Maori knowledge is exclusive too, for no other knowledge in

the world has its origins in Rangiatea. As such it is the natural and only

source for the development of a mechanism which aims to transmit

exclusively Kaupapa Maori knowledge.

What follows is a distilment of Kaupapa Maori concepts as told through the

oral traditions of the iwi, hapu and whanau; as recited in incantations; as sung

in ancient song; as recorded in proverbs; as related in cosmogonic

geneologies; and as written in Maori manuscripts.(Ngata L928, Te

Matorohanga -Whatahoro 1865,Ngata Lectures-Ngati Porou l984,Te Awe

Mapara whanau wananga 1975 - 1990.)

Rangiatea is the first known Maori Whare-wananga, and is situated within

the environs of Te Toi-o-Nga-Rangi the twelfth heaven,the abode of Io-

Matua-Kore (or Io-te-Wananga as he is also known).Toi-o-Nga-Rangi is

guarded day and night by Io's immediate servitors Whatukura the male

attendants, and Mareikura the female attendants.
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It is recorded that the ultimate source of all Maori knowledge, of all beings,

and of all conditions of the universe were accorded to the Almighty Io{e-

Wananga, who through the sacred 'whatu' stone scans the events of the

universe from Rangiatea.(Te Matorohanga Manuscript- 1865)

Rangi{amaku of the 1lth heaven is claimed to be the second Whare-

wananga. Here the Kaupapa Maori knowledge taught is that which is

incorporated in the three baskets of knowledge that Tane-nui-a-Rangi (also

known as Thne-Mahuta) obtained when he ascended to Rangi Tirhaha,a to Te

Tihi o Manono.S

Thne's accession is clearly recorded in the following invocation.

Tenei au,tenei au te hokai nei i taku tapuwae

Ko te hokai nuku ko te hokai rangi

Ko te hokai a toku tipuna a Tane-nui-a-Rangi

I pikitia ai ki Rangi Tirhaha, ki te Tihi o Manono

I rokohina atu ra ko Io Matua Kore anake

I riro iho mai nga kete o te wananga

Ko te kete tuauri, ko te kete tuatea, ko te kete aronui

Ka tiritiria ka poupoua, ki Papatuanuku, kia puta te ira tangata

Ki te whai ao ki te Ao marama. Hui e ! Taiki e!

On arrival at Toi-o-Nga-Rangi, Tirne was escorted into Rangiatea and there

presented with 'te kcte uruuru- matua'; 'te kete uru-tipua'; 'te kete uruuru-

tawhito'.Tane descended and so brought back with him to Papatuanuku,

within the three baskets of knowtedge and the two god-like stones6, this

sacred, metaphysically-based, Kaupapa Maori knowledge.

a Rangi Tuhaha is a comprehensive term which includes all the heavens.

5 Te Tihi o Manono is the Uppermost Peak of Mt Manono within the heavens.

6 These two sacred stones were called: Te Whatukura Huka-a-Tai and Te Whatukura Rehu-tai.
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This prompted the establishment of the reproductive transmission of culture

through the whare-wananga, whare-kura, whare-maire, whare-puni, whare-

takiura, whare-tatai, whare-pora, whare-mata, whare-takaha and whare'

porularuht. All were distinctive educational institutions which taught in

Maori, specific forms of knowledge related to the three baskets of knowledge

obtained by Thne-nui-a-Rangi.

ln the Whare-wananga there were two distinct teaching divisions; Te Kauwae

Runga which was restricted to the Celestial Knowledge of the three baskets

and Te Kauwae Raro which was concerned with the Tenestrial aspects.

For both divisions similar ritual proceedings were followed, the only

difference being in the content knowledge of each division.

Te Kauwae Runga, encompassing Celestial knowledge, focussed firstly on

the disciplines, principles, and workings of the Whare-wananga. Then all the

relevanl cosmogonic genealogies, rituals, waiata, nanatives and exceedingly

difficult,cryptic and elliptical karakia were taught.

Within Te Kauwae Raro the appropriate knowledge was taught relating to

the origins of "te ira tangata ki te Ao Marama",that is,from the conception of

life within the mother's womb into the World of Light; through the

geneological descent, "mai i Rangi Tfuhaha ki a Papataanuht ki a Hine-hau-

one", from the twelve heavens to Papatuanuku the Earth Mother,then to

Hine-hau-one the first woman.

With the links between Rangi Tuhaha and Papatuanuku firmly established the

teachings then concentrated on earthly-related knowledge such as the Maui

and Thwhaki legends, Rona the first woman in the Moon,the Canoe

Migrations and traditions, as well as local settlement knowledge.
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While the origins and development of Kaupapa Maori knowledge can be

outlined, Maori whare-wananga of the type annotated are now practically

non-existentT Nevertheless there still exists in both written and oral form,

an extensive body of karakia, rituals, genealogical manuscripts, mythical

collections, and legendary material, most of which have been written by

Maori people themselves. (Biggs t975)

SECTION TWO:

Ifu noho au i konei, Ih wlukanro noo

Me pehea m te huri o te ao lcatoa. (Waiata: Ngoi Pewhairangi)

INTRODUCTION:

Tiaditionally Maori society was a well structured society. It had its own

metaphysical base that sourced its own body of knowledge.

Kaupapa Maori knowledge influenced, framed and regulated Maori society's

kin relationships of production and exchange, its disciplines of power and

control and its systems of educating each successive generation.

This structural analysis would focus on the above influences and the

connections that existed between the metaphysically-based Kaupapa Maori

knowledge and the societal-based kinship relationships of the Maori. It would

show how the systematic organisation of Maori society's beliefs, experiences,

understandings and interpretations of its world, functioned to formulate its

own distinctive body of knowledge. It would reflect too the refinement of

commonsense thinking and intellectual activity in the knowledge that was

transmitted to their young.

7 The advent of the missionaries, classified by Walker (1985:73) as the advance party of cultural

invasion, brought about the extirpation of the 'puerile beliefs' and 'works of the devil' knowledge of

the Maori.
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Of significance also is the construct of each social relationship.These were

highly influenced by kinship related cooperative and reciprocal obligations

and commitments. For example production and exchange. The basic means

of social and power relations wilhin Maori society did not centre upon the

individualising and privatising of the product or the exchange, either in

terms of its 'use-value' or its 'surplus-value'. Rather its productive forces

such as knowledge, tools, and materials were influenced by their cooperative

kinship-communal function and the reciprocal commitments that were bound

to the exchange.(Rata L990:7)

Maori society's disciplines of power and control were also focussed

cooperatively and influenced reciprocally. The social bonds, developed

through kinship structures, formed the means of communal possession and

shared power.This resulted in cooperative and protective social relations of

communal ownership and controlled material accumulation. (Ibid : 8)

The transmission of knowtedge was also influenced significantly by

cooperation and reciprocity. The tohunga and/or kaumatua who were the

repository and caretakers of knowledge were responsible for disseminating

this information to the chosen whanau, hapu,and iwi members.

In sum, Maori intenelationships of production,of power and control and of

education were highly influenced and regulated by kinship cooperative and

reciprocal measures.

The societal relationships selected are based on the writer's personal

knowledge of Maori society. Relevant kin-related terminology was chosen

that would highlight the elements of commonsense thinking and

commonsense social interactions of a well-founded and well-structured

Maori society.The writer acknowledge the limitations of the selection and its

process.
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Tivo important factors must be noted about these relations.

The first refers to the geneological terminology of the societal relationships,

and the second is that these relations are stitl in existence and so still

applicable and relevant today.

More specifically, the kaumatua, kuia, matua, whaea, tuakana,teina, tuahine,

tungane, tama, tamahine, tipuna matua,tipuna whaea, and mokopuna

relations. These terms are not restricted to the immediate family.

For example the terms tuakana - teina are assigned to all members of the

whanau,of the extended whanau,of the hapu ,and of the iwi, of the particular

generation level refened to.This is applicable to all of the above terminology

and it is important to have this understanding when reading this thesis.

For instance at my immediate whanau generation level I am teina to my

older sisters, and tuakana to my younger sister and two younger

brothers.This information influences how we interact, in terms of our

reciprocal roles and commitments, to one other.By virtue of our standing as

either tuakana or teina to each other these roles and commitments are binding

and fixed.

At the extended whanau level on my mother's side I am teina to all my

mother's older sister's children, and all my mother's older brothers' children

who are in Pakeha term my first cousins. But I am tuakana to my mother's

younger brother and younger sister's children who are once again my first

cousins. On my father's side by virtue of the fact that he is the eldest child,

we, his children, are tuakana to his younger brothers' children. Again our

first cousins. In relation to each other this knowledge is absolute and

accordingly influences our roles, obligations, and commitments to each

other.
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At the hapu level the complexities and intricacies of my tuakana-teina

relationships extend to incorporate my standing in relation to my

grandparents' siblings and their grandchildren. For example on my father's

side, I am teina to my grandfather's older brother's grandchildren , but

tuakana to my grandfather's younger sisters' and younger brothers'

grandchildren. Again this knowtedge differentiates our behaviour and social

discourse.

At the iwi level my tuakana- teina relationships are complex and are varied in

relation to all my great grandparents' siblings' great grandchildren.

The important fact to remember is that the tuakana -teina kin relationships

are not restricted to immediate whanau of the generation level refened to,

but are applicabte too at the extended whanau, the hapu, and the iwi levels.

As previously mentioned these kinship complexities are applicable to all the

above quoted social relationships.

PART ONE: TWI. HAPU. WHANAU:

Hikurangi te maungarWaiapu te awa,

Ngati Porou te iwi. (Whakatauaki: Mai nga tipuna.)

As previously stated iwi, hapu, and whanau kin relationships promote

cooperative and reciprocal systems of land ownership, work, and education.

Cooperatively each member of a whanau contribute to several whanau, that

make up the hapu. In turn several hapu make up the iwi .

By virtue of his/her birthright each member is automatically born into a

multiplicity of obligatory reciprocal commitments.What it means for each

member is security in knowing who one is, where one originated from and,

to whom one is reciprocally obligated and committed to.

This Kaupapa Maori knowledge explicitly states tangata whenua sovereignty;

exclusivity to iwi declarations of origin; and validates collective

consciousness and collective reaffirmations of whanau, hapu, and iwi

territorial land claims and so, secures my affiliation as a bona fide Ngati
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Porou descendant.

It is knowledge that informs me and mine that Hikurangi is the landmark that

is identified as the majestic mountain of the Ngati Porou people. And resting

overturned in petrified form in a lake called Thkawhiti on top of Mt

Hikurangi is Nukutaimemeha, Maui-Tikitiki-a:Iaranga's canoe.This

knowledge confirms for my whanau, my hapu, my iwi of the Maui Nation

our "incontrovertible status as tangata whenua- people of the land."

(IM Reedy 1987).

PART TWO: TIPUNA.MAIUA.URI:

Eham taku tm i te toa taki tnhi,

Engari taki mano. Mai nga tipuna.(Whakatauki: Mai nga tipuna)

Tipuna, matua, uri relationships, like all other Maori social relations are

intricately woven with multiple strands. Firstly in terms of origins, the links

of the uri as the descendant,are sealed right from conception with his/her

parents-matua, through to their grandparents and ancestors- tipuna. These

ties are secured by what is known in Maori as te iho'matua - te here ki ou

matua tipwta - the umbilical cord that ties one to one's$arents and forebears.

In work, in play, in sadness, in laughter, in all experiences of life, these links

are revived, nurtured and related. Even today it is believed that the tipuna

are on call for their uri, monitoring their experiences, 24 hours a day.

For example, prior to proceeding on to a marae the manuhiri(visitors)

generally offer a karakia to Io Matua Kore and to tipuna for their support

and to be with them. This is also a procedure taken by the kai-karanga, the

women or men respondents to the welcoming call.They also prepare

themselves mentally and spiritually by seeking in silent thought, the

assistance and guidance of Io and the tipuna for the task that confronts

them.(Pere : 1990)The same applies in speech making whereby the orator

always seeks protection and support from tipuna prior to rising to speak on

the marae.
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Significantly this process is applied to any task of importance, be it karakia at

dawn before a fishing expedition, before a waka berth, or before the days'

events. The tipuna are acknowledged and requested to be available, to be

present, for support.

More implicitly it is verified through the use of the following phrases:

'Ae lrci te mohio tonutin lcei reira nga koroua ra e tataki mfli ana."

'i4e lcci te mohio tonuti.a kei te tautol<otin mai tatou e nga lqti.a ra."

'He lrei te tilca te haere o te kaupapa" l(Ei te whakaae mai nga tipuna"

All are phrases8 implying the constant monitoring of all things by the tipuna

hence the references made confirming 'their' presence. Moreover,if the uri

the descendants, have their Kaupapa Maori knowledge intact they will know

their tipuna are there.

PZ\RT THREE: TOHUNGA- TAUIRA: RANGATIRA. PONONGA:

Ma o mahi lca kitea to ma na e. (Waiata: Tirini Ngawai)

All Maori intenelationships are complimentary. This is so for the next set of

social relations, tohunga - tauira; and rangatira - pononga.

Within these relationships, which are predominantly educative and skill

related, a power relationship exists expticitly. Power is not as explicit in the

previously described relationships.

This is not to imply that iwi, hapu, whanau relationships; and tipuna, matua,

uri relationships are not power related. Rather to state that the predominance

of power in these relationships are accorded for the immediate benefit and

betterment of all, and for wisdom and respect, age and seniority.

E These and phrases of the like are still widely used today.
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On the other hand the tohunga - tauira and rangatira - pononga relations are

generally perceived as being different.This is primarily because the tohunga

- tauira, and rangatira - pononga relationships are focused singularly, that is,

these relations are not only one to one focused, but the benefits accrued are

singular.

The tohunga as the expert, expends time, energy, and expertise with the

tauira-the scholar, who in turn benefits personally.Granted the scholar is also

a whanau member but until the knowledge and skills learnt by the scholar are

reproduced into the obligatory commitments for the well-being of the

whanau, or hapu ,or iwi, the sole benefits are considered exactly that,

personally beneficial to the individual.

The tohunga also benefits and in three ways. Firstly, the tohunga fulfils as an

individual the obtigatory reciprocal commitments to the reproductive

process of the total society, the very source from which the skills and

expertise wete originally achieved.Secondly, the tohunga personally

feeds,replenishes, and develops his/her own intellectual growth. ul<o tenei

heiwhangai ake i nna hinengaro, kin tipu al<e, kia matotoro akc."

Thirdly, "ko te whangai i tona al<e wairua Maori", to nurture, to provide

sustenance for hislher wairua Maori.

Of all the selected relationships by far the most hierarchical and so the most

power-structured is that of the rangatira - pononga relation. The rangatira

being the chief-in -command with the pononga as the servitor. This has

origins similar to that of the servitors of Io Matua Kore the Supreme Being.

With reference to knowledge 'per se' the social implications of the rangatira

- pononga relationship is that of ensuring that the purity of that knowledge

which is classified "sacrosanct'o remains in the control of the selected few, the

aristocracy of Maori society.
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The next set of relationships reflect immediate close kinship ties that have

relevance in educational terms for the socialisation and promotion of their

children's cultural identity and cultural pride. These relationships are

absolutely vital to the sustenance of te wairua Maori of its individual

members.This is not to deny the role of the previously mentioned

relationships in also promoting Maori identity and pride and also nurturing

tewairua Maori of its members. Rather it is to stress the 'immediacy'of these

closely linked relationships, which witl have a strong bearing on the

educational implications for Maori children in Kura Kaupapa Maori.

PART FOUR : I(AUMAIUA - KUIA:

Kia l@lre tatou ki te whalcahoki mai,

Tb mana te ihi te wairua.

Aue nga iwi e.(Waiata: Ngoi Pewhairangi)

The affirmative intricacies of the kaumatua - kuia relationships are

endearing and intimate towards each other as is evident in the lyrics of waiata

aroha and waiata tangi. Within the whanau, hapu, and iwi the kaumatua - kuia

relations are all-inclusive, all-encompassing. Their attributed roles are

affective. They are the noted peace- makers, the consultants of wisdom, the

surveyors of the past and the architects of the future. They are the trusted

link that provide security and serenity to their children and to their

children's children.

As the inspiration for knowledge they are invaluable to the reproduction of

whanau, hapu, and iwi affinity and sovereignty.They are also the force

maintaining a form of equilibrium and harmony within the whanau, hapu,or

iwi.Their wisdom,their experience,their visions, their advice, is constantly

sought by the young.They are respected reciprocally and made to feel

wanted and needed.Thev are treasured members of the whanau community.
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PART FTVE: MATUA. WHAEA:

Th tonu mai nga puke wawala"

Nga moetnoea patu mnnawa e.(Waiata: H.TReedy )

The matua-whaea relationship, that is the father-mother/husband-wife

relationship, is considered delicate and demanding. Delicate to the extent that

'their' obligatory commitments to each other are tenuous and highly

susceptible to change; and demanding because of the multiplicity of roles

'they' are daily committed to fulfilling as the providors, a central role in

Maori society.

The daily existence and survival of the whanau, and so the hapu and iwi is

dependent on the matua and whaea.They are the guardians,the protectors,the

labourers, the 'do-ers' that will ensure the very survival of Maori society.

More significantly however, it is their role in procreation which makes

them, the matua and whaea n the 'invincibles' of Maori society. They are the

progenitors of each successive generation.

The whaea is bound spiritually to Papatuanuku the Earth Mother, and is

endowed with the power of birth.Within Maori society she is te whare-

tangata - the nurturing bed, the haven, for the seed of life.

The matua is linked to Ranginui, to Rangi Tuhaha, to Rangiatea. He is

endowed with the seed of human life that emanated from Io Matua Kore.

The matua then is the repository of the ira atua, and so the knowledge that

stems from this concept is that within Maori society ..a strain of divinity is

inherited by mankind.(Best L929 z lt)

PART STX : TUAI(ANA - TEINA:

Ifui te lulra tonu au, Ki te mau i te rau, O te aroha.(Waiata:TNgawai)

The significance of the tuakana - teina relationship lies in the reciprocal

commitments of the older and younger relative to each other.
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As previously outlined by virtue of their birth ranking both have ascribed

roles and responsibilities to each other. The tuakana as the eldest child is

classified as the overseer, the convenor, the director of the whanau. As such

the tuakana are ascribed the status and mana within Maori society to make

sometimes sole-decisions on behalf of their whanau. So their roles and

responsibilities are numerous and often onerous.

For the younger relative the ascribed status of teina is of lesser importance

and often means relegation to carrying out the more menial tasks within the

whanau.This often places a strain on the relationship, and more so if the teina

happens to be more assertive and more intelligent than the tuakana.

Nevertheless, the reality for both is that their ascribed standing is absolute in

relation to each other.They will always be either tuakana or teina to one

another. Consequently their assigned roles (though subject to challenge at

times as was the case with Maui:Tikitiki-a-Thranga) are accordingly

determined.ln relation to others their ascribed roles and responsibilities as

either tuakana or teina may change. But never in relation to each other.

These are fixed.

PART SEVEN: TUAHINE - TUNGANE:

Tb tamaiti akona tilca i te kainga,

Tfu aha i te manae, Thu ana.(Korero tahito)

The tuahine-tungane relationship is complimentary to and supportive of each

other. Each has specifically designed and assigned roles.Generally at the age

of adolescence the tuahine and the tungane are firmly moulded into their

respective ascribed duties. It is during this period too, that much time and

energy is expended by the knowledgeable on the tuahine and tungane as they

are immersed in experiences and wananga that socialise them into

appropriate skills and knowledge.
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Value is placed on this relationship. It is seen as a time of great learning, of

great expectations,of great achievements for the youth of Maori society for

they will dominate the world of tomorrow.

They will also propel the influencing events and visions of their respective

whanau,hapu, and iwi. To that extent they must be well-schooled,totally

disciplined,but more importantly, indoctrinated into the exclusive

knowledge base and origins of the Maori.

PART EIGHT : TAMA - TAMAHINE:

Naumairehine!etanna!

Ki te ao turm a to tipurla, a Thne-malua.(Karakia tahito)

What follows is the tama-tamahine societal relationship. Like each era in

one's life atl are special but perhaps not as special as that for the tama-

tamahine.These terms tama and (tama)hine are endowed from birth.This is

evident in the rituals performed during parturition where the tohunga

addresses the infant, calling upon him or her to bestir and to come forth into

the world by the way in which Hine-titama the Dawn Maiden came, and to

prepare themselves to tread te ara whanui the broad path of Thne-nui-a-

Rang to its very end.(Best 1929 : 17)

After bfuth follows the maioha ceremony which welcomes the tama/tamahine

from the sheltered haven of the embryo into the world of life, into the world

of the whanau, hapu ,iwi.This ceremony is one of thanksglving and rejoicing

the birth of the child.

Other significant ceremonies follow which highlight the tama and tamahine

as prized members of the whanau, hapu, and iwi. They include the tohi

baptismal rites whereby the child is named and the proper formula chanted

over him/her as they are dedicated to the care of Io-Matua -Kore,Io Mata-

Kore, Io-te-Waiora, literally to Io- of -the-many -forms.
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After the baptism a special ceremony of welcoming the child into the whanau

takes place.This is also a time of receiving the whaea back into the

community. There are formal speeches of greeting followed by feasting and

celebrations.

At the age of seven, a time it is claimed the child is still pure and untainted,

again a form of tohi is performed over the child to denote the confirmed

destiny of the child with the celestial blessings of the Supreme Io.

All these events accentuating the importance of the tama and tamahine within

Maori society.

PART NINE :TIPUNA WHAEA/TIPUNA MATUA. MOKOPUNA:

Iti te I<oWm kai nkirt ana i runga i te leahikatea. (Whakatauki)

Finally, the tipuna whaea /tipuna matua and mokopuna relationship. Of all

the relationships described that of the grandmother/grandfather and

grandchild would be classified as fundamentally the most intimately-bonded.

If from bfuth the grandchild is devoted to the daily care of the grandparents

there will grow an affection, a bonding, that far supersedes anything that

these elders and their grandchild have ever experienced. And so the saying

..e rerel<e te lororia o te mokopuna ki au ake tamariki, which claims that the

glory of a mokopuna far supersedes that of your own children.

Special knowledge through focussed experiences come from the nurturing

and socialization associated with the tipuna - mokopuna relationship.

CONCLUSION:
I(a manokohia e te ngakau e! (Waiata : Tirini Ngawai)

In sum all these social relationships have strong links back to the

metaphysical base the source of Kaupapa Maori knowledge.

For instance the iwi, hapu,whanau relations have explicit tangata whenua

mandates which link their geneology back to Io Matua Kore.
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The tipuna, matua,uri relations are secured by te iho matua and the celestial

knowledge and karakia confirming the presence of the tipuna, always.

The tohunga, tauira relations are dependant on knowing Te Kauwae Runga -

celestial knowledge, and Te Kauwae Raro-terrestial knowledge. With the

source of the rangatira, pononga relationships derived from that of Io Matua

Kore and Servitors.

The major link of the kaumatua-kuia relationship is to provide,through

knowledge, karakia, protection and security, the sustenance to nurture and

strengthen the inner-soul, the wairua Maori of their young.

The matua-whaea relations are spiritually bound to Papatuanuku and

Ranginui, with their respective gifts of procreation endowed direct from Io.

The significance of the tuakana-teina and tuahine-tungane relations and their

respective links to the metaphysical base is in the development of the

Kaupapa Maori knowledge and skills as they prepare themselves for their

assigned roles within Maori society.

The tama-tamahine relations have distinct links as 'kakano' sown from

Rangiatea and with reference to the naming dedications to the Supreme Io.

Finally the tipuna - mokopuna relations and its specific connections to the

metaphysical base. Like the kaumatua and kuia, the tipuna has the role of

transmitting to the mokopuna knowledge that will develop the child's

intellect to 'think Maori', as well as to nurture the child's wairua to 'feel and

be Maori'.

Together all these societal relations are the vehicles for the unique

manifestation of their own body of Kaupapa Maori knowledgen a

culmination of Maori peoples' beliefs, understandings, interpretations and

experiences.
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Tihei Mauri ora!

Ki te whaiao, Ki te ao mrrram,a.

Hui e! Taiki el. @uparapara)

INTRODUCTION:

The origin of Kaupapa Maori knowledge is established. Now it is essential to

investigate the knowledge types of Kaupapa Maori and their significant

functions for educating successive generations.

Within the knowledge types of Kaupapa Maori there are transcending links

between metaphysical beliefs and shared societal experiences. From this

emanate concepts of knowledge or knowledge types, that bind the world of

commonsense experience to natural and historical phenomena. It also binds

the commonsense thinking of Maori people to concepts of truth making

processes. All are exclusively embodied and transmitted in the Maori

language.

This section would outline selective concepts of knowledge as examples to

show the transcending links between Maori society's metaphysical beliefs and

their societal experiences.The significant functions and relevance of this

knowledge for reproductive purposes will also be highligbted.

PART ONE : MAURI. WAIRUA. TAPU :

Mauri, wairua and tapu are concepts of knowledge that are uniquely

distinctive yet closely interconnected.

Mauri is the doctrine which attributes a living inner soul- a wairua, to natural

phenomena, to animate, and inanimate objects.
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Consequently Papatuanuku the Earth Mother, Ranginui the Sky Father,and

all their offspring Thwhirimatea the wind and storm; Thngaroa the ocean and

sea-life; Thne Mahuta the forest, flora,and fauna; Rongomatane the

cultivated nutriments; Haumiatiketike the fernroot; Tumatauenga as

mankind; and Ruaumoko the earthquake; all have a mauri and therefore all

have an inner soul- a wairua.

As the third connection, the aspect of tapu declares that all of the above are

endowed with a sacredness bestowed by the heavenly powers of Io Matua

Kore.Together mauri, wairua, and tapu are interwoven to shape Maori

animism.

The power of this knowledge still survives today despite colonial

intervention. This is evidenced not only in the reproductive knowledge of

tribal areas in their current Waitangi Ti.ibunal Claims, but at the whanau

level it is openly declared in whaikorero, traditional waiata, as well as in

modern waiata-a-ringa and haka compositions.

Today Ngati Porou in rhetoric and in song, still salute the majestic mauri,the

powerful wairua and the tapu of Mt Hikurangi. Such applies to all the iwi

hapu, and whanau of Aotearoa whereby their mountains, their rivers, their

lakes,their forests, and significant landmarks are heralded as having a mauri,

a wairua and a tapu that only they the uri, understand intimately , respect and

value.

What then are the implications of this Kaupapa Maori knowledge for Kura

Kaupapa Maori? Firstly with regards to the fact that all 'things' have a mauri,

have a wairua ,and have their own kind of sacredness, the children will and

do relate to the wind,the rain ,the sea naturally, as living phenomena.
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The children refer to the wind not as wind but name it as Thwhirimatea

their conversations,such as.. I{ei te pupuhi a Tawhirimatea -Tawhirimatea

blowing.

With rain their reference is.. Kei te tangi a Ranginui mo Papauanuht ..

Ranginui is weeping for Papatuanuku.. or they will say .. I<ei te helce nga

roimata o Ranginui mo Papatuanulat Kei te tino aroha ia mo Papamanulat

Ranginui is crying for Papatuanuku. He is expressing great love for her.

While at the seaside they learn to whakamoemiti, give thanks and respect

Tirngaroa.They learn to conserve and take only what they require,they learn

to understand the different moods of Thngaroa,and they learn to hear and

read the signs of nature around them. Likewise in the forest,the children

learn towhakamoemiti, to give thanks to Thne Mahuta for all his riches,and

not to be destructive, taking only what is needed. They also learn to

reciprocally gft back to Thngaroa or Thne Mahuta.

Such is the reproductive effect of this Kaupapa Maori knowledge that Maori

experts claim (R.Pere 1990) that by the age of seven the Maori child has

developed a deep inner-soul understanding of natural phenomena. This

affinity can become so strong that they able to develop their knowledge and

skills to literally 'read' nature like their tipuna before them.

PART TWO-i HAUORA:

Hauora is the Maori concept of life. In Maori society life is portrayed as a

kaknno, a very precious seed which is a product of superior genes which

traces its lineage,its heritage, its tino rangatiratanga direct to Rangiatea of

the metaphysical realn.

There were also specific rituals rendered to cause conception, to preside over

childbirth, to employ in case of difficult births,to sever and dispose of the iho

the umblical cord, to welcome the infant into the world of life, to baptise, to

Dem€, to dedicate, and to celebrate this new life.(Best 1975)

m

is
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The complexities of the karakia used in each ritual was so rigid and

systematic that it evoked firm beliefs as to the major significance of this new

life to the continuation of the whanau, the hapu, the iwi. Automatically, this

required a consistent commitment on the part of the caregivers to ensute

that the dedicated roles assigned to the new infant were fulfilled through the

appropriate, reproductive knowledge systems, within Maori society.

The significant role of the whaea -the mother as the bearer of this new life, is

assimilated and knitted to Papatuanuku the Earth Mother, to Hine-hau-one

the first woman, and Hinetitama the Dawn Maiden who, after rejecting the

Terrestial world fled to the Underworld to become Hine-nui-te-po the

Goddess of Death.

What is reciprocally significant too is that at the end of life, that is at

death,the body of flesh and bone is returned back to Papatuanuku.

The significance of the role of the matua -the father is aligned to that of

Thne-nui-a-Rangi and his valour. 'He' is the repository of the 'ira-atua". He

has the life principat that has its origins, its strain of divinity,that descends

directly from Rangiatea.

This knowledge stresses the importance of life as a concept of value in terms

of its origins and its function in ensuring continuity of Maori society. More

specifically the continuity and survival of the whanau, the hapu, and the iwi.

PART THREE :TE AITUA :

Death is a notion of a journey. It is a voyage moving from the societal reahn -

Te Ao Kikokiko back to the metaphysical realm Te Ao Wairua. Death then is

interpreted as the cyclical transition of life back to its origins, back to Te

Reinga,back to Rangr Tuhaha.
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Knowledge of this transitional voyage induces the understanding that death

is not to be feared for it is believed that beyond this societal world, there is

gteater learning and gteater worldly favours.

It is also believed that one will not be alone, but wilt be met and accompanied

throughout this journey by matua, tipuna.This is explicitly recorded in the

following waiata: Haere ra e hikn, koutou lo o matua... Depart ...with your

parents (elders) and ancesrors.This particular waiata is still sung today at

tangr ceremonies.

According to Ngati Porou the deceased is embraced and escorted back to Mt

Hikurangi and from there direct to Rangi Tuhaha, direct to the Gods.

According to other tribes the wairua journeys back to Te Rerenga Wairua

then back to its origins. This is still related today in whaikorero.

The underlying belief of death in Maori terms is that it is an event in ones life

whereby the body of flesh becomes separated from the inner soul, the wairua

of a person. According to conversational exchanges particularly at a tangi,

the wairua begins visitations before the call to the tipuna to come and

accompany their ascension back to Rangi Tuhaha, ki te kninga tuturu, to the

original abode of the wairua .

What then are the implications of this powerful knowledge of Ufe and Death

on the Maori reproductive education system? Unequivocably it establishes

that Maori society has its own distinctive knowledge base which is

inextricably bound to the Maori language, the medium of transmitting its

Kaupapa Maori body of knowledge.

Secondly with focus on Kura Kaupapa Maori as a reproductive system for

this Kaupapa Maori body of knowledge, what then are the implications?

Finnly, it establishes for the children, the recipients of this Kaupapa Maori

knowledge,that with Life stems a sense of pride of belonging; and with Death

a sense of protection and security that is dated and linked way back to the

original kainga tuturu of the Maori.
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PARI FOUR : TE WA:

Within a Maori framework of knowledge, time is valuable and highly

significant for it provides a scale of continuity which, embraces the remote

past to the present, links the present back to the past, and connects the past,

the present and the future.Geneological recitals confirm the linking of the

past direct from Io Matua Kore to the present and vice versa. Waiata oriori,

waiata tangi, waiata whakautu taunu, patere, waiata tautitotito , waiata

whakaaraatapa, not only record historically but also gives credibility to

this continuity. (Ngata -Nga Moteatea Collections 1928 -1990 )

Time then for Maori society is the historical record of its past, present, and

future development. The implication of this knowledge for the Maori child

in Kura Kaupapa Maori establishes genealogrcal confirmation of their self-

identity, their sense of ownership which invariably lifts their self-esteem.

Time is precious too and important in fostering social and kinship

relations.The time a person expends with kaumatua and kuia, being

encompassed in their aura, is invaluable learning time.It teaches one patience

and endurance. It teaches one dignity and humility.It teaches one not to take

selfishly 'his or her'knowledge for pure personal gain. It teaches one the art

of giving with no expectation of reward.It teaches one how to respect-

Time expended at a tangi, at a hui, at any Maori function is cooperatively and

reciprocally so valuable.Time given to nurturing kin ties and ahi kaa links is

time well spent.The children in Kura Kaupapa Maori are taken to tangi, to

hui, to the marae where they learn in addition to everything else the

importance of devoting personal time and energies to whanau, hapu and iwi

events.
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PART FTVE : TE IRA TANE , TE IRA WAHINE :

Both the tane and wahine are uniquely tapu.The term tane originates from

Tirne-Mahuta, otherwise known as Thne-nui-a-Rangi, who was responsible

for the separation of Ranginui the Sky Father and Papatuanuku the Earth

Mother; who attained the three baskets of knowledge from Rangiatea; and

who formed the fust woman; and their union resulted in the procreation of

the universe. Tirne-nui-a-Rangi is renown for his prowess, his power and

authoritative leadership.The seme is attributed to and expected of the males

within Maori society.

The implication of this knowledge for Kura Kaupapa Maori substantiates

firstly the important role the male children must play in leadership,in

striving hard to own and control the reproductive Kaupapa Maori

knowledge, but more importantly and concurrently, to assert their role as

one of protection more so than one of power dominance.

Bearing in mind the thinking: Ma te miro whero ma te miro pango ,I{a

honoa,kn miruta. Basically this means that through the combinational efforts

of the leader and the lead will unity and united interests be served. This

message has deep cautionary signals for those, especially male members

aspiring to pursuing singular interests to the detriment of the whanau,hapu,

or iwi.

The term hine exudes a superiority, a power that is uniquely linked to

Papatuanuku, to Hine-hau-one, to Hine-titama, to Hine-nui-te-po. (Kupenga'

Nepe, Rata, 1988) As such the role of the tamahine, the tuahine,and the

wahine as the whaea, and the tipuna kuia, are exclusively complex and vital to

the total reproductive systems within Maori society.
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The superiority of the female members, according to Ngati Porou sources, is

in their superior breeding and their superior upbringing. Ngati Porou

woman know as a fact, firstly, that they are complimentary on equal but

unique levels, to the male members of the whanau, hapu, and iwi. Secondly,

that they are vital to the very existence, the very survival of what is uniquely

Maori.

Within Maori women circles today, it is maintained that Maori women are

less concerned about the mana and power-seeking ventures that Maori men

are more inclined to pursue. Additionally, Maori women have an enduring

determination, commitment, stickabilty, and resistance that far supersedes

their male counterparts.

What then are the implications for Kura Kaupapa Maori? Briefly that the

roles of the tane and wahine, kaumatua-kuia, whaea-matua, tuahine -

tungane, tamahine-tama, are absolutely complimentary.

Secondly, that today the male members of Maori society, in terms of

continuity of Maori society as a distinctive reproductive system, are but

politicians and the strategists.

It is however Maori women in their unique complimentary role, who are

instigators, the practioners, the determiners, that will ensure the survival

Maori tino rangatiratanga.

Together this knowledge will influence the administration and respective

complimentary roles of the Whanau of Kura Kaupapa Maori; the teaching

methods; as well as the shaping and nurturing of the respective skills and

learning experiences of the male and female children within Kura Kaupapa

Maori.

the

the

the

of
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PART SIX: KO AU - KO TAUA - KO TATOU:

In Maori terms, ko au, ko taua, ko tatou are literary concepts that cannot be

isolated within the Maori mind. They are terms which bring the individual

back into the cooperative whanau, hapu, or iwi framework of understanding.

The implications of this knowledge has been signalled throughout this

section, but specifically it reinforces cooperation and the reciprocity of

obligations and commitments that each individual member has to each other

within the whanau, hapu, and iwi.

Admittedly within this modern world dominated by Western societal

experiences, the maintenance of the ko au, ko taua, ko tatou thinking becomes

diluted and a strain to sustain. To the extent that an astute Maori woman

educationist (H.Reedy-Parata 1991) is claiming that the usage of such

encompassing pronouns in Maori conversations are no longer commonly

heard.

With regards to Kura Kaupapa Maori what is this knowledge conveying?

Basically that the survival of tino rangatiralanga, sovereignty as Maori,

which, in turn nurtures il1s inner soul the wairua of Maori children, is

dependant on the maintenance of the ko au, ko taua, ko tatou unity of the

whanau, hapu, and iwi.

Additionally, the usage of these terms in daily conversational relationships

must be increased. For example instead of using phrases focusing on the

individuaf substitute the pronoun to use the more encompassing taaa, tatou

pronouns. Just the mere substitution of a pronoun changes the whole scene of

the relationship. These are vital teachings for Kura Kaupapa Maori children.
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Tb ngaleau ki nga taonga a o tipuna Maori

Hei tikitiki mo to mahunga,

Tb wairaa ki te Atua

Nana nei nga mea lratoa.(Whakatauki: SirAT Ngata)

Te Aho Matua (Appendix 1) is a philosophical doctrine that incorporates the

knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values of Maori society that have emanated

from a purely Kaupapa Maori metaphysical base. As a product of the

combination of Kaupapa Maori metaphysics and Maori societal relationships,

Te Aho Matua sets standards and pedagogical procedures for the significance

of Kaupapa Maori education as a system of intervention that is highly

applicable today.

Te Aho Matua as the guiding philosophy for both Kura Kaupapa Maori and

the Kura Kaupapa Maori Teacher Tiaining Course,gives credence to their

knowledge bases and hence their existence today as viable reproductive

educational institutions.

Fundamentally Te Aho Matua was designed to focus on Kura Kaupapa Maori

children as the receptors of this exclusive knowledge. The underlying

premise is that unless the holistic makeup of the Maori child is known

totally, then it is not possible for the communicator of knowledge, that is the

teacher, to facilitate that child's learning experiences.

To this extent Te Aho Matua is an intervening model: a doctrine of children

and their development and the pedagogy of Kaupapa Maori.

Throughout its respective six sections, this philosophical doctrine annotates

the factors that influence the holistic development of the Maori child.
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PART ONE :TE IITA TANGAf,A:

Te Ira Thngata outlines the general development model of human life. Tvo

well known whakatauaki (proverbs), introduce this section.

Ahakoa iti" He iti mapihi pounamu.

He knkano i ruia mai i Rangiatea, E kore ia e ngaro

The first highlights the value of the tama or tamahine as a pnzed possession,

of whanau, hapu and iwi.The second confirming his/her origin as a luknno, a

seed sown from Rangiatea that will never be lost.This metaphor is a model of

growth that preludes a concise but detailed explanation of the development of

the child right from conception.

Te Ira Thngata knowledge notates the child's divine connections to Rang

Tuhalra, the child's makeup, with his/her mauri" tapu, wehi, iho matua,

mana, ihi, whatwnanawa, hinengaro, auahatanga" ngalaq pumanawa intact.

All are holistically developed in the womb of his/her mother prior to

birth.(Appendix 1: v)

Additionally it is clearly stated in proverb two above that as a product from

Rangiatea this child will never be lost. The implication is that right from

conception the child in its 'wholeness' is a product owned by a lineage of

distinguished ancestors who link back to Io Matua Kore. Consequently, as

declared at birth in the respective ceremonies, the child belongs to sacred

origins of security and protection. Our role then as parents, whanau

members, teachers, and educationists, is to embrace, nurture, and teach the

child so his/ler whole being develops positively. Admittedly as the child

grows to adulthood the decisions as to what he/she will do, become their

prerogative. Nevertheless it is claimed that if the 'whole being' of the child

(as described above with all their distinguished qualities intact) grows

positively then that child will never deviate to wrong-doing. (Appendix 1 :vi)
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Within the general conception of development there are significant elements

which make up Te Ira tangata. One such strand is te ngakaa which is a "vital

organ for development". Te ngaknu, the vitals, the pith of one's affections is

analogtzed as the face, (the reflector), and the doorway (the outward

expression) of the wairua, the inner-soul of life.

A significant connected factor advanced is that all forms of communication

be they slanderous or affirming, negative or positive, oppressive or

dignitary, inferior or superior, all will penetrate and affect the inner-soul,

the wairua of the child. From this has originated these Maori words of

wisdom 'kia ngalcau mahaki', a cautionary phrase reminding 'us', the

facilitators of the childos growth and learning, to always maintain a positive

and a caring manner towards all learners.The significance for personnel in

Kura Kaupapa Maori is to know and understand that how the child is treated

penetrates deeply direct to the child's inner-soul, direct to their wairua

Maori.

A further point implied from this knowledge is that by virtue of the fact the

child is a descendant of Maori ancestry that link back to Io Matua Kore, the

inner-soul, the wairua of that child is Maori. It is not Pakeha, it is not

bilingual, it is not christian, it is not monnon, it is not catholic. It is Maori.

Consequently,what is significant is that the child's learning base is Maori.

The reminder for teachers then is that the Maori child comes to school with

his/her ancestry mana in total, intact. The Maori child does not leave this at

home, at the school gate, or in her school lunch bag.

So when the child is degraded the fact is the child's whole ancestral lineage is

degraded. When the child is positively reinforced and loved, their whole

ancestal mana is encompassed.

The simplicity but powerful effects of this Kaupapa Maori knowledge is

indeed deep.
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Next is an emphasis on the sacrosanct qualities of a person, be they a babe, a

child, a man, or woman. All are endowed with a sacredness that is distinctive

and must be acknowledged and respected accordingly. With this clearly

understood a strong cautionary message follows for all personnel within the

Kura Kaupapa Maori not to be abusive, insulting, repressive, or despicable

towards another.They must endeavour to be humble and caring at all times -

kia ngalcau mahaki i nga wa katoa-

PART TWO: TE REO:

This addresses the importance of the Maori language as the medium for the

authentic expression of Kaupapa Maori knowledge.The depth of its value is

evident in the proverb that introduces this section. The proverb quotes:

Tbht reo, toht ohooho

Tbht reo, toht mapihi maurea

Toht reo,toht whakakai marihi.

Fundamentally, this proverb means that the Maori language is precious and

invaluable. It is an object of deep sentiment which awakens one's whole

being.As previously mentioned the Maori language is the exclusive vehicle

that gives expression to Kaupapa Maori knowledge.Consequently the

survival of the Maori language to ensure its reproductive role is critical.

Te Kohanga Reo initially and Kura Kaupapa Maori subsequently are both

credible educational institutions that immerse the children into te reo Maori.

The curriculum of Kura Kaupapa Maori,(mathematics,science,poetry,etc) is

taught exclusively in Maori.Accordingly these institutions are ensuring the

survival of te reo Maori and the preservation of Kaupapa Maori knowledge.
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While it is recognised that the Maori language is inextricably bound to

IGupapa Maori knowledge, this philosophical doctrine acknowledges too,

the sacaedness of all languages.

C-onsequently the request that those involved in Kura Kaupapa Maori must

expend gratitude to all languages. Children in Kura Kaupapa Maori are

conversant in both Maori and English, and it is accepted that equivalent

strength in both languages, Maori and English, would inevitably equip the

children adequately for both worlds.

However in the immediate stages of their early learning, total immersion into

Maori is fundamental to their Kaupapa Maori development. Only when this

base is secured then a second or third language is introduced.

Other major points also advanced in this section include fustly, the need to

monitor and determine the right time to introduce English as a Second

Language into the Kura Kaupapa Maori curriculum. Secondly to ensure that

the learning of either language in the Kura Kaupapa Maori or any other

schooling institution is kept completely separate at all times. Thirdly, only

those who are fluent in the Maori language and knowledgeable of the

Kaupapa Maori world are eligible to teach the children in Kura Kaupapa

Maori.

PART THREE : NGA IWI:

The proverb that opens this section states:

Te piko o te mahuri,

Tbra te tupu o te ralcnu.

Briefly it means that the bend or curve in a young sapling tree is indicative of

how the tree will grow.
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So how the child is nurtured and fed Kaupapa Maori knowledge through

geneological ties, ancient myths and legends, folktales, poetry and song, and

ancient incantations will determine how he/she grows to become a productive

member of his/her whanau; his/her hapu and ultimately his/her iwi. Hence

the role of the Kura Kaupapa Maori whanau in embracing, guiding,

supporting and instructing the child will bond the child reciprocally to the

Kura whanau.

The implication is that as the child experiences the joys of the whanau for

his/her successes, as well as their disappointments at his/her wrong-doings,

this instills the beginnings of the child's determination to uphold

righteousness, and with it is achieved the pride and dignity of their whanau,

hapu, and iwi. Section two of this chapter also discusses aspects pertaining to

Maori whanau,hapu, and iwi.

PART FOUR: TE AO:

The normative position of this particular section, is given in the proverb

which stresses the distinctive role the child plays in this present world.

trk pu te ruha kn hao te rangatahi: lt states that as the old net is cast aside, so

the new goes fishing. With the emphasis of Te Aho Matua on the

development of the child this proverb is stating that today the young are

venturing forward to "take on the world". It is the period of time of the

child's life that they are facing the challenges, the trials and tribulations of

the worldly tasks that confront them. It is the time of preparation, of

knowledge seeking and gaining in order to be equipped adequately to cope.

In Te Aho Matua it is recognised that the Maori child's first world is that of

the home and beyond this is the Maori world.The onus is then on the Kura

Kaupapa Maori to facilitate, to guide, and to enrich the child's full education

to its completion.
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This will include tracking,monitoring, and strengthening the child's progress

beyond the exclusive confines of the Maori world. With a realistic focus on

the futuristic aspirations for the Maori child the caution is not to restrict

them totally to the Maori world but to allow and encourage them to move

outward to capture the advantages and understandings of the wider world.

With this vision clearly understood, the emphasis once again returns to the

beginnings of the child's learnings which has its origins in Rangi Tuhaha, in

Rangiatea,in Papatuanuku, in Ranginui, and all the teachings of the ancestots.

From this is shaped and reshaped the child's intimate understanding of how

to care for, how to take from, and how to give thanks to Papatuanuku the

Earth Mother, Ranginui the Sky Father and 'their' worldly riches.

The ultimate aim is to develop within the child a holistic marvel of life, of

flora, of fauna, as well as to inculcate within their inner- soul theh wairua,

an affinity with nature to the extent that their role would be oriented towards

protection and preservation rather than destruction.

With such convictions will develop not only the child's conservationist bias

towards the bountiful benefits of the land, the sea, and the forest, but also

their dedication to holding fast to the lcnrakia, korero tawhito, whakatauaki,

pakiwaitara, purakau, waiata and lore relevant to such worldly riches.The

reciprocal reward is the intimate scientific knowledge that the child will

receive.
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PART FIVE: AHUATANGA AKO:

TWo proverbs accentuate the pedagogy of Kura Kaupapa Maori.

Proverb L Tamariki wawahi taha,

Aratakinaki te matapuna o te mohio,

O te ora, o te maungarongo.

Whaia te iti knhurangi

Te tuohu lcoe, me he maunga teitei..

Proverb 2

Literally the first proverb means that children who break calabashes

(assumedly in anger or frustration) need careful guidance to understanding

the source of knowledge,life, and peace.

The second proverb advises the scholar to aim for the heavens in their

educational pursuits. However if they should falter aim for a lofty mountain.

The underlying claim is that in order to achieve these aspirations, it is

essential that all forms of learning experiences provided for the child be

prompted by genuine caring and vivacity so as to prompt and stimulate in a

positive way, the inner-established world of the child's mind.

To this extent the purpose of the knrakia,to settle the inner-soul (the wairua),

to soothe the emotions,to clear the mind of negative thoughts,to appease the

heart, and to unleash the problems of the child, becomes very important.

The karakia allows the child to move with a cleansing, purity of thinking

into the ananged learning tasks and experiences of the day.

Additionally, it is an inspiration for the child to have an adult alongside as a

supportive mentor throughout the learning experiences.What is important

however is that the adult must remain only as a facilitator of the child's

learning, not the do-er of the task.
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It is also essential that children learn to sit quietly and to listen. They need to

master this skill before they can ever hope to grasp the inner depths of the

knowledge transmitted. Complimentary to listening is, to look, to touch, to

question, to debate, to conceptualise, in order to comprehend and understand

totally. Such interrelated persuasions are fundamental to any kind of

learning.

It is the kaumatua and kuia who are entrusted with Kaupapa Maori

knowledge so it is important that they are part of the children's learning

within Kura Kaupapa Maori. A strong intenelationship of trust and security

(similar to that advocated between a tipuna whaea/ tipuna matua and

mokopuna) is developed between the kaumatua and tamaiti during these

knowledge sharing sessions. The implication is that the presence of a

kaumatua and/or kuia is vital to the child's holistic learning. They provide a

sense of confidence and security that counteract failure. They are skilled,

experienced, and patient, and expound an inner-soul serenity unmatched by

the matua, whaea, teacher, tutor generation.

To service visitors is also an important feature of Maori protocol which the

Maori child is expected to learn. This role is clearly defined within the

whanau, hapu, and iwi settings. The significance being to uphold the mana,

the dignity, and status of the whanau, hapu, or iwi.

Within Kura Kaupapa Maori this principle of hospitality manaakinnga, is

uppermost in administration and management duties.

Within each whanau too the child learns the reciprocal roles of

whanaungatanga that is related to the tungane-tuahine, tuakana-teina,

pakeke-kohungahunga and kotiro-taitama relationships.

The tungane-tuahine reciprocal societal interelationships have already been

described and they are clearly incorporated into the philosophy of Kura

Ifuupapa Maori.
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The reciprocal behaviour of caring and respect between the tungane and

tuahine is reflected and strongly promoted in the assigned roles within Kura

Kaupapa Maori, with the hitting of the tuahine by their tungane being firmly

forbidden.

The tuakana-teina relationship as previously explained is a strong obligatory

bond of commitment between older and younger siblings. This relationship

trend is further perpetuated within Kura Kaupapa Maori between blood

siblings but more profoundly between the older children-taipakeke and the

younger children-kohungahunga.

The older children have dictated responsibilities to ensure the safe care and

protection of the younger children where ever they may be. The younger

children reciprocally are encouraged to listen and be cooperative. The

benefits accrued reinforces a group commitment, a group survival strategy

and well-being, and group solidarity.

The pakeke-kohungahunga reciprocal intenelationship can also be classified

as the group equivalent of the tohunga-scholar or teacher-pupil relationships.

The pakeke-kohungahunga relations differ slightly to that of the kaumatua -

tamaiti and that of the tipuna-mokopuna. The former difference is that in

terms of the 'generation gap'; and the latter is that in terms of immediacy of

blood ties'.

This naturally implies a difference in roles.The pakeke-kohungahunga

reciprocal roles are not as closely knitted, nor are they as serene.

Consequenfly the role of the pakeke, as the teachers in a Kura Kaupapa Maori

is to be doubly dedicated, doubly committed to the Kaupapa Maori principles

adhered to within these school settings, otherwise they will not survive.
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Reciprocally the role of the kohungahunga-the children, is to continue to be

more assertive and to demand more content knowledge and so indicating a

desire to learn as well as an appreciation of the efforts of the learned

tutor.This reinforces the importance and value of the pakeke as the facilitator

of learning.

The kotiro-taitama relationships (a parallel to the tama-tamahine) are

promoted with the Kaupapa Maori knowledge that both are distinctively

unique and tapu. That is, in their own special ways the kotiro as a girl and the

taitama as a boy are unique and sacred. This is highlighted by the focus of this

proverb on the kotiro.

Kotiro, he molcopuna koe na Hinetitama

Waiwai ana nga karu te tirohanga atu

This proverb clearly states that the kotiro is a direct offspring of Hinetitama

the Dawn Maiden, and as such her holistic beauty brings tears to the eyes of

the beholder.There are also proverbs that highlight the agility of the taitama.

What is important with regards to the ahuatanga ako, that is the pedagogical

implications of this knowledge, is that the kotiro and the taitama though

distinct and unique are still part of an encompassing unity within Kura

Kaupapa Maori.

So to categorise and separate them into specific girl roles and specific boy

roles is not encouraged. The same applies to the older children and younger

children. It is highly detrimental to their total development within Kura

Kaupapa Maori to totally separate them in their learning experiences.The

principles of Te Aho Matua as its philosophical charter, recognises the need

for separation some of the time but never all of the time.
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Together, the kaumatua-tamaiti, tuahine-tungane, tuakana-teina, taipakeke -

kohungahunga, pakeke-kohungahunga and kotiro-taitama relationships

strongly influence the pedagogy within Kura Kaupapa Maori. All are linked

to the societal base relationships outlined in previous sections of this thesis.

More significantly though, all have origins in a Kaupapa Maori metaphysical

base which is distinctive, hence the development of knowledge codes that are

substantially different to that of other societies including the Pakeha society

that colonised Maori society.

With regards to the forums for learning, it is acknowledged in Kura lGupapa

Maori that the marae, the ngahere, the seaside, including all other suitable

environments beyond the confines of the school setting, will be utilised to

promote the children's learning.

ln sum, the combination of the above-mentioned Maori society relationships

and the very fact that the knowledge base and language promoted in the

above settings are distinctively Maori,validates the pedagogical disciplines of

Kura Kaupapa Maori firmly as a reproductive system which grves expression

to the reclamation and re-establishment of its own Kaupapa Maori body of

knowledge. Furthermore it reaffirms the argument pursued by this thesis for

the significance of Kaupapa Maori education as an intervention system

today.

PART SIX : TE TINO UARAf,ANGA:

In the final section of Te Aho Matua, Te Tino Uaratanga as a form of

assessment, advocates what the desired product, the graduate from Kura

Kaupapa Maori would be like. A personal interpretation of Te Tino

Uaratanga with reference to Kura Kaupapa Maori graduates is that

ultimately they will have the ability to reach their innermost, uppermost

desires with holistic satisfaction. This will include having their cultural

sovereignty their tino rangatiratanga, firmly intact.
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With specific focus directly on the Kura Kaupapa Maori child and desired

outcomes Te Aho Matua stipulates as a matter of developmental process the

following assessment indicators for teachers and whanau in Kura Kaupapa

Maori.

Firstly, that the child is secure and remain highly alert and sharp in mind to

all knowledge necessary in promoting themselves within this new, basically

un-Maori world. Next that the child is adept and competent in listening, in

thinking and reasoning, in oracy, and in writing in Maori firstly then in

English. It is vital too that the natural talents and intuitive cleverness of the

child is recognised, promoted, and nurtured, so that these talents can reach

the upper pinnacles of achievements.

Of importance also is that the creativity skills of the children are stimulated

and advanced.The children must also experience joy, happiness, love,

excitement and humility. And embedded within them the depths of learning

and knowing well. It is important that the children must feel deeply within

themselves, the power, the authority, the sacredness, and the inner force of

their personal identity and mana. Their inner-soul, their wairua Maori must

hold fast to its origins which link back to their parents, grandparents, and

ancestors, directly to Rangi Tuhaha and Io Matua.Together all these will

assist the children to stand firmly and with dignity as a symbol of pride for

their iwi.

CONCLUSION:

ln tracing the development of the Maori child in Kura Kaupapa Maori down

the route proposed by this philosophical doctrine it is evident that its strong

links to the Maori metaphysical realm combined with its stated aims, are an

innovative and inspiring "model" for Maori education today.
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The significant elements implicit in Te lra Thngata; the importance of te reo

Maori in grving authentic expression to Kaupapa Maori knowledge; the

acknowledgement of all languages including English; the indications of the

supremacy of maintaining iwi 'ahi kaa' bonds; the realities of being well

prepared and well educated for worldly challenges; the respective influential

roles of the facilitators of learning; the reciprocal obligations of kinship

relationships and their related relevance in pedagogcal learning styles; all

conhibute to acknowledgng the superior qualities of this doctrine as a

credible document for setting out educational standards and pedagogcal

procedures for Kaupapa Maori education.
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SECTION FIVE :

Wnlurongo ki te reo Maori e karanga nei

Whakarongo ki nga akoranga. rangatira

Na te Atua i tuku iho kia tatou e

Pupuritia, korerotin, mo ake tonu. (Waiata : Ngoi Pewhairangi)

The Maori language as a living medium of communication is a vital strand in

the transmission of Kaupapa Maori knowledge. As previously mentioned no

other language will be able to convey the intricacies of this knowledge.

Originally, the transmission of knowledge throughout the generations was

done orally. The importance of oral transmission, coordinated with ear and

memory as evident in Maori compositions of traditional poetry and song was

according to Sir Apirana Ngata in his Collection of Nga Moteatea Part 1V

(ed :TM Reedy 1990) "cultivated to an extraordinary degree".

This is captured with vivid description in the following explanatory note by

Sir Apirana Ngata (Ibid :ix ) who gives credence to the art of training in the

'ear-cum-memory method' of oral transmission in traditional poetry and

song compositions of Maori society.

Something may be said of the manner in which the Maori composers

constructed their poems. Lacking a knowledge of writing they depended on

memorising to record words and. lines, then stanzaq as these were

forged.The ear was handmaid to the memory, absolutely indispensable when

it is realised that Maori poems were made to be suflgt and chanted or recited

The illiterate Maori memorised by ear, and by ear as he wove his words to

convey his thought and sentiment he judged their appositeness in sound and

rhythm as well as in expressiveness.If the singing and recitation were also

accompanied by acti.on, as in the case of the patere or haka,then the result of

the process lrAs a perfect example of the suiting of words to action and of

action to words.
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The coordination between ear and memory before the introduction of the art

of wrirtng was cultivated to an extaordinary degree.

The sensitised tablet of the memory as if it were received and recorded

through the highly developed critical and discriminating organ of hearing

the words in their due order with all that the poet signified by them as

interpreted in sound, rhythm, intonation and enunciation aided by the

gestures and postures, where these were appropriate.

A composition was generally the work of a group, but centred round the

person whose passion, resentment or grief was its inspiration.This might be

expected of a people, which had a strong sense of cooperation. The group

helped to select the approprinte words or to recall references from the tribal

traditions, which should be woven into the stanzas. It assisted with the air to

which lines as they were formed were sung.The members of the group will

memorise words and air and talec them to their respective places of abde and

by constant repetition test them for modification and improvemenl In the

end the composition, as a communal effort was recorded in the the memories

of a wide circle of men and women, and of the youth of the community -

words,air,enunciation,action and. aII. Thus it has been transmitted down

generations of an unlenered people, sometimes added to or ad.apted to suit

outstanding incidents in the tribal history. There is no more disputation

regarding authorship or the text, than there is concerning the written records

of Shakespe are's play s.

With further relevance to the oral traditions of recording and transmission,

Te Rangihiroa, Dr. Peter Buck has this to say (Ibid : ix)

'Civilised man has become more and more accustomed to learning through

the qe and less through the ear. The eye of civilised man depends on notes

and books, the ear of uncivilised man has to depend on memorising. As the

taking of notes increases under our educational system, so the cultivation of

memory decreases.
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Even for the passing of examinations, memorisation is often of a transient

nature. It has thus become difficutt for civilised man to adequately realise

what the human memory is capable of amassing or to credit the vast amount

of information that uncivilised man has handed down to posterity unwritten."

According to Sir Apirana Ngata (Ibid : xi,x):

The qrc is not as well equtpped an organ as the ear for transmitting to the

memory for record the composite sensations comprised in songs and chants.

Without other aid" such as modern science provi.des by sound-fiIm records or

the less fficient phonographic records the mind is overtaxed in the effort to

imagine the background of the native compositions and the environment in

which their significance is best understood.The music in the words, the play

of the trained voice with the liquid syllables of the Polynesian phrases, accent

emphasis,lilt and rhythm- the qe is blind to these and cannot pass them on.

No mechanism sofar produced, pen, printing press, the sound film, musical

instrument or phonograph, can with the most efficient coordination eEtal the

human actor trained through the organ of hearing,

Before proceeding to detail the history of Te Reo Maori, the question posed

is, of what significance is this knowledge for Kura Kaupapa Maori?

Undoubtedly this focus on oral traditions of transmitting and communicating

in Maori society must have clear directions for pedagogical development in

Kura Kaupapa Maori. To begin with, to realise the benefits of memorising

and training by ear, and to acknowledge that the texts are invaluable records

of history, myths, and tradition. Following is the reinforcement that

immersion totally into the Maori language is the only way the children in

Kura Kaupapa Maori can ever begin to understand as well as to know

holistically the inner depths of the traditions.
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Ngata at the time of writing, expressed grave doubts as to whether the future

student without the proper training through the organ of hearing could

"stage a rqival of the national poetry sung in the national manner" . At that

particular time, the Maori language was still a first language and was more

finnly intact than it is today.

Obviously the task at hand for Kura Kaupapa Maori is a difficult one

especially if the goal is to produce graduates who are capable of capturing the

composite sensations comprised in traditional Maori poetry and song.

This knowledge confirms the commitment to the rule "Me l<orero Maori

ana|<e i roto i nga Ktra l(aupapa Maori - Only Maori must be spolen in Ktra

Ifuupapa Maori' even more crucial.

Another important point that has arisen from both Ngata and Te

Rangihiroa's statements is the strong educational trend towards the usage of

sight to the detriment of utilising the organ of hearing. This is just as

applicable today as it was fifty years ago. In fact the emphasis on the visual,

the written text today could be more severe.

What then are the implications of this knowledge for Kura Kaupapa Maori

and perhaps educating Maori children in general? It appears there could be

very strong culturally-compatible influences inferred by the 'oral

transmission - ear receptor-memory method' which are conducive culturally

to the practices of unity and cooperation operating within Maori society.

A known fact too is that in the classroom the majority of information shared

is oral. The teacher is constantly talking. It is then assumed that there is a

major dependency within the classroom on the organ of hearing to receive

and to internalise the knowledge. However if the progtessive trend is towards

the visual, towards the written, the organ of sight will then be fostered more

to absorb this oral information.
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For Maori children such a 'schizophrenic switch' could be devastating to say

the least, especially too if their visual and reading skills are not as superior as

their oral skills.

Maori language however, is a phonetic syllabic language and is very easy to

read. So the children in Kura Kaupapa Maori in terms of the 'schizophrenic

switch' above shouldhave less traumatic experiences in coping to conelate

their ear training with their eye training. Nevertheless the main point is not to

overtly pursue sight and reading to the detriment of oracy and hearing, and

to be reminded as pointed out by Ngata and Te Rangihiroa, that oracy and

hearing are culturally-compatible indicators of Kaupapa Maori learning.

In Kura Kaupapa Maori there is already a strong emphasis on perfecting the

children's oral language skills first and foremost.This development will

ensure the strengthening of listening as well as memorising skills equal to that

of sight and reading skills. A further point that is relevant refers to the

significance of oral speaking, and oral composition, that is, literally sharing

experiences and sensations orally. As previously higilighted Maori society

traditionally and cunently have a strong sense of cooperation and unity and

this is fostered clearly by a strong dependency on oral communication,

person to person, people to people, rather than by written communication.

Within Maori society, to communicate orally is not only regarded as very

intimate and caring but dignitary. To communicate by letter is regarded as

berng less intimate and impersonal.C-onsequently dealings of any importance

are done personally. Nothing is more important socially in Maori society than

personal conlact,nkia korero a kanohi" kia tutaki a lcanohi" kia kitea a lcanohi".

Hence the strong determination of Maori elders and Maori whanau to

personally attend bereavements, unveilings, and such like occassions as

fulfilment of their whanau, hapu, and iwi reciprocal obligations and

commitments.
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These are Kaupapa Maori knowledge factors that are fundamental to the

holistic learning experiences of the Kura Kaupapa Maori child, who learns to

relate with people with ease and confidence in a very Maori humanistic and

cooperative way.This avoids classification (by elders) as being too Pakeha-

indoctrinated and lacking in affinity with or understanding of, the Kaupapa

Maori world.

TE REO MAORI: HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT:

Te Reo Maori as already discussed was traditionally an unwritten oral

language locked into a distinctive Metaphysical Realm of extensive Kaupapa

Maori natural and historical phenomena. As well, Te Reo Maori was an oral

medium of,cosmogonic and tribal genealogical recitals; esoteric poetry, sorg,

and prose; tribal history and recollections; and classic traditions.

With the advent of the missionaries at the turn of the 1fth Century saw the

establishment of Mission Schools which by 1816 to 1840 flourished as the

advance educational reproductive system to culturally invade and then

extirpate the Iftupapa Maori knowledge base of Maori society.

Ngata (1990 : vii) claims "the Whare-wananga or Schools of Learning which

supplied the material for the most elevated compositions in the Maori

Language had closed their sessions before the end of the internecine tribal

wars in 1839.'

From this evidence it is apparent that the assimilationist ideology to

transform the Maori from the state of barbarism to civilised life, was

becoming very effective.For it forced many of the Maori tohunga and

learned priests who had not perished in the wars to seal their lips or to go in

hiding with this knowledge.

The signing of the Tieaty of Waitangi in 1840 not only sealed the fate of this

knowledge but also gave authority to the missionaries and colonists to

advance the suppression of Te Reo Maori.
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All was not entirely lost however for by the 1840s many Maori were literate

in Te Reo Maori and was responsible, alongside Sir George Grey and other

colonists, for recording a wealth of Maori literature.

Then there were the deadly Land Wars of the 1860s which ended in the

control and power of the Pakeha reigning supreme, 1867 saw the

establishment of Native Schools and stage two of the calculated campaign to

wipe out the Kaupapa Maori body of knowledge through the suppression of

Te Reo Maori. Maori language was used only as an inhoductory course and

thereafter was displaced by the English language as the medium of

instruction.(Walker 1984:73)

What followed in the 1900s was a sequence of repressive policies imposed by

Pakeha educational authorities to'completely assimilate Maori social

structures, belief systems, attitudes and behavinurs.' ( LT Smith 1989 :5)

This was orchestrated through corporal punishment ('with a supple jack as

has been vividly recalled by Sir James Henare') to wipe out literally the use of

the Maori language in state schools.

Such forms of repression forced the Maori to go 'underground' back into

their homes and marae, to salvage and protect Kaupapa Maori knowledge and

Te Reo Maori.

As Smith declares (Ibid :6) "Maori language did not however disappear. Its

resistance to extinction was nurrured in the very places which lccpt Maori

society on the margins of Pakha New Zealand Communities which were

isolated were able to sustain the language as the main language of

communication. Other Maori institutions such as the Marae sometimes

provided the only context in which Maori was spoken. These isolated poclcets

of resistance provided sustenence which kcpt the language alive...."
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So also did exclusive Whare-wananga, instigated within whanau, hapu and

tribal areas by Maori elder, Maori leaders, and the Maori intellects of the

day, to help the survival and preservation of Kaupapa Maori knowledge and

concurrently Te Reo Maori.

The outbreak of the Tvo World Wars and the enlistment of Maori men, many

of whom did not return, resulted in maiming tragically the social structures

within Maori society.This in turn affected the stability of Te Reo Maori, the

only medium that linked the social structures to the people and their

distinctive Kaupapa Maori knowledge.

This destabilisation and alienation from Maori origrn and identity realised

through the medium of Te Reo Maori continued with the uplifting of Maori

whanau into urban centres as the semi-educated and semi-skilled compatriots

of industrialisation.

With the urban migration from the 1.950s erupted blatant rascist hysteria

within the urban state schooling system as more and more Maori children

infiltrated these schools.This generated unbelievable thinking and emotional

outbursts from Pakeha teachers and Pakeha educational officials whose

inability to cope with this Maori influx chose to stereotype and blame the

victims.

Maori children were classified as lesser and inferior beings because they

were 'culturally deficit'.This was recorded as due to 'their' restricted

language codes, inferior-quality home language, low parental aspirations and

encouragement, and inability to comprehend, to communicate, to reado and

to write in English.
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At a lower extreme honific stereotypes were generated, and amassed by a

dominant Pakeha society that refused to even consider humanistically if not

educationally, that just maybe what in fact existed was a consequence of

cultural incompatibility, a manifestation of a structural dysfunction which

had its origin in the suppression of the Kaupapa Maori Metaphysical

knowledge base.lntellectually this is not very difficult to comprehend and

accept. Ideologically, it is a threat and consequently inconceivable.

The 1960s then saw, along with admitting that the assimilation-provoked

educational policies were failing to breach the educational gap between Maori

and Pakeha children, the beginnings of Maori pressure and discontent with

the existing education system, and the move to 'integrate' taha Maori into

school progranmes.

Maori language at this time was a School Certificate and University Entrance

subject at Secondary School level. Additionally it was available for academic

study within several University. All are acknowledgements of the political

pronouncements made primarily by Maori scholars, Maori leaders as well as

Maori politicians, as to the credibility and validity of Maori knowledge and

Maori language.

Despite such measures the survival of the Maori language as a living

communicative language and as the vital link to the Kaupapa Maori

metaphysical realm was bordering on extinction.

In 1913, 90Vo of. Maori children could speak fluent Maori. By 1953 that had

dectined to 26Vo, and by 1975 it is recorded that or[y 5Vo of the Maori

population could fluently speak Maori.(M.Gilling 1989 :11)
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The 1980s revealed to the Maori, to culturally-sensitive Pakeha educationists,

and to the world that the New Zealand education system, despite over a

hundred a fifty years of control and administration to get it right, was still

failing the majority of Maori children who passed through it.

Its repressive policies of assimilation, then integration, and now bilingualism,

continue to impose Pakeha ideology upon Maori people who have their own

distinctive knowledge base.

The advent of lb Kohanga Reo in 1981 evidenced Maori people at the cutting

edge of social and educational change in New 7*aland. This was accelerated

by the Maori Educational Development C-onference in Ngaruawahia in 1984.

The Maori response was clear.They would no longer tolerate the educational

wastage practised by the New 7*alandsystem on the rnasses of Maori children

that pass through it. They would no longer be the mourner at the funeral of

their own language, their own culture.

In 1985 began the first Kura Kaupapa Maori at Hoani Waititi Marae,

Auckland. Borne out of Te Kohanga Reo, and the strong determination of

parents and whanau to preserve, protect, and nurture further the Maori

language and Kaupapa Maori knowledge of their children, Te Kura o Hoani

Waititi paved the way for the fulfihsnt of Maori educational aspirations for

their children. With the state system having such a tragic track record, Maori

parents and whanau had nothing to lose as they worked with renewed

determination to raise over $100,(X)0 a year to make their Kura l(aupapa

Maori a viable and credible eductional intervention forum.

Their ultimate goal, to produce assertive bilingual and bicultural children

who would ultimately become an asset to Aotearoa society.

A new eta, a new struggle, a new schooling movement has begun which is

aimed st teclaiming and re-establishing a reproductive system for its own

trkupapa Maori body of knowledge.
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By December 1989 through the determined efforts of parents and

grandparents as the foundation members of Te Komiti o Nga Kura Kaupapa

Maori o Thmaki Makaurau,legislation was passed legalising the establishment

of Kura Kaupapa Maori. Today, February 199t, there exist 11 state-funded

and 3 yet to be state-funded Kura Kaupapa Maori.

So with a total of over 650 Te Kohanga Reo, and the prospect of a growing

demand for the establishment of Kura Kaupapa Maori, goes with it a deep

satisfaction that there is definite hope that Te Reo Maori and Kaupapa Maori

knowledge will survive not only into the 21st Century, but moreover into the

22nd C-entury.
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Popo e tangi ana tama ki te lcai mnna

Waiho me tiki ake ki te Pouahaokai

Hei a mai te pal<ake ki uta ra, hei wai u ma tama. (Waiata oriori)

INTRODUCTION:

Te Kohanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa Maori as intervention forums of

Kaupapa Maori education are intricately linked. Te Kohanga Reo is classified

as Te Kakenga Tuatahi the first stage, and in progression, Kura Kaupapa

Maori is Te Kakenga Tuarua the second stage. Both are interrelated

educational institutions which have developed because of several critical

factors. Two of these which are particularly significant for this thesis are:

fustly, the fact that the Maori language and Kaupapa Maori knowledge are

bordering on extinction (Benton 1979), and secondly, the issue concerning

the failure of the present education system to effectively service the majority

of Maori children who pass through it. These critical factors have been of

major concern within Maori society for decades so the development of the

interventionist movements such as Te Kohanga Reo in the 1980s and Kura

Kaupapa Maori towards the 1990s were inevitable. For the Maori this

inevitability is a consequence of over 150 years of oppression.

Theoretically, the oppressed over a period of time becomes conscientised

and develops an awareness of their situation. Accordingly, they unveil and

expose 'their' world of oppression.Then through the praxis commit

themselves to its transformation. This according to Paulo Freire is but the

first stage. The second stage is when the reality of oppression has already

been transformed and the pedagogy becomes a process of permanent

liberation. (Freire 1972: 3L)
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This theory applied to the Maori situation means, that prior to the 1960s

before the Maori migration to the urban centres especially, the Maori were

not totally aware that they were victims of oppression and that they suffered

oppression. Exposure however to the acts and behaviour of their Pakeha

counterparts began to reveal differences in privileges and monopolies.The

urban Maori, the educated Maori by the 1980s particularly, began to make

real challenges and culturally confront their oppressors in order to

transform their world.

In a pacifist and self-determined way the Maori has done this through taking

control of educating their own. Hence the opinion of the writer that the

development of Te Kohanga Reo and then Kura Kaupapa Maori were

inevitable for the 1980s given the oppressive realities and injustices of the

past. In sum, given the historical, political, social, economical and

educational realities of the past it is the opinion of the writer that the

development of Te Kohanga Reo and then Kura Kaupapa Maori could not

have occurred in the 1950s, the 1960s, or the 1970s. These were times of

awareness and transformation which have now developed into a period of

liberation.

As educational institutions of Kaupapa Maori educatiotr, ft Kohanga Reo and

Kura Kaupapa Maori have responded to the self-determined need within

Maori society to ensure the survival of the Maori language not only into the

21st Century but moreover into the 22nd Century.They are also reproductive

systems reclaiming and re-establishing the Kaupapa Maori body of

knowledge. Additionally, they are recognised credible institutions by Maori

parents and grandparents specifically, for intervening to redress the

educational malpractice performed by the New Zealand education system on

the majority of Maori children who pass through it.
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Section five of chapter two has already outlined the importance of te reo

Maori as the medium for transmitting Kaupapa Maori knowledge. It has

detailed too the historicat development of te reo Maori and the repressive

educational policies forbidding its use in state schools.

With the affirmative Maori initiatives begun since 1960 and accelerated in

the 1980s by the establishment of Te Kohanga Reo, the strong vocal critiques

of Maori educationists, the launching of Te Maori, the political stance of Te

Whakapumau i Te Reo, and the development of the Kura Kaupapa Maori

movement,there has emerged 'hope' that te reo Maori, and Kaupapa Maori

knowledge will survive. What then of the Maori educational crisis?

Tb mataumnga o te Pakeha, He mea whalalo hei tinanatanga

Mo wai ta mo Hatana. Kia npato i nga wlrulcnwai

Kia I@Ira m, kia lelra rz. (Waiata: Tirini Ngawai)

It has been agreed by a wide range of interests that Maori children are failing

within the New 7-ealandeducation system in apalling numbers.This is clearly

evidenced by the high incidence of Maori pupils who leave school annually

with no formal national qualification. (Royal Commission on Social Policy

1988) According to the Maori Education Statistics 1989, released by the

Research and Statistics Division of the Ministry of Education (table 12):

of the 8991 Maori pupils attending Secondary School in 1979,582L $a.7Vo)

left with no formal quatification. In 1980 of the 8599 Maori pupils, 5510

$a.Vo) left with no forrral national qualification. ln 1981,, 5368 (63.7Vo)ot

atotal of 84ZlMaoripupilsleftschoolwith no formal qualification. In 1982

there were 8352 Maori pupils attending Secondary School. Of these 54M

(6a.7Vo) left with no qualifications. In 1983, 1984,1985, this depressing

trend continues with 5153 (6l.6Vo) of 8366; 6018 (62.2Vo) of 9678; and 5850

(6I.3Vo) of a total of 9549 Maori pupils respectively left Secondary School

with no formal national qualifications.

SECTION ONE:
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With the discontinuation of the University Entrance Qualification in 1986

and the award of grades to all School Certificate candidates a slight

improvement was noted in the numbers of Maori pupils leaving school with

formal national qualifications. It is significant to note that prior to the

awarding of grades to all School Certificate candidates, a statistical

manipulation of School Certificate results occurred which severely

disadvantaged students sitting School Certificate Maori. This was revealed

and recorded at the Maori Educational Development Conference held at

Turangawaewae in 1984.

For 1986, 8787 Maori pupils attended Secondary school. Of these 4693

(53.4Vo) left with no formal qualifications. In 1987 there was a total of 8766

and of these 4081 (46.6Vo) left school with no qualifications. In 1988 and

1989 respectively there were 8290 with 3491 (42.lVo), and 9231with 3401

(36.8Vo) leaving with no formal national qualifications.

In 1987 the comparative Secondary School Attainments of Maori and Non-

Maori pupils are as follows: (Maori Educ Stats 1989 :Thble LZ & 13)

University Scholarship

University Bursary

Higher SC

LIE/6th Form Certificate

School Certificate

No formal national

qualification

Total

Maori = 1

Maori = 206

Maori = 452

Maori = 1605

Maori = 242L

Non-Maori = I99

Non-Maofi = 7286

Non-Maori = 5919

Non-Maofi = L4046

Non-Maoi = 12378

Maori = 4081 Non-Maori = 8570

Maori = 8766 Non-Maori = 48398
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For 1988 the comparative

University Scholarship

University Bursary

Higher SC

UE/6th Form Certificate

School Certificate

No formal national

qualification

Total

figures are:

Maori =

Maori =

Maori =

Maori =

Maori =

Non-Maori = 225

Non-Maori = 8798

Non-Maori = 5850

Non-Maori = 13287

Non-Maori = 10813

4

239

458

1773

232s

Maori = 3491 Non-Maori = 7100

Maori = 8290 Non-Maori = 46073

For 1989 the comparative figures are as follows:

University Scholarship Maori = 1

University Bursary Maori = 318

Higher SC Maori = ffi6

UEl6th Form Certificate Maori = 2090

School Certificate Maori = 2755

No formal national

qualification

Total

Non-Maori = 228

Non-Maori = 9463

Non-Maori = 7644

Non-Maoi = 15317

Non-Maoi = 11269

Maori = 3401 Non-Maori = 6268

Maori = 9231 Non-Maori = 50189

This evidence clearly demonstrates to Maori parents and gandparents that

the present education system is failing the majority of Maori children who

pass through it. Additionally it is clear that comparatively, Non-Maori

pupils who are primarily Pakeha, are more successful within the existing

New Zealand education system than their Maori counterparts.This suggests

that the reproduction education system of the Pakeha is 'dysfunctional' to the

reproduction of Maori society. Moreover it indicates that in perpetuating

'cultural capital' the present New Zealand education system serves the

interests of Pakeha students and Pakeha societv.
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ln tracing the intended destinations of Maori pupils from 1977 to 1983 again

the evidence is equally as critical.ln 1977 of the 764t Maori leavers 446

(5.8Vo) intended to pursue higher education, with 7195 (94.2Vo) joining the

Labour force. In L978, of the 8468 leavers 571, (6.7Vo) went on to further

fulltime education and 7897 joined the Labour market. In 1979 of the 8991

who left school, 696 (7.7Vo) intended pursuing higher fulltime education

with 8295 (92.3Vo)joining the labour queues.ln 1980,1981,1982, and 1983 a

slight improvement of up to 3Vo annually was noted. Respectively, 882

(7O.3Vo); 860 (10.2Vo); 897 (10.7Vo); and 873 (I0.4Vo) Maori leavers

pursued fulltime higher education.Respectively from 1980 to 1983, 7714

(89.7Vo);756t (89.8Vo); 7455 (89.3Vo) and 7493 (89.6Vo) Maori leavers

joined the Labour force. (NACME Stats L989: Table 10)

Clearly the reality is, that colonialism has produced an education system

which today, one hundred and fifty years since the signing of the Tieaty of

Waitangi, still remains steadfastly monocullural.

Ranginui Walker (L987 :I73) claims that the incongruities between New

Zealand schooling and the needs of Maori children continue to widen as poor

educational achievement, truancy, aggtession, conflict towards educational

authorities, vandalism, and high illiteracy rates, reflect '..symptoms of deep

seated failings'. Maori children are clearly signalling that for them the

current education system is dysfunctional.

Such dysfunction and failings can no longer be accepted and tolerated. Maori

parents and grandparents are rejecting the existing New Zealand education

system and are instead demanding the establishment of Te Kohanga Reo and

Kura Kaupapa Maori to meet the educational needs of their children.
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Tb arolu he lrarere ki te aa,

Puritia ko nga luapapa kia mau. (Waiata: Tirini Ngawai)

Te Kohanga Reo, are Maori I-anguage Nests which feed and transmit to

Maori children through te reo Maori, Kaupapa Maori knowledge. In essence,

for "five days a weeko babies and pre-school children are cared for, in these

language centres, by Maori-speaking adults ".(Sharples 1 989 :3)

Since its inception at the turn of the 1980s by Sir James Henare and Tilley

Reedy, Te Kohanga Reo was picked up and enthusiatically launched at the Hui

Whakatauira of Maori leaders in 1981, then implemented as a pilot

programme in Wellington in 1982.Within six years the number of Te

Kohanga Reo established around the country had grown to more than 4fi).

By June 1990 these Maori l-anguage Nests had totalled 609 caring and

nurturing in excess of 12,fi)0, predominantly Maori children.

Today, Te Kohanga Reo attracts world interest and world acclaim, and as a

valid educational movement Te Kohanga Reo is hailed as the most

invigorating, self-determining, and powerful national initiative undertaken

by Maori people within this 20th Century. (1990 World Indigeneous

C-onference) Significantly, all the Kohanga Reo were resourced almost

entirely, by the Maori people themselves. Until March 1990, Government

assistance per Kohanga Reo was limited to setting-up grants of up to $50fi);

administration grants up to $18,000 per annum, and/or subsidised training

programmes. (Sharples: Ibid)

This meagre funding was expected, on an avetage, to service the care of up to

15 pre-school Maori children. Average expenses based on the $18,0fi) less

GST per year, included 1.5 staffsalaries which may be budgeted respectively

$6000 and $3000 per annum. Then there were the basic operating costs of

rent, power, and telephone, which may be allocated $3000, with the bdance

of $4,2fi) left to buy food and educational equipment for that year.
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In the testimonies from Te Kohanga Reo Whanau on Funding and Resources,

presented to the Government Review Team of Te Kohanga Reo in September

1988, the following was noted:

The resources which currently support the Kohanga Reo whanau were the

subject of much debate among the people who talked to us.Some argue that

the resources allocated by the State are insufficient.

They argue that substantial capital and operational funds are nec€ssary to

enable the Kohanga Reo whanau to establish the'kaupapa' and provide for

their day to day costs. Input from the people is a central feature of the kaupapa

of the movement, but we have heard repeated testimony that the costs to the

Kohanga Reo whanau are too high.

In March 1990, State funding equivalent to that received by other Early

Childhood institutions, became available for all Te Kohanga Reo who met the

licensing criteria and standards applied and administered by the Ministry of

Education. To date not all Kohanga Reo are receiving this equitable funding.

Many are still awaiting credentialling and approval by the Ministry. Many

are claiming the process to be typically slow and bureaucratic. (Ngati Whatua

ki Kaipara Kohanga Reo Meeting- Dec 1990)

At present Te Kohanga Reo is undergoing structural changes. Under the

directorship of prominent Maori elders as the National Te Kohanga Reo

Thrst, and the administration of the secretariat of the National Te Kohanga

Reo Thrst, preparations are underway to hand this invigorating enterprise

with its kaupapa intact, to each respective iwi to own and control. The plan

was scheduled to occur over 5 years but with the recent change of

Government and the appointment of a new Minister of Maori Affairs, the

direction for Te Kohanga Reo within the total Maori 'affairs' package is

unknown, and yet to be revealed within the next week by the Minister elect.
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SECTION THREE:

Tumanakohia ki te wairua

Hei arahi ki te ora e. (Waiata: Aue Te Mamae i ahau -Tuini Ngawai: 1959)

INTRODUCTION:

The 'kaupapa' of Te Kohanga Reo, that is, its philosophical doctrine remain

oral and unwritten.The following is an analysis of the philosophy of Te

Kohanga Reo, as informed by being involved in initiating, establishing,

administering, and working in and for Te Kohanga Reo for nearly a decade.

More importantly, the writer acknowledges a personal commitment to Te

Kohanga Reo nationally, and more specifically a personal reciprocal

investment with Te Awhireinga Kohanga Reo situated at the Auckland

College of Education, Epsom.

PART ONE: TE AWHIREINGA TE KOHANGA REO:

Te Awhireinga Te Kohanga Reo was negotiated, initiated, and established by

the writer and primarily, dedicated Maori womene who worked at the

Auckland C-ollege of Education and within the Mt.Eden-Epsom area. In 1984,

with custody of two grand-daughters aged 2 yearc and 9 months respectively,

and a new appointment with the Auckland College of Education, the writer

was prompted with the need to personally initiate within the workplace a

Kohanga Reo.While the writer's grand-daughters were already enrolled and

attending an outlying Kohanga Reo, the convenience of having a Kohanga

Reo within the workplace for several reasons including, the importance of

'whanau' involvement, formed a precedence.

I It is renown within Maori society, that the tipuna kuia and whaeaoliterally Maoriwomen within

the whanau, control and administer their Kohanga Reo on behaHof their whanau,hapu, and iwi.
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The writer with another tipuna whaea,began negotiations with the College of

Education administration in January 1984. Several consultation meetings

followed, as well as the recruitment of prospective whanau members, their

children, and kaiako. In June 1984 after the Queen's Birthday weekend, Te

Awhireinga Te Kohanga Reo was opened with formal Maori proceedings and

blessings. Initially there were sixteen children who attended daily from

8.fi)a.m to 5.00pm.

The initial agreement negotiated permitted the operation of Te Awhireinga

Kohanga Reo in shared facilities with the Teachers Rugby Club and the Maori

Studies Department of the College. Of interest were the terms of priority use.

It was strongly stipulated by College administration that the lbachers Rugby

Club use was first priority, then the Maori Studies, then Te Kohanga Reo.

These conditions applied until 1987 when the Teachers Rugby Club moved

premises. (Minutes of Te Awhireinga Te Kohanga Reo)

Today Te Awhirenga Te Kohanga Reo is still thriving and serving

professionally, the child-caring needs of staff, students,and whanau of the

Auckland College of Education. By March L99L the Kohanga Reo is expected

to be relocated into renovated buildings adjacent to the new buildings of Te

Kura Kaupapa Maori o Maungawhau. Both are situated near the Tutahi Tonu

Marae of the Auckland College of Education.

PART TwO : TE KAUPAPA O TE KOHANGA REO:|o

Linked spiritually and philosophically to Io Matua Kore, Te Rangi Tuhaha'

Rangiatea, Ranginui, Papatuanuku, Thne Mahuta and Hineahuone, the

kaupapa of Te Kohanga Reo has its roots in the Maori metaphysical realm.

From this Kaupapa Maori base too is derived Maori tino rangatiratanga-that

which authenticates the unique existence of Maori people as the tangata

whenua of Aotearoa.

| 0 This analysis is solely the writer's interpretation of Te kaupapa o Te Kohanga Reo. As such the

the writer acknowledges its limitations.
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Implicit in this Kaupapa Maori knowledge of origins are wairua, mauri, and

tapu.All are strongly interlinked to Maori tino rangatiratanga.

Tino rangatiratanga meaning Maori supremacy-Maori sovereignty, is

fundamental to Maori identity and encompasses three dimensions, the wairua

dimension; the kotahitanga dimension; and the whanau dimension.

PART THREE: TE WAIRUA - SPIRITUAL DIMENSION:

The wairua-spiritual dimension is an integral part of the equlibrium and well-

being of Maori people,and has as its source,a direct link to Io Matua Kore,

Ranginui, Papatuanuku, and ancestors.

Te lra Thngata outlined in chapter two section four, details a general

development model of human life - Maori life. With its divine connections to

Rangr Tuhaha this Maori life as from conception is endowed with mauri,

trpu, wehi, iho matua, mana, ihi, whatumanawa, hinengaro, auahatanga,

ngakau, pumanawa. Underlying the combination of all these characteristics is

the wairua-the inner soul of life.

By virtue of ancestral origins the inner soul of Maori life is absolute and

fixed, its 'wairua' is Maori. This wairua Maori is distinctive and unique.

Accordingly it requires distinctive and unique educational and reproductive

processes to nurture and to promote the existence of the child's wairua Maori,

as well as to protect its uniqueness. What this means is that the wairua Maori,

the spiritual dimension of the Maori child, must be fostered and reinforced

positively through specific and distinctive Kaupapa Maori educational

proc€sses in order to maintain the equilibrious well being of the Maori child.

The imposition of assimilative, accomodative, and integrative educational

policies would not maintain,let alone achieve this equilibrium. There would

always be an imbalance. Basically this is because the knowledge base imposed,

which is alien and insensitiveo belongs to a totally different society - the

Pakeha society.
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Consequently no amount of 'more of the same Pakeha education' would

change the Maori educational crisis. Rather it would further aggravate it, as

cunent statistical evidence proves that the academic gap between Maori and

Pakeha children continue to widen. So while it may be evident that more

Maori children remain at school longer, the reality is this has not caused the

'academic gap'to improve. Additionally it is appreciated that comparatively

the Pakeha student's ability does not remain static to await Maori academic

levels to catch up. Furthermore,a Pakeha child within a Pakeha oriented

education system is more likely to improve in the very system that culturally

promotes 'their' educational well being.

PART FOUR : TE KOTAHITANGA.SOLIDARITY DIMENSION:

The kotahitanga dimension refers to solidarity as a people,as a race, as Maori.

Kotahitanga is essential to mauri the life-essence and source of the survival of

Maori people as the tangata whenua of Aotearoa.

Kotahitanga is a concept of strong affinity rather than consensus. It promotes

cooperative and reciprocal kin relationships. It revitalises the intimacy of

belonging to, ownership to, and responsibility to, whanau, hapu and iwi.

Underlying this sense of unity is the essence of survival-the survival of a

proud race of indigenous people who are the tangata whenua of Aotearoa.

Kotahitanga also defines boundaries of exclusivity. This refers particularly to

knowledge ownership, land affiliation, and subsequently 'ahi kaa' - land

ownership. Such collective declarations of tangXa whenua sovereignty is

dependant on knowing who you are and where your turangawaewae is. In

other words "land was both the bread of life and an enduring symbol of

where they [the Maori] stood in the world."(Asher & Naulls L987 :7)

Tiaditionally land was the source of cultural, spiritual, emotional, and

economic sustenance, which still remains true today. (ibid : 1)
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Such strong affinity with the land emanate from the Kaupapa Maori

knowledge of spiritual links to Papatuanuku as the Earth Mother. This

knowledge engender a love and respect for Papatuanuku that is sacrosanct. So

to be alienated from turangawaewae, from kin land, is detrimental to the

Maori well-being.It dissolves unity and destroys kotahitanga.

PART FIVE : WHANAU DIMENSION . A REPRODUCTIVE UNIT:

The whanau -the family, is the site, the security, and surety of social,cultural,

educational, and political reproduction. Additionally and just as importantly

the whanau is the buffer, the lever, and the provider of strategies and defense

mechanisms that ensure and protect not only one's very existence, but one's

survival as a Maori.

The whanau as a reproductive unit validates collective consciousness and

collective reaffrrmations of their cooperative, reciprocal commitments to

each other. This means that by virtue of birthright a whanau member is born

into a multiplicity of obligations which they choose to serve and to nurture.

Reciprocally this secures their affilliation, identity, turangawaewae,and

whanaungatanga - kinship links.

Whanau traditionally incorporated a group of people descended from a

comnron ancestor. lnclusive were spouses and whangai (foster children). As

whanau members are inevitably linked to several ancestors it is most commsn

for them to be affiliated to several whanau, several hapu, and several iwi.The

possibility of maintaining and serving reciprocal commitments to all whanau,

all hapu, and all iwi is impractical. So the whanau member chooses the kin

relationships they wish to nurture and to exPend energies on. However,

reciprocal commitments may be shared through implementing the Maori

saying/fu l<oe tena ko taua, la tatouhoki. Ko au teneilco taua, lm tatou ano-
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This means that while one or some members are servicing and nurturing

obligations at one venue, another or others are obliging somewhere else. In a

shared way they are jointly representing and fulfilling each others

obligations.

Each whanau member on an individual ranking is tapu.This is due specifically

to their ira atua, ira tangata, ira wahine, ira tane, characteristics already

outlined in chapter two. Hence each whanau member is acknowledged as

belonging to sacred origins of security and protection.

PART SD(: WHANAU DIMENSION : A UNIT OF RESISTANCE:

The whanau in addition to being a reproductive unit, is also a unit of

resistance. It buffers and levers difficulties, traumatic experiences, and

major threats to the preservation of tino rangatiratanga within the whanau,

within the hapu and within the iwi. In this role the whanau is the protective

shield which provides strategies and defense mechanisms to counter

problems, depression, negative consequences, repressive moves and

sovereigFty threats.

Key personnel within the whanau unit are the kaumatua and the kuia. They

are the elders, who are learned and less perturbed by the social and political

pressures that the younger members more than often become agitated over.

The elders'decisions are generally negotiable and compromithg, based on

years of experience. Moreover their visions towards reaching amicable

solutions are pursued and favoured more than the contrary. As the notable

peacemakers the kaumatua and kuia are essential to the ordered functioning

of the whanau. Reciprocally, Te Kohanga Reo has restored the traditional

role of the kaumatua and kuia as being learned and invaluable mentors.
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The parents, the matua and the whaea, as outlined in chapter two, section two

are also fundamental to the whanau. They are the procreators of each

successive generation. As such they are vital to the existence of the whanau.

The parents are also the implemeniators, the practioners who mobilise the

whanau into action. They too are the strategists who protect the whanau.

Finally the children-the tama and tamahine, who are also the tuahine,

tungane, tuakana, teina, and mokopuna. Essentially they are very special to

the continuity of the whanau. Reproductively they would learn the language

and knowledge in order to become versed and learned in the teachings of the

whanau elders, as well as to nurture and sustain their distinctive and unique

existence as Maori, with their wairua Maori and hinengaro Maori firmly

intact.

CONCLUSION A}.{D IMPUCATIONS :

Te kaupapa o Te Kohanga Reo like Te Aho Matua has its origins in the

metaphysical base that is distinctively Maori. Both are philosophies

formulated through the transcending links of the metaphysics and Maori kin

relationships. Both are spiritually bound to the metaphysical base which in

turn influences the commonsense thinking and interpretations of a Maori

world view. This thinking and interpretations are transmitted through the

medium of Maori, by a 'wairua Maori', and with a 'hinengaro Maori.'

What then are the educational implications of this knowledge for Te Kohanga

Reo especially, and Kura Kaupapa Maori successively ?

IMPUCATIONS OF TE WAIRUA-SPIRITUAL DIMENSION:

For both Te Kohanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa Maori the wairua dimension is

significant in affirming the Kaupapa Maori pedagogical directions that are

being advanced in both these institutions.
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That is, in both lb Kohanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa Maori it is accepted that

the Maori child has an inner soul that is Maori, and that this wairua Maori is

distinctive and unique. Accordingly there are specific Kaupapa Maori

pedagogical processes that -'whangai te wairua Maori o te tamairi' - feed and

nurture the child's wairua Maori. This is fostered and promoted in both the

above educational institutions.

From a lftupapa Maori perspective it is imperative that te wairua Maori of

the child must be nurtured. If this is done an equlibrium is maintained which

secures the self-identity and self-esteem of the Maori child. With this intact it

is then and only then that the child is confident to move beyond the security of

the Maori world and to venture outward into the wider world.

As previously stated, to impose Pakeha assimilative educational policies on

the learning experiences of Maori children would be detrimental, as this

would cause an imbalance. So it is preferable that the Te Kohanga Reo

graduate is immersed further into Kaupapa Maori education before moving

outward.

The underlying premise is that once the child's Kaupapa Maori base is secure

this firmly establishes a springboard type of lever from which the child

would move from and retract to as the need arises. While it is appreciated that

Te Kohanga Reo graduates attending Kura Kaupapa Maori schools may never

be 'more academically advanced' in the Western world than their Pakeha

counterparts, that comparative issue is not a concern for Maori parents and

grandparents. What they are very sure about is that Te Kohanga Reo and

Kura IGupapa Maori would produce competent and confident bilingual and

bicultural scholars for this country. And in view of the current Maori

educational statistics this must surely be a bonus for Aotearoa.
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IMPLICATIONS OF TE KOTATIITANGA . SOLIDARITY DIMENSION:

With regard to the implications of the kotahitanga-solidarity dimension, it is

apparent that this unifying dimension is very important to the kin afEliations

and identity of Te Kohanga Reo children. Fundamentally this identity is

linked to knowledge and land ownership and so would exclusivety bind

whanau, hapu, and iwi.

For theTe Kohanga child and the Kura Iftupapa Maori child, the emphasis

placed on the value of land as one's turangawaewae is highly significant in

securing their birthrights. This knowledge would help them undersknd the

significance of the child's iho- matua (umbilical cord) being buried as an iho-

whenua, a connection with the land. They would understand too the emphasis

placed on returning the deceased to the land of their birthright. All this

knowledge strengthening the solidarity, the kotahitanga of whanau, hapu, and

iwi.

IMPUCATIONS OF TE WHANAU . TTIE EAMILY DIMENSION:

The whanau dimension as a unit of reproduction and as a unit of resistance,

envelop and control Te Kohanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa Maori respectively.

Their survival, their success, and their credibility remain totally in the

'hands'of the whanau.

The whanau decision making process in Te Kohanga Reo and in Kura

Kaupapa Maori may take different forms and may last for several hours, even

days before an agreement is reached. Nevertheless of importance is that a

collective decision-making process is instigated and further more seen to be

implemented. However frustrating it may seem in the lenglh of time taken to

formulate decisions the process itself is very signifisxnt in empowering all

involved whanau members firstly, and secondly, to learn with trumility and

respect the complexities of cooperative decision making.

I
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Furthermore it allows members to strengthen each others involvement and to

positively reinforce each other for tasks undertaken and completed.This in

essence is the significance of operating as a reproductive whanau unit and as a

unit of resistance.Fundamentally it means collective sharing,collective

responsibility, collective accountability, and collective decision- making .

Within rural iwi-based areas, Te Kohanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa Maori

whanau could more than likely resemble traditional whanau who are linked

by ties of kinship.Within major cities, and as a result of urbanisation, a more

generic concept of Te Kohanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa Maori whanau has

developed whereby the criteria for affiliation has moved from kinship ties to

that of commonality - common aspirations, common residence, and common

enterprises. It must still be appreciated however that in most instances there

are many whanau members who are in fact kin related, and through shared

tasks with other members actuallv discover some kin connection.

The marvel is that some of the ideal and most progressive Te Kohanga Reo

and Kura Kaupapa Maori models are those advancing the generic whanau

concept. It is discussed and cited at whanau hui that the reason this is so is

primarily because the 'kaupapa' is firmly intact as guiding principles.

Combined strongly with this is the common investment in their children's

best interests.

Together these factors form a highly successful combination which is less

likely to fail. For whanau members too this does not cut them off from

continuing to foster their kin relationships. Rather it strengthens their skills

and knowledge to go back to their rural whanau, hapu, and iwi to initiate Te

Kohanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa Maori there.
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In sum Te kaupapa o Te Kohanga Reo as a result of its origins, is

comprehensive and culturally complex.Ideologically,incorporated in its three

dimensions of wairua, kotahitanga, and whanau, it reproductively reaffirms

tino rangatiratanga. Philosophically it adheres to Kaupapa Maori knowledge.

SECTION FOUR
KURA KAUPAPA MAORI:
Horuhia e Matariki ki te whenua, Tb marumatanga mo te motu e

Kia tipu he puawai honore. Mo te pani, mo te tawakore e.

(Waiata: Tuini Ngawai)

INTRODUCTION:

Kura lkupapa Maori {e Kakenga Tuarua is the second progressive stage

which has developed directly out of the philosophical and ideological,

affimative struggles and successes of Te Kohanga Reo.

Mehemea lrnhore Tb lbhanga Reo, e kore e puawai akc Te Ktra lhupapa

Maori.

Kura IGupapa Maori then as the logical extension of Te Kohanga Reo is a

state legislated schooling movement validating the argument for the

significance of a trkupapa Maori educational intervention system.

PART ONE: INITI.AL DEVEIJOPMENT OF KURA KAUPAPA MAORI:

Through Tb Kohanga Reo has burgeoned an educational intervention system

within Maori society, that is invigorating and progressive to the point that its

impact is superseding all educational expectations. From its inception and

launching, Te Kohanga Reo within a decade, has flourished to dictate the

significance for Kaupapa Maori education. Refusing to permit the loss of

what their children had gained as 'babes' in Te Kohanga Reo, the Hoani

Waititi Marae whanau under the directorship of Dr Pita Sharples logically

pursued and developed in 1985, a distinctive Maori schooling institution.
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Te Kura o Hoani Waititi was unique in that its knowledge base and

pedagogical practices expressed through the medium of Maori was

distinctively Maori. Acknowledgement and credit for this distinctive

development goes to Katerina Mataira, Te Aroha Sharples, and Evelyn

Tobin. All are Maori women who spearheaded and implemented the first

Kura lGupapa Maori in New 7-ealand.

By 1986, other Te Kohanga Reo parents and grandparents in central

Auckland were beginning to ask where to from Te Kohanga Reo? They too

were exceptionally pleased with the impact that Te Kohanga Reo had made on

their children and grandchildren's learning.Their children and grandchildren

were Maori first language speakers and the pride and excitement experienced

with this reality was overwhebning. So much so that these parents and

grandparents were adamant that their children would continue to be Maori

first language speakers.(Ll Smith 1984)

It was already apparent too that within a few weeks, children who had gone

from Te Kohanga Reo into state schools were suppressing their ability to

communicate in Maori. The children would return home claiming that they

were not allowed to 'korero Maori' at school. This revelation was tragic.

(Oral submissions made to the 1987 Te Kohanga Reo Review Team at Hoani

Waititi Marae)

Nevertheless, it did make these central Auckland parents and grandparents

even more determined about rejecting the present state system. The only

available choice at the time was to hold their children back at Te Kohanga Reo

and this some of the above parents and grandparents actually did. (Rata 1989)
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PART TWO :ilt{IlfiR DE\yELOPMENT OF KURA KAUPAPA IvIAORI

By early 1987 the determination of a core gloup of Te Kohanga Reo parents

and grandparents, living in central Auckland, to establish a Kura Kaupapa

Maori was set in trend. At their first meeting the descriptive term Kura

Kaupapa Maori was devised to define the type of school desired for their

Kohanga Reo children.(Ibid :30) At this meeting also was formed Te Komiti

o Nga Kura Kaupapa Maori o Tirmaki Makaurau. The prime role of this

Komiti was firstly to establish as soon as possible a Kura Ikupapa Maori for

their Te Kohanga Reo children in central Auckland. Secondly, to initiate a

political campaign seeking the establishment of State Kura Kaupapa Maori.

The immediate development of a Kura Kaupapa Maori within central

Auckland was first priority. In October 1987 the kura opened in a 'bonowed'

room at the Auckland College of Education with a voluntary teacher, who

took leave without pay, and ten children from Te Awhireinga and Natari

Kohanga Reo. The borrowed room was required, so from February 1988

new premises at the Kelston School for the Deaf were negotiated with the

Education Department as the landlords, for $311.00 per week. Still

dependant upon voluntary teachers the kura, named Te Kura Kaupapa Maori

o Waipareira, struggled to survive throughout 1988 on parents fees and

Sants received from community agencies and supportive individuals.

By the end of 1988 two Kura Iftupapa Maori within Thmaki Makaurau had

been established. Both were in West Auckland and both were seeking to

become bona fide schools within the state system. Planning of a third Kura

Kaupapa Maori was underway but it was not until July 1989 however that Te

Kura lfuupapa Maori o Maungawhau was established in an old prefab

building at the Auckland College of Education. By August 1989 two other

Kura Kaupapa Maori were operating at Mataatua marae in Mangere and at

Rahuitanga Kokiri Centre in Otara.
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In December 1989, Section 155 of the 1989 Education Amendment Act

legislated Kura Kaupapa Maori as a valid schooling institution. This followed

a declaration of providing capital costs for the pilot development of six Kura

Kaupapa Maori. All the above mentioned five kura in Thmaki received this

funding.The sixth was a kura in Palmerston North.

On a national basis, noted is Te Kura o Ruamata in Rotorua. This was

established in ear$ 1987, but did not attain State Kura Kaupapa Maori status

untit 1990. Developed about this time too was the kura in Otautahi, which

similarly did not achieve State Kura Ikupapa Maori status until 1990. The

kura in Palmerston North is recorded to have begun their negotiations in

L9f37 but did not actually operate until state funding and status were received

in February 1990.

PART THREE: KURA KAI.JPAPA MAORI - CI.,RRENT STAf,E:

As present, February L991, there are 11 registered state-funded Kura

Kaupapa Maori namely; Te Kura o Hoani Wailiti -West Auckland; Te Kura o

Ruamata - Rotorua; Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o Vhipareira - West Auckland;

Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o Maungawhau- Central Auckland; Te Kura

Iftupapa Maori o Mangere - South Auckland; Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o

Piripono ki Otara - South Auckland; Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o Manawatu -

Palmerston North; Te Kura Kaupapa Maori Whakapumau i te Reo Tuturu ki

Waitaha-Christchurch; Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o Te Rito - Otaki; Te Kura

Kaupapa Maori o Oparure- Te Kuiti; and Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o

Wairarapa - Wairarapa.

There are also three official Community Forum established, non-state funded

Kura Ifuupapa Maori presently seeking approval for funding. These are Te

Kura Kaupapa Maori Whakapumau ki nga Thonga Tuturu ki Tokomaru Bay -

Ngati Porou; Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o Puau Te Moana Nui a Kiwa - Glen

Innes; and Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o Manurewa - South Auckland.
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There is also the Kura Kaupapa Maori o Mangatuna - Ngati Porou, cunently

seeking approval to change its status. Additionally there have been

representations made to Te Komiti o Nga Kura Kaupapa Maori o Thmaki

Makaurau for information on setting up Kura Kaupapa Maori by Kaikohe'

Hauiti in Tolaga Bay, and Thupo. Representatives of these respective whanau

also attended a special Kura Kaupapa Maori wananga organised in Auckland

by the Te Komiti o Nga Kura Kaupapa Maori o Thmaki Makaurau in

December 1990.

Further developments include widespread interest from Kohanga Reo

throughout the country, but perhaps more significantly are the numerous

requests from tribal iwi for information on how to get established, and

invitations for whanau members to speak at specific iwi development

conferences.

It is evident then that there is definitely a growing interest for Kura Kaupapa

Maori, from Maori whanau, hapu, and iwi who own and control Te Kohanga

Reo. This undoubtedly is inevitable given the current Maori educational crisis

on the one hand and the strong determination of Maori whanau on the other

hand to preserve what successes they have struggled to achieve throughout

the development of their respective Kohanga Reo.

With state legislation legalising the establishment and existence of Kura

IGupapa Maori this obviously paves the way for Maori parents to make real

choices as to how they wish their children to be educated.The major question

is not what decisions and choices Maori parents would make but how the

Minister of Education and the Ministry would cooperatively implement those

decisions and choices.
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For since the passing of the legislation in December 1989, the Ministry of

Education has not been perceived by the Kura lftupapa Maori whanau in

Thmaki Makaurau, as cooperatively negotiating with Maori iwi in general

and Kura Kaupapa Maori whanau specifically, as to appropriate

implementation policies for the effective development of State Kura Kaupapa

Maori.(Komiti minutes 1.990)

ln other words the Ministry of Education through the Wahanga Maori have

chosen to work separate to the productive efforts and knowledge of Kura

Iftupapa Maori whanau. Cunently they are working independently, with

little to no understanding of the essence of the kaupapa, of the knowledge base

origins, and the historical development of both Te Kohanga Reo and Kura

Kaupapa Maori. The Ministry through the Wahanga Maori are imposing

Pakeha assimilative policies on a Kaupapa Maori 'taonga'. (Kura Kaupapa

Maori Wananga - Dec 1990.)

This is evidenced by a letter minuted at the December 1990 meeting of the

Komiti, that was received from the Chief Executive Officer, Dr Maris

O'Rourke of the Ministry of Education in which she states:"l am also

seconding DickGrace to a special project next year to go around the country

and help appropriate state schools become Ktra Kanpapa MaorL"

ln response to this, the co-ordinator of the Komiti o Nga Kura Kaupapa

Maori o Thmaki Makaurau wrote to Dr Maris O'Rourke on 20 December

1990 stating: (Jnforrunately one sentence in your letter, "I am seconding

Dick Grace to a special project next year to go around the country and help

appropriate state schools become kura", demonstrates the Ministry's

misinterpretation of the purpose of the legislation. The campaign to secure

legislatian was based upon these premises:

1. That Ktra lfuupapa Maori was the utension of Kohanga Reo for primary

school age children.
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2. That the options of taha Maori, bilingual units / schools I total immersion

units did not provide suitable schooling for l(ohanga children.

3. That the l{ohanga Reo I Ktra lfuupapa Maori community was a school

community without schools.

The Komiti o nga Ktra l{aupapa Maori o Tamaki Makaurau played a leading

role in the campaign for the legislation and was finally responsible for the

Ktra Kaupapa clause.The decision of the Minister, Phil Goff, to inchtde Kra
Kaupapa Maori within the Designated Character School clause was

unacceptable to the Ibmiti and it was this strong opposition from Thmaki

Malraurau alone that produced the specifrc Ktra Ifuupapa Maori clause in the

Act. (of Cabinet Minutes, August 1989). It is this historical experience that

validates our claim to provide the correct interpretation of that Clause since it

arose out of our l{omiti's activities. Comments fro* Ministry officials that

the Tamaki Malcaurau Ktra l{aupapa Maori movement has 'captured' the

direction of Ktra lfuupapa Maori is a total misinterpretatian of the history of

Ktra Ifuupapa Maori and of this Komiti. A movement cannot be 'captured'

by the very source lrom which the movement arose.

We have always supported the range of schooling options such as bilingual

schools and total immersion units. It is obvious that the needs for Maori

Ianguage education are wide-ranging. Kura Knupapa Maori was in fact, born

out of this very lack of homogeneity and need for choice. The schooling

option for l{ohanga Reo children was the missing option. It is this l(ohanga

Reo source that is the basic distinguishing feature of Krra l{nupapa MaorL

The second basic distinguishing fearure is the philosophy and principles of

Ktra l{aupapa Maori contained in Te Aho Matua o nga, Ktra l{aupapa Maori

and produced by the Ktra l(aupapa Maori Working Party in January 1989.

These two distinguishingfeatures i.e. 1. Ktra Kaupapa Maori as the extensian

of l{ohanga Reo and 2. Te Aho Matua as the philosophy and principles of

Ktra Kaupapa Maort, give Ktra lfuupapa Maori its character.
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To ' into lfitra Kaupapa Maori' will destroy the

integriry of Kura Kaupapa Maori. Bilingual schools have their own

distinguishing characteristics. A name change to Ktra Kaupapa Maori does

not alter the reality of the bilingual option. lfihat it will do though is remove

the choice of l{ohanga Whanau to establish a Krra lfuupapa Maori that is

truly an extension of l{ohanga Reo.

Te l{omiti o nga Ktra l(aupapa Maori o Tamaki Makaurau believes that the

proposed Ministry po@ of apprapriating State schools into Kra lfuupapa

Maori will destoy the Ktra l{aupapa Maori that we campaigned so hard to

estnblish. The policy will result in name changes for bilingual schools and the

very people who were without a suitable schooling optinn during the 1980s

Le. the lbhanga Reo community, wiII be back to that position.

Despite repealed assurance from you this Komiti has not been involved in

Ktra lfuupapa Maori policy formation.The proposed policy for 1991

fudicates that the Ministry policy for Ktra l(aupapa Maori is being dcsigned

by those with special interest in the bilingual option.

Our Komiti calls upon you to respond to the gravity of this situation and ask

for a meeting with yourself, the Ministry of Education's Policy Manager and

offrcials from Tb Wahanga Maori to discuss the character of Ktra l(nupapa

MaorL We further ask that this meertng be held in Tamaki Maluurau as ear$

as possible in 1991. It is important that Ministry officials who attend this

meeting familiarise themselves with the Kura l{aupapa Maori Working

Group Report before hand-

We have enclosed important poliq remits passed unanimously at the 12

December hui of Te lbmiti o nga Krra l(aupapa Maori o Thmaki Makaurau

as a further attempt to clarify the position of Ktra kaupapa Maori vis'a'vis

other forms of Maori education.
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It is distressing for us to find ourselves repeating the words of 1987. While

we aclsr,owledge your goodwill towards us we have been left with no choice

but to challenge a policy directed towards the interests of the bilingual option,

a poliq whbh threatens Ktra l(aupapa Maori at its very foundations.

We hope you understand the importance of our lhmiti meertng with you

We wish you and your family a happy and restful Christmas holiday.

Yours faithfully,

Elizabeth Ran.

(Co-ordinator)

PARI FOUR:KURA KAI.JPAPA MAORJ-POUTICAL DEVELOPMENT

The political campaign to recognise Kura Kaupapa Maori as a valid

educational institution advancing the significance of Kaupapa Maori

education, Maori people will argue began with the advent of the Pakeha. With

their colonial policies the Pakeha undermined Maori tribal cohesion,

dispossessed Maori people of their land, repressed Kaupapa Maori

knowledge, ild suppressed, so as to make extinct, the Maori language.(Durie

1988; Maori Women and Social Policy 1988)

For over a hundered and fifty years Maori people have been and still are

struggling politically to maintain their tribal cohesion, to repossess and retain

their land, to reclaim and reproduce Kaupapa Maori knowledge, and to

ensure the survival of te reo Maori into the 21st and 22nd Century.
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In discussing the political development of Kura Kaupapa Maori it is
important to understand that there are two distinctive processes involved.

On one level is the Maori politicisation process or that which Freire (1972)

refers to as the 'conscientisation' process.On the other is the critical action

process. The former deals exclusively with Maori people. The latter is Maori

people politically taking critical action against prohibitive powe6.

PART FTVE: THE CONSCIENTISATION PROCESS:

Since the signing of the Tieaty of Waitangi the Maori people have been

assimilated and integrated, through seductive monocultural policies, to

conform and submit to the forces of colonial power. Today the majority of

Maori people are colonised Maori who accept the values, beliefs,and mores of

the dominant Pakeha culture.This is conveyed through the institutions of

family, education, work, religion, politics and law.

Many colonised Maori know very little about their Maori heritage. Some

have accepted their colonised position and have chosen to totalty reject their

Maori heritage. Others have not been so successful primarily because of their

physical appearances [as Maori]. Others in disillusionment have become

ostracised, or have literally alienated themselves from being Maori. While

others remain undecided or dormant. Then there are the 'core' who are

confidently Maori. (Maori Women & Social Policy 1988)

For the unsuccessful, the disillusioned, the alienated, the undecided, and the

dormant, new awarenesses such as Te Maori, Te Ataarangr l-anguage classes,

Waitangi Tfibunal Investigations and Hearings,IrirangiAotearoa,Te Kohanga

Reo, and Kura Kaupapa Maori encourage and persuade them to become more

intensely aware of their'cultural rootso. At the stage of becoming more aware

and being involved, decolonisation takes place in differing degrees.
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What occurs, depending on the degree of critical awareness, are the processes

of deprogramming,reclaiming, and reprogramming. All are interrelated

stages of critical awareness whereby the consciousness is deprogrammed to

reclaim Maori identity, and actions are reprogrammed to retain this identity.

(Milne &Nepe 1988) Having been conscientised critical action will follow and

this involves challenging the unsatisfactory realities encountered on a

personal as well as on a social level. (Freire L972)

ln relating this process to the political development of Kura Kaupapa Maori it

can be claimed that the beginnings of 'conscientisation' for Maori parents and

grandparents began from the inception and the launching of Te Kohanga Reo'

The dramatic impact that vision had, in implementing within a decade nearly

700 Kohanga Reo throughout Aotearoa is a tribute to the founders, the

National Te Kohanga Reo Tiustees and its secretariat, and to the Maori

parents, kaiako and whanau, that is, the practioners who are primarily Maori

women, who made that vision a reality.(Te Kohanga Reo Conferences

1984,1985; World Indigeneous Conference 1990)

Through their involvement and struggles to survive, Maori parents became

more critically aware of their social, economical, and political position. That

is they began to be critical and compare for example their Kohanga Reo

facilities to their neighbouring Playcentres or Kindergartens. Or they would

question as to why their Kohanga Reo was only entitled to a meagre $5000

set-up Brmt, where as the local Playcentre down the road was entitled to a

$220,000 establishment grant from the Government.

Gradually the decolonisation process was set in motion, forged by stages of

critical awareness which motivates the consciousness to deprogremme from

the position of colonised thinking.This then encourages the need to reclaim

Maori identity which is followed by determined efforts to hold on to this

identity.
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Throughout this decolonisation process the Kohanga Reo whanau as the unit

of reinforcement and reproduction and as the site, the buffer of resistance and

protection, plays a very significant role.The result, the formation primarily

of empowered Maori women, ready to challenge the unsatisfactory realities

of the colonised world around them. (I-iI Smith, 1986; Milne & Nepe 1988)

PART SD(:KURA KAI.,PAPA MAORI : CRITICAL POLMCAL ACTION:

Specifically the self-determined actions of the whanau of Hoani Waititi Marae

to establish a Kura Rumaki, that is a Maori totd immersion school, for their

Kohanga Reo graduates was the first major political challenge to the

educational authorities in New Zealand.The challenge lay in the independent

creation of a Kura Kaupapa Maori and the witholding of children from State

schools.

Then followed in 1987 the establishment of Te Komiti o Nga Kura Kaupapa

Maori o Tamaki Makaurau. From the fust meeting of the Komiti it was

evident by the attendance and response from all the different regions in

Auckland that to exclusively restrict the establishment of Kura lkupapa

Maori to that of the wishes of the 'core' instigators would be detrimental to

the development of Kura Kaupapa Maori.

Furthermore, because of the 'kaupapa' of Kura Kaupapa Maori in

endeavouring to ensure the survival of te reo Maori and consequently

reclaiming and reproducing Kaupapa Maori knowledge, these components

were otaonga'that were not the exclusive property of a few. Like Te Kohanga

Reo, it was imperative that Kura Kaupapa Maori was made available as a

choice for all who wanted it. The mandate for Te Komiti o Nga Kura

Kaupapa Maori o Thmaki Makaurau was clear - to establish Kura Kaupapa

Maori in Thmaki Makaurau.
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Thken from the archives of the Komiti, which have been meticulously

recorded, compiled, and filed by the secretary El:zabeth Rata, it is noted that

political action for the parents and grandparents in central Auckland actually

started with a letter dated 20 June 1987,sent from Te Awhireinga Te Kohanga

Reo to Mr Russell Marshall the then Minister of Education requesting that the

Department of Education establish a Kaupapa Maori Language School in

Auckland.

What follows,(taken from the archives) is an ?nnotated and abbrieviated

sequence of events that outlines the critical action taken by the Komiti to

establish Kura l(aupapa Maori in Auckland in L987.

20 June 1987 l*ner sent by Awhireinga Te l{ohanga Reo to Hon Russell

Marshall requesting establishment of KKM in Ak

l Juty 1987 Panui - Notice sent to Kohanga Reo, Maori organisations

seeking support for the establishment of KKM in Alc

2July 1987 Meeting to strategise plan of action if reply ftom Minister is

No.

3 July 1987 Aclarcwledgement from Royal Commission on Social Poliq

received request for submission hearing.

16July 1987 Urgent meertng atAwhireinga.Course of action-to investigate

feasibility of taking legal proceedings against the Govt.

Letter seeking Waitangi Tiibunal Hearing.

Sent out-Notice of meeting for Sunday 2 Aug. Proposal to

support Te Awhireinga Te l{ohanga Reo demand that the

kpt of Educ esnblish a l(aupapa Maori Language &hool in

Auckland-

Reply from Hon Marshall, Minister of Educ declaring the

Dept of Educ position of not favouring the concept of

alter nativ e s choolin g.

20 JuIy 1987

21 JuIy 1987

29July 1987
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29 Juty 1987 Letter of support from Tb lbhanga Reo Nartonal Trust

Wgton

2Attg 1987 HUL Campaign of action. 5 strategies.

1. Investigate legal action

2. Submission to Waitangi Tiibunal'pursue.

3. Continue dialogue-letter writing with Minister of Educ

4. Specifically point out to Minister that bilingual units and

taha Maoriprogramrnes are inad,eEtatefor our l{ohanga

Reo chn.

Iztter writing information campaign aimed at Govt,Dept of

EducrThri Maori,and relevant Language bodies stressing

unsuitability of present Govt policies for l{ohanga Reo

gradtates.

S.Target to pickct Educ Dept.

13 Aug 1987 Reply to Hon Marshall's 29 July letter stressing unsuitability

of bilingual units and nha Maori programmes.-Comparison

of l{ohanga chn's need n thatformulated specifically as

alternative schooling similar to Four Avenues school in

Christchurch and Ak Metropolitan Sch in Mt Eden AucHand

Related need to that recognised in Curric Review 1987

Ak City Harbour /Vews.' Front page story:

August 1987

Maori School or No schoolfor l{ohanga Kitls.

Briefing papers of current issues to Rt Hon David Lange

Minister of Educ: Alternative School System for Maori

Chn.

Invitation to Mr Lange to meet with l(omirt 30 Oct 1987

tr(omiti Hui: Major points.

1. Constitution-Recommendation become an Incorp Society

rather than a charitable tnust Mwed n establish the

former.

Sept 1987

27 Sept 1987
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2. Section 101 Educ Act 1964-power for Min of Educ to estab

a Maori school

3. Min of Educ has asl<ed for a Maori Educ Review.

4. Invite Mr Lange to meet with us. Proposed date 30 Oct.

5. In preparation for meeting -need to be well-prepared as

we are asking for a whole new movement in education.

6. Presenters of submission to Lange if accepted

a)Te Kaupapa o Nga KKM - M. Riini,K Marrtn,M. Mihaere,T Nepe.

b)Background info on l(ohanga Reo chn aged. S,location of existing KReo,

Collation of this kfo - Thmaki Mal<nurau Te l{ohanga Reo Whanui Tbnu

Trust, L. Brown, TNepe.

c)Accumulated info on suitable buildings for latra -R. Penfol4l Smith.

d)Inad"equacies of Govt policies - G.Smith, L.Smith, Wenfold

e)Investigating e*isting teacher resources - M.Rapana

flResearch on language maintenance & acquisition - K Mataira to be invited

to present this.

g)Te lfura o Hoani WaititL Why? Dr.PSharples to be invited to speak on this

h)Parents views.

Practice scheduled for Thursday 22 Oct at Awhireinga TKReo-6.30 pm

Other matters:

-Questian fro^ I(ohanga lcaialco. In the meantime what do we do with our 5

year olds. Awhireinga had four 5 yr olds who were very demanding.

Discussion on stop-gap measures followed
-Waitangi Tiibunal reply. Sent application forms to resubmit request for
hearing.

-A parent spolce of her daughter leaving Tb lbhanga Reo and entering a

centralAucHandbilingual unit. Is rapidly losing her reo MaorLThe parent's

advice - to heed their uperience and to hold. chn back in l{ohanga Reo -

despite difficulties.

22 Oct 1987 Lener from Mr Lange unable to aftend meeting owing to prior

speaking amangements. Asl<cd for our submission to be forwarded
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26 Oct 1987 Ktra with 10 pupils from Awhireinga & Natari lfuhanga

Reo andvoluntary kaial<o began in borrowed room atAuck

Tbachers College, Epsom.

Oct 1987 Reports received

-Availabiliry of Buildings,facilities,land. -V&R Penfold.

-Stnrcture of Tamaki TKReo Whanui Tiust which included

- Management committee, area repsrdelegates and coordinators

-Data collected by writer from 40 of 50l{ohanga Reo inAk

outlining school predictions for 1987,1988,& 1989.

-draft for the formatinn of Incorporated Society.

9 Nov 1987 l*tter to Mr Lange expressing deep disappointment he did not

meet with us.Pointed out the principle of social equity that the

Govt must face in order to redress past injustices.

Emphasized the significant role the l{omiti played in the

whole lhhanga Reo movement generally,and specifically as a

contributinglinkwith the 50l{ohanga Reo under the auspices

of the Tamaki TI(Reo Whanui Tbnu Tiust.

9 Nov 1987 Letter from NZEI aclonwledging receipt of copies of letters

and info sent to Mr Marshall and Mr Lange.

11 Nov 1987 Confirmati.on letter fro* Royal Commission on Soc Poliqt.

Submission hearing scheduledfor 12 Dec 1987 at 1.2@m'

3 Dec 1987 Letter from Royal Comm -notification of Commissioners

anending our hearing.Requesting copy of submission.

3 Dec 1987 Tblegram sent to Mr Phil Gotr- Assoc Min of Educ

requesting confimation of promised meeting between

I{omiti and his representative J.lAilcox.

7 Dec 1987 Final l{omiti hui for the year. 7pm Awhireinga TKReo.

Discussion -meeting with Phil Goff 's representative.

Buildings available for lara in 1988.

Ktra l(aupapa Maori high on Depts agenda in Ak

Direct action to focus on Ministers - using herald reporter

1.

2.

3.

4.
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and letters of progressive information on KKM

5. Arrange to make an appointment with Mr Goff as

constituents within his electorate-for coming Sat 12 Dec.

6. Send lener n all MPs request that thq ask in parliament

about l(nupapa Maori schooling.

7. Need to ga,ther testimonies from parents about chn losing

their reo after anending state schools.

8. Future schedules:

12 Dec - Submission hearing with Royal Commission.

Possibilities: 12 Dec - Meeting with Mr Goff - Assoc Minister.

Meeting with Mr Wilcox - Minister's representartve.

Meeting with Mr Lange still to be pursued.

Next meeting of the lbmiti scheduled for Jan 1Lth 1988.

8 Dec 1987 Letter of response from Mr Lange, claiming appreciation of

our\alcc' (cause) and importance of Maori education

generally. Informed of a current education taslcforce (Picot)

which would address Maori education and its funre
directions. Assured of a personal consi.deration of our

submission.

22 Dec 1987 Minutes of a special meeting with Educ official J.Wilcox.

Presentation of 3 copies of submission. I for Mr lange, 1 for Mr Goff,I for
Mr Wilcox. Provided background details including present state of lbhanga

Reo in TamakL l{omiti was pursuing stuctural autonomy-aiming for an

alternative form of schooling.Cited the philosophical confusion about taha

Maori programmes in state schools as not suitable for l{ohanga Reo chn.

Obvious lack of knowledge about language acquisition in state schools.
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Request was for the "redistribution of resources" not extra resources, Move

was alternative not separaa'sr. Srressed that anything taught in state primary

schools can be taught in Ktra l{rupapa MaorL

Annotated response [ro* Mr Wilcox.

WiIl have discussions with Mr Renwiclg Director General of Education, late

January. Aware of how we regard 'separatism'. Aware importance of getting

one class off the groundHas a Wed morning meeting with the Minister and

Director General -to report. PM concerned about responsiveness of

education,and standards. PM has received a good report from Clydemore

school, Otara. PM now told that total immersi.on worlcs. Both Ministers

accept the value of chn learning in Maori- there is no problem about that At

present there is no Gwt policy to establish KKM. I*gislation will be needed

Legal advice claim such schools are thought to be outside the Educarton Act

Other alternatives are considered to be 'one ffi' and are not precedents.

For 1988 suggest we establish a prtvate school then apply for integration.

Provisional registation then full 12-18mths for fuII registration.

Will be eligible for quarter teacher salary, then full pay after full
registration. Regarding land- must have title of land

There will be no legislation until after the Picot Report, Our submission will

be looled at seriously about midd.le 1988. For the moment usage of part of

the premises at lklston School of Deaf for up to a year, but would have to be

Ieased at a markct value. Political action for 1987 end.ed

In 1988 critical action continued this time on two concentrated planes.Firstly

at the local kura level with its economic struggles to survive.This involved the

weekly payment of the sum of $311.00, by ft Kura Kaupapa Maori o

Waipareira to the Education Department for renting under-utilised buildings

at the Kelston School for Deaf; finding salary for staff; and having finance

for basic equipment, operating costs and possibly transport.
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In term three, after several cooperative and positive meetings with Komiti

members, the Auckland Education Board resolved to support Kura Kaupapa

Maori in Tamaki Makaurau. It was highly probable too that for 1989, by

utilising a side school mechanism the Auckland Education Board could assist

Te Kura Iftupapa Maori o Waipareira by paying staff salaries, providing

some equipment, and assisting with transport and operating costs. While the

prospects of alleviating the financial problems of Te Kura lkupapa Maori o

Waipareira in the new year was a possibility, the reality of the financial

struggle to the end of 1988 still existed.

In 1989 it was confirmed that assistance would be made available through the

Auckland Education Board. The lease at the Kelston School for the Deaf was

renewed by the Education Department for 1989. Strong negotiations then

focussed on reducing the rental of $311.00 to a nominal annual rent. Highly

evident to educational officials after a proven year at Kelston, was the

determination of the Kura whanau to continue existing with or without their

support. Of course the preference of the Kura whanau was'with support'.

A strong sense of permanency prevailed. This was secured by the agreement

of the Ministry of Education to lift the rental to a nominal peppercorn rent,

then almost immediately discarding that to become "no rent at all". The

future at the local level by the year 1989looked very prospective indeed. The

only nagging issue concerned the availability of more Kura Ikupapa Maori

for the other Kohanga Reo demands.
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PART SE\IEN :KURA KAUPAPA MAORI : TOWARDS LEGISI-AIION:

At the national level the political campaign turned to securing legislation. It

was clear from authoritative advice in 1987 that there was no Government

policy in place to establish Kura Kaupapa Maori. Only legislation would

achieve this.

The Picot Administering For Excellence Report released in May 1988 failed

to address Maori education and its future directions to redress the Maori

educational crisis caused by the state system. What was offered, as outlined

on page 67 was ttat"groups whose needs are not being met adequately within

the existing instiutional framework will have the right to opt out of the

existing school system and to create their own institutions"

The mechanism to enact this was as bureaucratically entrenched as other

repressive policies Maori people were aware of. The process of establishing

a school using the opt out clause would take anything up to five years to

become a reality for the already burdened Kohanga Reo whanau.The

expectation being that in order to prove a need for Kohanga children to

continue being totally immersed in te reo Maori, the Kohanga whanau had to

personally visit local schools and be advocates for the Maori language. In

sum the Picot report did not provide for the establishment of state Kura

I(aupapa Maori.

This realisation by the Komiti revitalised political action.What follows is the

political development of the Komiti o Nga Kura Kaupapa Maori o Tirmaki

Makaura, which was aimed specifically at securing legislation for Kura

Kaupapa Maori. Recorded Komiti minutes held by the writer, s well as

personal notes are the sources of information used. All references to Komiti

recorded minutes and conespondence annotations are in italics.
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The Auckland Education Board who had resolved to totally support Ktra

Ifuupapa Maoriwere asked inJune 1988 to seek legal advice on behalf of the

Komiti as to whether the Board had the jurisdiction to establish Kura

I{aupapa Maori under the Education Act 1964. Brandon -Brooffield on the

12 July 1988 provided detailed legal advice on Sections 26(1); Secrton 71

(1); Section 75; and Sections 101 and 102. Their final analysis was no, it was

not possible for the Education Board to establish Ktra Kaupapa Maori but

there was provision in the Act for the Minister of Education to do so.

This prompted a lener to be sent to the Rt Hon Mr David Lange, by the

secretary of the l{omiti on 29 JuIy 1988, once again requesting that the

Minister establish Ktra l{aupapa MaorL In this lener it was outlined that in

response to the September 1987 submission the Minister urged restraint until

after the release of the Picot Report. The message to the Minister was clear,

the Picot report was inadequate, and the l{omiti was no longer prepared to

wait patiently for what seemed lil<c, deliberate prolonged inaction.

ln the Tomorrow's Schools Report released in August 1988 Kura Kaupapa

Maori was specifically mentioned.This in the view of the Komiti helped to

shorten the establishment of Kura under the opt out clause to about three

years. Fundamentally however Tomorrow's Schools was totally

unsatisfactory for in spite of earnest delegations and submissions made to the

contrary, Kura IGupapa Maori was categorised by the Government as a

designated character school. In other words Kura Kaupapa Maori was placed

in a category with other types of educational options to mainstream schools.

The classification of Kura Kaupapa Maori as a distinct legal category within

the legislation had been ignored.(Rata 1989)
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On 12 September 1988 Mr Lange responded to the letter of 29 July 1988. He

stated that Tbmorrows Schools contained several provisions relevant to the

establishment of Kura Kaupapa Maori. He suggested that the Komiti

familiarise themselves with Tomorrow' Schools. He also made it specifically

clear that the Department [of EducationJ had no plans of establishing Ktra

I{aupapa Maor i pr ior to the tr ansition date of the new administr ation re gime

in October 1989. He felt that the provisions in Tbmorrow's Schools showed a

real comminnent by the Government to Maori edacation, and he didn't wish

to jeopardise these gains through uncoordinated action

On the sarne day, 12 September 1988 Mr Lange also wrote to the General

Manager of the Auckland Education Board informing him that advice

received from the Department states that there was no legal authority that

exists for the establishment of l(aupapa Maori schools, although recent

legislation such as the Maori Language Act 1987, did indicate a change of

Government intention. He stated that the legal posirton will alter in time in

line with the reforms proposed in Tbmorrow's Schools. And his preference

was for the AucHand Education Board not to get involved in "one of"
situations pursued by the KomitL

On the 14 September 1988 Brandon - Brooldteld (egal advisers) wrote to

Mr Lange on behalf of the lbmiti stating that to date the Minister had' not

favoured the l{omiti with a substanrtve reply to their urgent request for the

Minister to establish Ktra Kaupapa Maori. Brandon-Broolfield confirmed

their view that the Minister of Education had the power, W
legislation. to establish Ktra lfuupapa MaorL Th"y aslced that the Minister

respond urgently which he did on 19 October 1988.
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On 16th September a letter of response from the l{omiti was sent to Mr

Lange outlining reasons for rejecting Tbmorrows Schools. Copies of this was

circulated throughout the country and 'targetted lobbying for support' was

accelerated, especially by the secretary on behalf of the l{omiti.

In early December 1988, fuch Gilchrist of the Department of Education in

Wellington came to Auckland to meet with representatives of the Komiti.

This meeting was invaluable, as Mr Gilchrist was most obliging and

promised to speak on our behalf to the Minister. He also undertook to speak

to the chaiperson of the lmplementation Working Group and to ensure that

our submission calling for distinctive legislation for Kura Kaupapa Maori be

relayed to the chairpersons of the key working groups.

In his letter of 15 December Mr Gilchrist confirmed having actioned all of

the above.He had also spoken to the Director General. (Personal notes Dec

1988, recorded minutes Dec 1988)

During this time also strong links were developed with the Implementation

Unit liason ofEcer for Maori Education, Mr John Thpiata, and with the

Runanga Matua. On the 13th December six representatives from the Komiti

flew to Wellington to present the Kura Kaupapa Maori case to the Runanga

Matua. There it was confirrred that Mr Lange had agreed to the setting up of

a Kura Iftupapa Maori Working Party and three of the above six Komiti

representatives were nominated on to the Working Party. (Personal notes)

Six days later, on 19 December the first meeting of the Working Party was

organised expediently and efficiently by Mr Tapiata a trusted confidante. The

meeting of two days was held at Okoroire. The secretary of the Komiti,

because of her immsass knowledge and expertise in the administration of

Kura Kaupapa Maori was co-opted as a support whanau member.(Notes

1e88)
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By the end of January 1989 the bulk of the Working Party report had been

completed during a week long session in Raglan at the home of lftterina

Mataira the Chairperson of the Working Party. A further session to

complete the report was hosted by the Komiti at the University of Auckland

marae in late January. With the comprehensive Kura Kaupapa Maori

Working Party report completed, it was now in the hands of the

Implementation Unit to review and make recommendations as to

'legislation'. While the Komiti was extremely pleased with the progress made

it was still important to maintain constant critical monitoring as the ultimate

goal to achieve legislation was yet to be attained. The reality however for the

small 'core' group of Komiti advocates was, for a while at leastn energies

could now be turned to 'our' children at the local kura level, (Writer's notes)

Additionally, in order to maintain the 'conscientisation' of members so that

they may move towards achieving full transformation of their Maori

identity, a process of ensuring their involvement at whatever levels they were

at, was vital. The whanau, as the forum of reproduction permitting the

continuous flow and feedback of information, is the vital key in this Process.

Hence the movement of the small 'cote' group of Komiti advocates, back to

spending productive time at the local kura whanau level was essential to the

empowerment of other whanau members who in turn reciprocated by

continuously empowering the 'core' group to act on their behalf at the

national political level. The line of reciprocal accountability was secure.

In terms of the political development of Kura Kaupapa Maori in 1989, it can

be recorded that while the critical action continued, the major goundwork

had been done. The determination of the political struggles, anchored by the

exemplary voluntary efforts of the secretary of the Komiti and the

complimentary support of the members of Te Komiti o Nga Kura Kaupapa

Maori o Thmaki Makaurau, ws beginning to reap rewards.
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To claim victory was premature, as the major aim of establishing distinctive

legislation for the establishment of Kura Iftupapa Maori was yet to be won.

However, it was evident that the educational authorities were very aware of

the Komiti's existence and equally aware of the Komiti's demands. There

were indications that educational officials were very keen to initiate dialogue.

On 13 June 1989 the Social Equity Committee add.ressed the report of the

Implementation Wor6ng Group on Ktra Ifuupapa MaorL Stipulated by the

Implementation committee were agreed recommendations to be contained in

legislation to govern the esnblishment of Kra Kaupapa MaorL

The 1989 Education Act was passed and Kura lkupapa Maori was not

mentioned. There was an assurance from Ministry officials however of

inclusion in the 1989 Education Amendment Act. The draft legislation

however had Kura Iftupapa Maori placed as a Designated Character School.

The Komiti representing by this time, five established Kura Kaupapa Maori

in Auckland, strongly rejected this designation, and accordingly informed

the public, Cabinet Ministers, ild distinguished personnel.(Writer's notes

taken from Komiti archives.)

In response to the queries of the Cabinet Social Equity Committee a Project

Team was organised by Mr Tapiata and the secretary of the Komiti.

From the 14-18 August 1989 the Project Team comprising mainly of

members of the Komiti, met at the Auckland Technical Institute, Maori

Studies Department, to address and respond to issues relating to the

establishment of Kura Kaupapa Maori. This Project Team was specifically

called together to provide answers for the respective queries referred back

by the Cabinet Social Equity Committee to the 'Officials Committee'.(Notes)
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The fundamental recommendation made by this Project Team was in

reference to the legal description of Kura Kaupapa Maori. As outlined:

1. By virtue of its guiding principles and composition Kura Kaupapa Maori

cannot be a Designated Character School.

2. That the conect description be Category State Kura Kaupapa Maori.

3. That Category State Kura Kaupapa Maori be provided for in the

Education Act 1989. (Project Team Report 1989)

Realising the higlr probability that the C:binet Social Equity Commillss

would still be adamant that Kura Kaupapa Maori remain as a Designated

Character School the Komiti confened and decided that an all out last

attempt be made to convince the authorities that it was imperative that Kura

Kaupapa Maori become legistated distinctively as State Kura Kaupapa Maori.

(Personal Notes : 1989)

The campaign was in full force. A letter to Mr Palmer the Chairperson of the

Cabfurct Social Equity Committee requesting a personal meeting ,before the

Cabinet Social Equity committee met next, The topic,to discuss matters

concerning the legislation of Ktra l{aupapa MaorAn audience with Dr

Maris O'Rourkc the Chief Executive fficer,Wiremu l{aa the Director of Te

Wahanga Maori, and Penny Fenwiclg was sought by phone initially and then

conftrmed by lener sent 17 August 1989.

Political changes within the Government saw Ms Helen Clark as Deputy

hime Minister become the new Chairperson of the Cabinet Social Equity

Commi6ss.

A letter was immediately sent to Ms Clark on 29 September 1989 outlining

the fundamental and serious error about to be ma.d.e concerning the legal

stotusof Ktral(aupapaMaoriwithin the Educarton Amendment Act 1989.

Ms Clark was informed that the draft legislation incorrectly placed Ktra

trhupapa Maori within the Designated Character catcgory and that the Ktra

I(aupapa Maari movement rej ected this.
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A request was made that the legal description of Category State Ktra

tr(auoapa Maori be inserted into the Education Amendment Act 1989. An

additional request was to meet with Ms Clark urgently before the Cabinet

Social Equity Committee met to finalise the legal status of Ktra l{aupapa

Maori.

On 7th October 1989 a delegation of the Komiti met with Rt Hon Helen Clark

at her Mt Albert electorate office on a wet, bleak Saturday morning. The

Kura lfuupapa Maori position in Thmaki Makaurau was presented as follows.

-Totally rejected Designated Character khool
-Requestfor legal description - State Kura lcaupapa Maorl

-Referred to the Ktra trfuupapa Maori kacher Tiaining to commence in

1990 at the AucHand College of Education.

-International research supports total immersion yet NZ Govt is still funding

unproductive bilingual, mha Maori pro gr ammes.

-Te Ktra o Hoani Waititi since 1985 to date are still having to fund staf

salaries

- Krra l(aupapa Maori addresses the crisis in Maori educatian.

- The Ktra lfuupapa Maori case is NOT getting a fair hearing in the

Ministry in Wellington.

Helen Clark appeared to be genuinely interested and attentive, asking very

positive questions and conveying a very clear analysis of the position of Kura

Kaupapa Maori in Tamaki Makaurau.

On the 2&h October 1989 the above delegation on behalf of the Komiti met

with IvIr Phil Goff as Minister of Education. Main points stressed included

the following.

-The Tieaty of Waitangi and its signtficance for 1990.

-Maori Inngwge as a taonga n be protected as noted in Article 2.

-Ktra l{aupapa Maori was ffiring the Govt a real chance to take up for the

year 1990 the protection of the Maori language in terms of Article 2, as an

effective and neutal political tnove to unite the country.
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-Te reo Maori is a strong uniting force within Maori society.

-IUhat k meant by bitinguatism?Apparent immediate research was needed

Cited the research findings in Wales,and overseas research undertalcen by

Jim Cummins,Dr Eric Evans, and Professor Spolslry.

-Ktra l(aupapa Maori advocate fundamental stuctural changes which

includes the move of the power dimension of education back into the control

of Maori parents and Maori whanau. Maori parents within the movement

accept the national guidelines of education. They want the full range and the

best, kcellence and success in learning is what thq are determined to get

for their children. To be Maori in Kura l{nupapa Maori is not by default it is

the norm-

-Fund.ing. It is imperative that accountability fundks in Maori education be

related to the survival and revival of Maori language and redressing tle

current Maori educational crisis. No other existing programmes in the smte

system addresses the above e:xcept Ktra l(aupapa MaorL Tb access funding

that is needcd n allow Ktra l{aupapa Maori to effectively ensure the suntival

of te reo Maori and, to redress the Maori educational crisis the redistributi.on

of funding may be necessary.

At present it is believed that the bulk of vote Maori education is being

exploited in mainsteam and only a very minor percentage of that funding

actually reaches the Maori chitd Research and investigation to disprove this

theory was necessary.

Mr Goff's responses were well received He seemed to share our aspirations

concerning the survival of the Maori language and he agreed that a clnice

should be made available. He had already asked for a report from his

Ministry officials which he intended to present to Cabinet.

He accepted 1990 as signiftcant and KKM as an important symbol to the

Govt's commitment to Article 2 and. Partnership. He will consider 'ottr'

approach on the question of snus and wiII do his best with fundiny- aiming

to try the supplementary estimates and the hdget for 1990.
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On the 31 October 1989, Mr Goffwrote to the secretary of the l{omirt.

He stated his support in principle of Ktra Kaupapa Maori as a means of

providing choice to parents who wished their children to be educated in

Maorios away of ensuring the suryival of the Maori language and as a way

of motivating young Maori students and raising their level of achievement.

Because of its financial implicatians he felt that developments must be

advanced only after due care artd deliberation.

Mr Goff confirmed that the Education Bill currently before the Select

Comminee made no reference to Kura l(nupapa Maori $ a separate category

of school outside that of "designated special character" school. He noted that

to change the status of Ktra l{aupapa Maori would therefore require the

consideration and agreement of cabinet. If agreed, the change could be

implemented in the current Bill or a Bill to be intoduced early in 1990.

He stressed that there were no funds allocated in the current budget for Ktra

Ifuupapa Maori schools and that the piloting of an agreed number of schools

in 1990 would require a financial commitment that normally can only be

done in the contut of a budget round He reiterated that a draft paper for
Cabinet was currently being prepared by the Ministry of Education and that

he was hopeful that a decision could be reached on the question of funding

attd on the legal status of Ktra lfu.upapa Maori in the near furure.

With regards to the draft paper being prepared for Cabinet by the Ministry,

the secretary of the Komiti had pre-empted and skilfully appropriated since

August critical political action to ensure the Komiti's input into the decision

making.
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Letters had been sent to the NZ Maori Council, to Bruce Gregory the

Chairperson of the Maori,4ffairs Select Committee,to Ruth Moorhouse the

Minister of Educatian's private secretary, Deputy Prime Minister Helen

Clarlq l(oro Wetere, Noel Scoq Maris O'Rourke,Wiremu l(aa, Rtth Dyson,

Lawrence Tfukaki, Awi Riddell, Hori Kingr, Margaret Shields, and Dr

Richard Benton,(Copy of recorded outward correspondence issued at lfumiti

meeting 1989)

On 8th November 1989 the secretary of the Komiti wrote to the Chairperson

Mrs Margaret Austin of the Select Committee on Education & Science

requesting permission to address them concerning Nga Kura Kaupapa Maori

o Aotearoa. A succinct submission was enclosed. (Personal notes)

On the 14th November 1989 a strong delegation of Kura Kaupapa Maori

representatives from Auckland, Rotorua, and Palmerston North, met in

Wellington to present to the Parliamentary Select Committee a joint

submission on behalf of Kura Kaupapa Maori nationally. This presentation

was very impressive.The list of Kura Kaupapa Maori existing as at

November 1989 was included in the submission with Te Kura Kaupapa

Maori o Manawatu expecting to start in 1990 if funding was granted. The

decision as to whether the status of Kura Kaupapa Maori becomes a specific

distinctive category in the 1989 Education Amendment Act now remained

with the report and recommendations of this Parliamentary Select

Committee to C,abinet. Now it was a time to wait. (Writers notes)

By the end of November 'inside' information was indicating favourable

results, this was confirmed through the Maori network that decisions lvere

now being directed by the Ministry as to which Kura Kaupapa Maori ought

to be piloted in 1990.
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It appeared that one of the existing Kura Kaupapa Maori in Thmaki

Makaurau, specificatly that in Otara, was not being recommended by the

Ministry for pilot funding. There were only to be six Kura recommended for

funding and Otara though cunently operating as a Kura Kaupapa Maori was

not to be included. Rather the funding was recommended to go to Palmerston

North who had not yet begun operation. Te Komiti o Thmaki Makaurau

reacted strongly to the non-inclusion of Piripono Ki te Kura Whakahou ki

Otara, and informed the Ministry directly of the discontent. (Special Komiti

Meeting Minutes- Mangere Kura L1,lL2l89- held by writer)

On December 12th 1989 fficial word arrived from the Ministry of
Education confirming that the Minister of Educarton had announced his

suPport for an evaluated trial of Krra l{nupapa Maori which would involve

up to six schools tialled between I February 1990 and the end of 1992.

What remained now wa,s to decide which six Kra l(aupapa Maori would. be

funded and the decision-making process for this was scheduledfor December

19th 1989 at the Ministry of Education, Head Affice in WeUington. (Minutes

held by the writer)

On the 16th of December 1989 the Education Amendment Bill which

included Section 152 a. Kura Kaupapa Maori, passed through its third

reading by 42 votes ro 32. (NZ Herald L6lL2l89).

The political campaign fought particularly by Te Komiti o Nga Kura

Kaupapa Maori o Tamaki Makaurau since June 1987 had succeeded in

appropriating legislation for the establishment of Kura Kaupapa Maori as a

distinctive school category.
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CONCLUSION:

It is clear from the annotated evidence outlined since L987 the political

development of Kura Kaupapa Maori was equally as crucial to its survival as

was its social and economical development.

Historically the development of Kura Kaupapa Maori, if systematically

traced since the advent of the Pakeha- through the instigation of their colonial

repressive policies; to the resistance moves of the Maori to protect and

preserve their knowledge and language; then through to the 1960's and the

influx of Maori movement from rural areas to urban cities; to the first major

expressions of discontent by Nga Tirma Toa in the 1960s through to the

1970s; on to the 1980s and the strong vocal disillusionment of Maori society

with their social and economic standing in Aotearoa as tangata whenua

firstly, and concunently as bona fide 'partners' under the protection of the

Treaty of Waitangi; and through to the birth and flourishing of Te Kohanga

Reo; - was inevitable.

ln reflection, given the political developments over the last one hundred and

fifty years, it may be claimed that Kura Kaupapa Maori becoming a state

legislated distinctive schooling category, had to happen.

As my Ngati Porou tipuna would say.. hta tohua lcc enei mea lcatoa. Ahal<oa

nga piki me nga nga hele mehemea e tilca an& te luupapa l(a til@ tonu te haere

o nga mea lcntoa Otira lca haere tonu te til(n i runga i te tilca ahakoa he aha

PART EIGHT: TE KURA KAI.JPAPA MAORI O MAI.JNGAWHAU:

INTRODUCTION:

Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o Maungawhau originally began in October 1987,

with four over five year olds from Te Awhireinga Te Kohanga Reo and six

five and six year olds from Natari Kohanga Reo.
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The latter had actually attended a local bi-lingual unit and were withdrawn by

their parents because their children were noted to be quickly losing the use of

their reo Maori. The children within a predominantly English-speaking bi-

lingual unit were deliberately suppressing their reo Maori lo conform to the

environment they were in. (Oral submissions to L987 TKR Review -Hoani

Waititi Marae)

With the father of one of the children becoming the voluntary teacher, the

Kura Kaupapa Maori o Maungawhau began in a bonowed room from the

Secondary Department of the then named Auckland Teachers Thaining

College. For the four children from Te Awhireinga Kohanga Reo the reality

of actually going to school was very exciting. For the children from Natari

Kohanga Reo the security provided by this Kaupapa Maori environment

propelled their learning in Maori. The small number also allowed the

children to get intensive one to one attention.

The borrowed room however was not available in February 1988, so for the

fust week of February the relocatable Kura Kaupapa Maori o Maungawhau

occupied a preparatory-homework room at Queen Victoria School in

Parnell, with the writer as the voluntary teacher.This anangement was

temporary so parents and grandparents turned to requesting the use of rooms

at the Kelston School of Deaf.

On 2 February 1989 negotiations between Tb Komiti o Nga Ktra Knupapa

Maori o Thmaki Malcaurau and Mr George Waruen of the Departrnent of

Education began. The lfumiti sought some procedural clarification in order

to get a lara started by the next Monday 8 February 1989.

On 3 February a meeting was held at a l(omiti member's home. Discussed 2

Ktra opening. It was recorded-the importance of all initiatives continuing.
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In the second week on the 8th February 1988, an official opening was

ananged at the Kelston School for the Deaf. The Waipareira community and

Te Kura o Hoani Waititi were invited to attend. Fifteen children were

enrolled. Mr. \tr/anen represented the Department of Education.

The next day, the writer as the volunteer teacher until the end of term one,

and fifteen children,(eight of whom were from the previous Kura that had

started in the bonowed room in October 1987) took residence, albeit without

the principd's approval, in a large conference room at the Kelston School of

Deaf. The furore that this occupation caused revealed that the Department of

Education in Auckland had not carried out the required public relations

groundwork with the principal, staff, and Board of the Kelston School of

Deaf. (Reported minutes of 12/2188- 2nd meeting in h/ft Warren's ofEce)

The principal especially was very disturbed with the presence of the children

the next morning after the official opening, that he locked the door on the

children and told them to go away that there was no school there that day.

The writer most upset at the principal's reaction towards the children, circled

the building and occupied the lounge and commenced the children's studies.

The principal of Kelston School of Deaf immediately complained to the

regional office of the Department of Education of our presence and a

meeting was aranged with some of the elders of the Kura whanau that

afternoon. At the meeting Mr Warren from the department (with the

approval of the elders) requested our withdrawal until proper administrative

procedures were followed. The children were sent home and the majority of

them returned to their respective Kohanga Reo. (Report by writer to Komiti

meeting t4l2l88)

On Monday 15th February 1988 the Kura re-opened as Ib Kura lkupapa

Maori o Waipareira. It was clear that the Department of Education was at a

loss as to what to do with'our'insistence to exist.
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Consequently using a strong bureaucratic stance, settled to deal with the Kura

as a'private'school. This, from the perspective of the Kura whanau allowed

the Department of Education, to conveniently hide behind their institution

and to legally turn their backs and ignore the educational needs of our

children. (Recorded discussion -Kura parents meeting I7l2l88)

This also allowed the Department of Education to legally charge the Kura

rent of $311.00 per week for utilising buildings (for educational purposes)

that had no drinking water except in the toilets, poor ligbting, minimal

electric points and no telephone connections. The state of the rooms wits

visually recorded by one parent, and placed on file as a record of how this

Kura began. Ironically the Kura was advised firstly, that the rent was half

the market rate and secondly, thal we were required to pay the rent promptly

every fortnight and if this was not complied with then they as our landlords

will be compelled to serve us an eviction notice. Mnutes of Kura meeting

17 t2t88)

With the imposition of the $311.00 per week rent to be paid, and the need to

provide basic equipment, and basic operational costs in order to function

effectively, the odds in favour of the Kura surviving were very slim.

By this l:me there were 22 children attending, with more on a waiting list.

What had developed too, amid the on again, off again furore, was a strong

commitment by Maori parents and grandparents to the 'kaupapa', and the

Kura whanau's collective determination to pursue this educational course for

their children.
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Term one at Kelston for Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o Waipareira was indeed a

very testing time not only for the volunteer staff, parents, and Kura whanau,

but sadly for the children too. Nevertheless, the collective support for each

other that was provided by the Kura whanau as a unit of resistance helped to

reinforce and maintain a state of equilibrium that enabled the 'kaupapa' to

hold together and to supersede any form of threat or negativism.For

example, with few resources available the parents managed to acquire

carpets, bookshelves, books; and to purchase blackboards at an astronomical

cost of $300.00 each, an old television and other resourc€s. (Statr recorded

minutes and end of Tenn 1 report to Kura whanau)

It wasn't until term two when drinking water was installed, power points

added, and lighting improved Throughout 1988 the financial burden to

suruive was taxing on the parents, the whanau, and the voluntary staff. By the

end of term two the Auckland Education Board had resolved to support Ktra

I(aupapa Maori in Thmaki Malcaurau. They were also reErested to help

financially.

This the 'htckland Education Board did from the beginning of February

1989 using a side school supportive mechanism which provided funding for
Tb Ktra l{aupapa Maori o Waipareira for staff salaries, operating costs,

equipment, and tTansport. (Ktra recorded minutes)

February 1989 saw the rolt of Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o Waipareira

reaching 30 + which allowed two state trained teachers to be employed.

On the national scale the Kura Kaupapa Maori Working Party had just

completed and submitted to the bnplementation Unit their report. There was

a strong directive from Te Komiti o Nga Kura Kaupapa Maori o Tamaki

Makaurau to pursue legislation that placed Kura Kaupapa Maori in a

distinctive category namely, State Kura Kaupapa Maori.
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With this background knowledge it was resolved by the Kura whanau who

commuted their children daily from Parnell, Mt Albert,Epsom,Mangere,and

Hillsborough, that it was now time to initiate moves to re-establish Te Kura

Kaupapa Maori o Maungawhau. It was imperative with the prospect of

legislation that the whanau move back with their central Auckland children.

Within central Auckland there existed 11 Kohanga Reo within a radius of 6

kilometres that needed a Kura Kaupapa Maori. (Submission to Royal

Commission on Social Policy L987 and personal observations.)

Throughout 1988 the Kura whanau of Waipareira were constantly made

aware of the ultimate wish of the central Auckland sector of the whanau to

move back at some time to re-establish Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o

Maungawhau. With the side school funding mechanism and the official

lifting of the $311.00 rent a week to nothing, this as from the beginning qf

the 1989 year placed Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o Waipareira in a very secure

position. The time was right for the central Auckland sector of the whanau to

move and re-establish. (Ihken from recorded Kura minutes.)

PART NINE: TE KURA O MAUNGAWHAU: RE-ESTABLISHMENT

Links with the Auckland Teachers Tiaining College renamed as the

Auckland College of Education, continued to be maintained since the

establishment of Te Awhireinga Te Kohanga Reo in 1984,the setting up of

the Kura in1987 in a bonowed room through to February 1989.

It seemed logical then to firstly, initiate negotiations for re-establishment at

the Auckland College of Education.This was granted and accordingly

secured the use, temporarily to the end of 1989, of an old prefab classroom

situated next to the C-ollege marae. Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o Maungawhau

re-established and opened on lfth July 1989. The Kura began with a roll of

twenty one children and it was decided to hold this number to the end of the

year.
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With the aid of the side school mechanism, staffing, operational costs, with

some equipment purchases was administered by the Auckland Education

Board. (Kura whanau records)

With the passing of legislation, which legalised the establishment of Kura

Kaupapa Maori under Section 155 a, there followed trial funding for six

Kura which included Te Kura lGupapa Maori o Maungawhau.

Plans and negotiations began with Ministry of Education offrcials as early as

January 14th 1990 to implement the trial evaluation for three years of the

Kura Kaupapa Maori o Maungawhau. (Kura whanau recorded minutes)

By February 1990 it was necessary to find land to locate the new relocatables

about to be built for Te Kura lGupapa Maori o Maungawhau. Negotiations

began with the Auckland College of Education and Ministry officials.Three

sites at the Auckland of College were favoured by the Kura whanau which the

Ministry was asked to look at. The site best favoured by the Kura whanau was

the site that the Ministry felt had a lot of potential and in terms of a school

was the most ideal. With that consensus it was agreed that the Ministry

negotiate for this site. I-etters of negotiation passed between the Auckland

C-ollege of Education and the Ministry and it was assumed by both the

Ministry and the Kura whanau that the site best favoured by the whanau

would be allocated for the new Kura Kaupapa Maori o Maungawhau-

(Recorded minutes of Kura )

Then suddenly there was strong opposition made by a staffmember on behalf

of the Physical Education department to the Buildings Committee. The claim

was made on the grounds that they the Physical Education department fully

utilised the area, and secondly it was their strong desire to protect any 'green

land' space. This was specifically declared to the writer. (Writers notes)
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ln terms of the claim of full utilisation it seemed ironical that for the seven

years the writer had been lecturing at the Auckland College of Education, the

only utilisation of the site in question, as seen by the writer over that period

of time, were weekend games of soccer. Other Kura whanau members who

had also been intensively monitoring its use throughout the 1989 yea\

claimed little to no planned ut'lisation by student teachers throughout the

year. Hence questioning the validity of the Physical Education Department's

claims. (Recorded Kura whanau discussions)

konic too were the claims made of 'preserving green space'. Especially to

Maori people whose tangata whenua crown land claims,through the Waitangi

Tlibunal challenging this very sacred topic,were currently causing hysteria

among Pakeha people.(Personal observations)

Furthermore was the sorrow felt by the Kura whanau that here was a

Physical Education department which utilised and controlled within the

Auckland College of Education millions of dollars of taxpayers equipment

and facilities, and not satisfied with that were intent on depriving Maori

children the most favoured site for the location of their new school. The

Physical Education Department supported by a staff member of lb Puna

\ilananga and other members of the Building Committee voted against

allowing Te Kura l(aupapa Maori o Maungawhau to be built on the exclusive

site at Gillies Avenue. They instead recommended to C-ollege C-ouncil that it

was culturally more convenient that Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o Maungawhau

be built next to the College marae. The fact that it was not the best site for a

school was irrelevant.(Recorded minutes of Kura update ife Kura Kaupapa

Maori o Maungawhau Dec 1990)
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The opposition made by the Physical Education Department was escalated

and supported by seemingly contrived protests made by several residents in

Epsom.These beceme well-planned phobic protests that were taken direct to

meetings where the Minister of Education was speaking. With that kind of

seemin$y blatant racist opposition the case of a small Maori school became

insignificant. (Personal information -Auckland Harbour News reporter Dec

1e90)

The Kura whanau met for the first time with the Buildings Committee to

present their case. The whanau left that meeting feeling that the Building

commillse had already decided what was best for the Kura whanau.

(Recorded minutes of Kura)

With the Ministry's help the whanau initiated investigations into the

possibility of acquiring other land in central Auckland to site Te Kura

Ifuupapa Maori o Maungawhau. A special committee was set up who

searched the area but was unable to find land that was suitable or that could be

afforded. (Recorded minutes)

In the third term of 1990 the Kura whanau resolved to accept the invitation of

the Auckland College of Education Council to site Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o

Maungawhau on the tennis courts adjacent to the Tbtahi Tonu marae. In the

thirdweekof January L99l the new relocatables arrived. On February 18th

l99L the 36 children attending Te Kura Kaupapa Maori occupied their new

premises. (Personal notes)
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CIIAPTER FOUR:

Aku taonga he Mauri e, I(aualcn ,a e tinihanga e

Mauria atu hei Maoritanga, Kia manawanui,

kei memeha ngaro noa. (Waiata: Tuini Ngawai l%4)

INTRODUCTION:

Teachers are active agents for the reproduction of knowledge in schools. As

such a Iftupapa Maori teacher training course would be crucial not only to

the success of Kaupapa Maori education but also to ensuring the reproduction

of Kaupapa Maori knowledge.This distinctive trfuupapa Maori knowledge,

given the necessary theoretical framework, would formulate the base of the

curriculum content of the teacher training course and would accordingly

influence the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values that future teachers

would need to reproduce appropriate and effective Kaupapa Maori learning

practices in Kura lGupapa Maori.

Awareness of the importance of specially trained Kura Kaupapa Maori

teachers was realised right from the onset of the political campaign to

establish Kura Kaupapa Maori in Thmaki Makaurau. This was understood

very clearly by Te Komiti o Nga Kura Ikupapa Maori o Tamaki Makaurau,

and by the Kura Kaupapa Maori Working Party established in December

1988.

What follows in this chapter is the historical development of the Kura

I(aupapa Maori teacher training course. This would trace details of its

inception,the writing and the negotiating of an agreement with an educational

institution, its implementation, then its developmental progress througb to

the beeinning of 1991. The purpose, to provide a historical case study record

of an educational process aimed at reproducing Kaupapa Maori knowledge

for successive Maori generations.
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The source and "authorities" of the bulk of the material used, including all

wdtten corespondence and telephone conversations, are from the recorded

minutes of the archives of Te Komiti o Nga Kura Kaupapa Maori o Thmaki

Makaurau. In addition the writer utilises personal notes and/or includes

analysis from personal involvement observations. More specifically all

meetings discussed and outlined in this chapter are recorded minutes. All

letters written or received have also been tabled and minuted, likewise all

telephone conversations made on behalf of the Komiti have been recorded

and minuted meticulously by the secretary.

PT\RT ONE:DEVEI,OPMENT OF KURA I(AT]PAPA MAORI TRAINING

At the first meeting in Okoroire of the Kura Kaupapa Maori Working Pdyo

in the late evening of 19 December 1988, Katerina Mataira, the writer,

Elizabeth Rata the secretary of Te Komiti o Nga Kura Kaupapa Maori, and

Te Aroha Sharples the principal of Te Kura o Hoani Waititi, conferred until

early morning about strategies to initiate Kura Kaupapa Maori teacher

training. It was resolved that a twelve week intensive Kaupapa Maori

knowledge course, tutored by l(aterina Mataira would occur under the

auspices of the Waikato Polytechnic in the third term of 1989. This course

would be specifically designed for existing teachers in Kura Kaupapa Maori.

The task ahead was to ensure that all the teachers presently in Kura Kaupapa

Maori would be available to attend.

It was resolved too that negotiations would be initiated for the establishment

of a Kura lkupapa Maori Teacher Ttaining Course somewhere in Auckland.

Both the writer and the secretary of the Komiti would be responsible to

action this. As soon as the report by the Working Party was completed at the

end of January 1"989, the secretary began to compile a proposal for teacher

training in Auckland.
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In consultation with other Komiti members it was decided not to target one

specific training institution, rather it was more advantageous for the training

course proposal to be kept open for negotiation with any training institution.

The Hawke Report released in 1989,which focussed primarily on the

accountability of Tertiary lnstitutions, favoured and recommended this kind

of flexibility.

Concunently the writer worked on the development of a kaiarahi IGupapa

Maori taining scheme within an existing Kura Kaupapa Maori. By March

1989 a training scheme was established at Te Kura Kaupapa Maori o

Waipareira. There wele five trainees on the scheme, four operating full time

at the Kura, and one working primarily in a local Te Kohanga Reo, but

coming to the Kura for approximately 5 hours a week for observations and

study sessions. All trainees were voluntary but moves were being made to

harness financial assistance for their training.

By Jrure 2nd 1989 the secretary of the Komiti had worked through six drafts

for the Kura Kaupapa Maori Teacher Tfxining Proposal. It was fonvarded to

respective Komiti members to respond to with amendments, comments'

additions, and/or deletions before June 12th 1989, when a semi-final draft

would be put together and presented to the Komiti meeting on the 28th of

June 1989 for discussion.

At the Komiti meeting on the 28th of June the secretary outlined the main

structure of the teacher training proposal. As a post-Hawke 'Learning for

Life' type of proposal the key strategy was that the teacher training would

'belong' to the Kura trfuupapa Maori community and be 'leased' out to a

tertiary institution. The Komiti meeting accepted the draft in principle, and

different representatives of Kura whanau from Hoani Waititi, Waipareira,

Mangere and Otara were co-opted onto a small sub-committee to refine, and

rewrite a final draft for presentation to a report-back meeting ananged for

9th of July 1989.
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On the lst of July 1989 the Kura Kaupapa Maori teacher training sub-

committee met at the Mataatua marae in Mangere to systematically work

through the proposal.

It was stressed that the proposal must focus on two major aspects. The

structure of the course and the political autonomy of the course. The sub-

committee discussed thoroughly each clause in the proposal,then made

suggestions and changes accordingly. On the 9th of July 1989 the proposal

was taken back to the Komiti level where the proposal was again dealt with

clause by clause. Further discussions occurred with some alterations made

before a motion was passed endorsing that the proposal be presented

personally to Mr Peter Smith, Principal Coordination of the Auckland

College of Education. A covering letter from the secretary was sent to the

hincipal inviting the Auckland C,ollege of Education to operate within the

Maori Studies Department of Te Puna Wananga, the Kura I(aupapa Maori

teacher flaining course.

On the 15th August 1989 a meeting was held in Mr Peter Smith's office

between representatives of the Komiti and Mr Smith and Mr Parakowhai of

the Auckland College of Education. At that meeting the minutes record that:

The tr{omiti sought from Mr Smith a response as to the College's interest in

the teacher tainingproposalpresented to him in July. Mr Smith replicd that

in his opinion it was timely that the AucHand College of Educatian embrace

the concqt and he indicated a lceen interest to enter into negotiations.

Mr Smith was asl<ed to consttuct a time frame and negotiating terml It was

emphasized that the Ktra l(aupapa Maori teacher training course would have

autonomy of operation, and the request was for the course to operate within

Te htna Wananga. Mr Parakowhai offered unEtalified support, and stated

having no qwrrel at a conceptual level with the course operating at Te Puna

Wananga Overall he was hopry with the general principle of the Ktra

trhtryapa Maari teacher training course.
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Mr Peter Smith agreed to work on the proposal and duly respond in the

interests of the Auckland College of Education.

Mr Smith's diligence in working through each clause and offering three

pages of very positive suggestions as to how the construction of an amicable

agreement between the Komiti and the Auckland College of Education could

be reached, was much appreciated.

On the 21st of September 1989 a further meeting was held between the

Komiti and the Auckland College of Education representatives Mr Peter

Smith, Mr Thana na Ngara, ild Mr Huri Callaghan. Mr Toby Curtis and Mr

George Parakowhai were recorded as being absent.The following are

recorded minutes of that meeting.

The suggestion of Course Tiustee and Course Operator was discrssed and Mr

Smith indicated having no problems with the concept. The stages of

establishing the Term of Agreement was loolced at and the final suggesrton

was that stage one be completed by the 28th &ptember 1989.

A critical concern held by the College was funding. As from 1990 the

Collcge would be given a number of students nominally allocated under

specific areas of study, and a bulk grant related to that number. Twelve

students would generate funding for one staff member. If there is extra

funding available for Maori development this would need to be accessed It
was suggested that the 'Learning for Ltfe' recommendations may be a

possible source for funding.

Further written correspondence received from Mr Peter Smith involved

other matters that needed resolving. In addition to funding and staffing there

was the question as to how the course could be accredited nationally, in order

for graduates to receive diplomas that would qualify them for teacher

regishation. Mr Smith asked that these points be considered and invited

confirmation iN to when the Komiti could meet with Coilege officials.
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It was apparent that there were a lot of aspects that the Komiti needed to

address and resolve internally before the planned meeting with the College.

Over the month of November a lot of dialogue took place. These issues were

discussed and debated intensively with the Auckland College of Education.

With regard to funding it was resolved by the Komiti that a formal request be

made to the College to allocate L2 places for Kura Kaupapa Maori.

Additionaly, a formal application be made by the College for Equity

Funding to assist the course. Staffing was also considered to be available to

effectively manage the course in 1990.

In relation to national accreditation it was resolved that information as to the

requirements of the New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) be

sought. It was nec€ssary also to clarify the standard process for the Komiti to

follow that would eventually lead to the validation of the Kura Kaupapa

Maori Teacher Tiaining Course, which would subsequently qualify Kura

IGupapa Maori teacher trainees to receive the Kura Kaupapa Maori o

Aotearoa Diploma of Teaching.

On the 4th December 1989 the teacher training sub-committee met to discuss

a reported suggestion from the Auckland College of Education that the Kura

IQupapa Maori teacher training course detailed to begin in February L990,

not commence until March 1 1990. It was resolved by the committee that as

planned the Kura Kaupapa Maori Teacher Training would still commence on

7th February 1990. For the first three days February 7,8,9, an offrcial

powhiri and orientation would be organised at the Auckland College of

Education. From February 12th to March 2nd the teacher trainees would be

scheduled to respective Kura Iftupapa Maori for teaching practice. On

March 5th the teacher trainees would return to the Auckland C-ollege of

Education.
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The selection process for 12 applicants was also planned for December 2Uh

and 21st 1989, with notification to the successful applicants to be made

immediately after the final selection was confirmed. This was important as

the teacher trainees needed to make the necessary financial and social

arrangements and adjustments in order to fulfill their commitments to the

course. Another important issue was to request from the New 7*aland

Qualifications Authority an interim clearance to run the Kura trkupapa

Maori teacher training as from February 1990.

Itwas so resolved that the secretary ring Mr David Hood requesting interim

accreditation until the presentation of the course for validation.

On December 7th 1989 a formal meeting was held between nine Komiti

members and the newly appointed principal Mr Dennis McGrath and the

associate principal Mrs Roz Palner. All negotiations with the Auckland

C-ollege of Education prior to this meeting was with Mr Peter Smith who by

this stage was about to retire. This summary is an outline taken from the

recorded minutes of the meeting.

An werall view of the present position of the teacher training course was

outlined, then reference to the comprehensive paclrage that the l(omiti was

putting together for NZQra, the New Zealand Qualifications Authority, was

also detailed Then the meeting turned to address specifically two maior

rssaes. Firstly the legal agreement and secondly the proposed date of

commencement in term one of 1990.

After the discussions on the Tbrms of Agreement for the establishment and

operatian of a Ktra l(aupapa Maori teacher training course at Te Puna

Wananga of the AucHand College of Edacation, the following conclusions

were madc. The principal nominated that the chairman of the Ibmiti and the

principal of the AucHand College of Education may sign the Tbrms of

Agreement to formally legalise it. Monday the 18th of December at 9.00am

was proposed as the possible date for the signing.
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As for the starrtng date on February 7th 1990, the request of the principal

was to delay commencement for one semester to allow the development to

talre shape.The lbmiti pointed out that the negotiations for the establishment

of this course had been in motion with the College since July 1989.

Furthermore it was stressed that Mr Peter Smith had workcd cooperatively

with members of the lfumiti over a long period of time to refine the Tbrms

of Agreement. The principal voiced concern about the qualification structure

and the role the College plry"d as providenHe also stressed the unwailability

of resources to Iurd the Ktra Knupapa Maori teacher training course in

1990. The Komiti's instant response wa,s one of dismay stating that

throughout the l(omiti's recorded negotiations with Mr Peter Smith the

Ibmiti was led to beliqe that there were 12 places to be made available for
the Ktra lfuupapa Maori teacher training course.

Additionally it was stated that at a recent meeting of CoIIege officials

including the principal and the Maori lecturing staffof Tb Puna Wananga, it

was recorded that Te Puna Wananga collectively supported Ktra l{arrprya

Maori teacher taining as a priority. The principal confirmed that Mr Peter

Smith had talkcd to him about the 12 places. The possibility of accessing

Equity funds from the Ministry of Education as a source of funding was also

suggested

After this meeting the secretary telephoned Mr Brooker of NZQA.This is an

outline of the recorded report of that conversation dated 71L2189.

His (Mr Brooler's) comments

-NEA want to support KKM,regard KKM as important.

-I (secretary) describedACE's problem re our course starting in Feb before

National Qualifications stnrcture est.

He said:Askthe CoWege to recognise the KKM Year I Course as a Year I of

their Course Le. our year I equivalent to their year l.College has the power

to do this. NEQ4 would. lilcc it to happen this way because it puts the

responsibility on to the College
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The secretary immediately telephoned and inforrred the principal of the

College of the discussion with Mr Brooker. The principal agreed to consider

this with the possibility of releasing funding for one staff member, and to

consider space for the Kura Kaupapa Maori teacher training course for Term

1 1990. ( Recorded report was tabled at Komiti meeting of LUL2|89).

The meeting of the l1th December 1989 is annotated as follows.

11 Dec Teachers Training Sub Committee

-criteria for selectian of trainee selection panel

-criteria for selection of trainees by selection panel.

-Analysis of agreement in preparation for meeting with ACE on 18th Dec

On the 12 December 1989 the seoetary responded by letter to Mr Brooker

of the New 7*,aland Qualifications Authority detailing the points previously

discussed by telephone. At the Komiti meeting of the 14 December 1.989 the

following was recorded on the agenda.

3. Tbacher Tiraining Sub-Committee hui of 11/12189

Matters Arising:

-Position of Directorship;

-Positions of l{aihono

-The legal agreement with ACE

.endor sement of changes

.meeting with Dennis McGrath 18 Dec

-NEQA

Applications for KKM TT Course

. Collection of remaining applic ants

.Procedure for interviews

Times of interviews

On the 18th December 1989 a historical meeting took place in the office of

the principal of the Auckland College of Education. The legal agreement

between the the Komiti as Course Tlustees and the College as Course

Operator was agreed to in principle.
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On the 20th and 21st December 1989 the Kura Kaupapa Maori teacher

trainee selections took place at the Auckland College of Education marae. On

the 7th February 1990 the Kura Kaupapa Maori teacher training course, the

first of its kind nationally and internationally, was officially declared as

established and operating.

There were thirteen student trainees that began the course at the beginning of

the year. One left to take up a position as Maori news announcer with the

Irirangt Aotearoa broadcasting station, and one left at the end of term one

because of financial difficulties. A third left prior to the third term because

of illness. By the end of Decembet L990 ten Kura Kaupapa Maori student

trainees had completed their first official year of teacher training,with one

graduating as the fust graduate to receive the Kura Kaupapa Maori Diploma

of Teaching. ( 1990 Affrcial minutes of l{aihono meetings.)

Further significant minuted events related to the Kura Kaupapa Maori

teacher training course in 1990 include the following.

Te Ktra trfuupapa Maori l{nihono Meeting: Monday l2th March 1990 2p.n

(Dennis Mc Grath's ffice)
-The Council (for the AucHand College of Education) had approved the legal

agreement Needto consider -is aformal signing really necessary.

-Process for credentialling course.KKM course had to go to the Curriculum

Comminee first, then to Council, then to NZA.
NZA gains legal status in July need to have course written by then.

Allowances: Recruitment Incentive Allowances for KKM stud.ent trainees

had been stopped by Ministry. Principal conferring for reinstatetnent.

By the end of term one official word was received confirming that

Contestable Equity Funding had been granted to the Auckland College of

Education for new training courses specifically.designed to attract Maori

adults into higher education.
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After strong discussions with the College, it was resolved that a major

portion of the funding would be allocated to the Kura Kaupapa Maori teacher

training course. This allowed the employment of a fulltime lecturer for Kura

Kaupapa Maori as from June to December I9%).(Personal Notes: June Dm)

In March 1990 the writer as Director of the Kura Ifuupapa Maori teacher

training course met and discussed with Mr Alex Firestone his Metacognitive,

Rule-based, Concept, Problem-Solving Approach to Teaching Fractions and

Simple Algebra. Mr Firestone was invited to begin a two week intensive

progftunme with the Kura Kaupapa Maori student trainees in term two and

again in term three. Mr Firestone's'Advance and Justify" learning approach

to mathematics was so successful in significantly improving the student

trainee's confidence and liking for mathematics, that he was invited to

continue working for two weeks for each term of this year [1991] with the

Kura lftupapa Maori Year two trainees. Another mathematics programme

pursued in 1990 by Kura I(aupapa Maori teacher trainees involved learning

the Sorobhan, that is the Japanese abacus. Both mathematics programmes

have been incorporated in the Bachelor of Education course of study for

1991. (See Part two of this chapter.)

Other innovative prograrnmes advanced in 1990 included specific wananga

in Te Kauwae Runga, Te I(auwae Raro, and Te Aho Matua, and special

natural science sessions incorporating Thne Mahuta and Tirngaroa and their

respective world phenomenon. A synopsis of completed studies for 1990 is

included, This synopsis was attached to a comprehensive end of the year

report for each Kura Kaupapa Maori teacher trainee and is deliberately

included in ilris chapter in order to allow a more intensive study as to its

implications primarily in reproducing lGupapa Maori knowledge. Secondly

it is necessary to show that while a strong focus of the Kura Kaupapa Maori

teacher training course is on the reproduction of Kaupapa Maori knowledge

the course also effectively incorporates the National Guidelines for teaching.
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KURA KAI'JPAPA MAORI T4EPomAve

TEACHER TRAINING AUCKI.AIID 3

Ph 686 - 179

TE PI.JNAWANANGA

TE KI.JRAAKORANGA O TAMAKI MAI(AURAU

HE WEAIGRAPOPOTOTANGA O NGA KOWAE AKO KUA OTI:
SYNOPSIS OF COMPLETED STI.JDIES 1990

TE AIIO lvIAfUA: -Maori perspectives and principles of Kura Kaupapa Maori

Maori Philosophy of Education Rangi Tirhaha,Karakia, Waiora, Hauora, Whakairatanga

ha wahine, Ira tane, Tohi, Tua, Koroingo

TUAKIRI O TE TANGAIA: - Tirakiri - Human personality

Human Development Hinengaro-the mind

Tupu o te whakaaro - Cognitive development

Tirpu o te Thmaiti- Child Development

AIIUAAI(O REO: Rumaki - Language lmmersion

I-anguage Studies Reo tuatahi - First language learning

Tupu o te Reo- [anguage development and theories

WHANAKE REO: Tuhi Tika - Orthography

Maori I-anguage Development Tuhi Waihanga- Creative writing

IvIAORITANGA:

Maori Studies

Kauwae Runga/Kauwae Raro -Classifying knowledge

Tikanga a Iwi -social Studies, Customs and Values

MARAIITAI.IGA: Putaiao - Science

Curriculum Studies Hakinakina - Sports, exercises, Phys Ed

Panui pukapuka, Tuhi Korero- Reading & lVriting

Toi, Whakaari,Waiata - Arts, Drama, Song

Thki,Pakiwaitara,Korero Thkirua-Rhyme,Story and

Dialogue

Thtaitai Kohungahunga- Mathematics B.S.M.

Thtai Atrimura - Firestone's Advance & Justi$ Maths

Thpa tatai - Japanese Sorobhan

AIIUATANGA AKO Marau Honohono- lntegrated Studies

'lfbaching Studies Mahere Aronui - Unit Plans

lbaching techniques Rauemi Ako - Teaching Resources

Nga Whakahaere Akomanga - Teaching Practicuum.
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It is evident from the synopsis of the studies completed by student trainees of

Kura Iftupapa Maori that a sound Kaupapa Maori theoretical framework is

provided right from year one of their study. This is evidenced by Te Aho

Matua-the Maori Philosophy of Education, the Human Development focus of

the course,the Language Studies, the Maori Language Development sector,

and the specific focus on classifying knowledge and customs and values

incorporated in the Maoritanga studies.

The implication then is that distinctively Kaupapa Maori knowledge

formulates the basis of the curriculum content of the Kura lftupapa Maori

teacher training course. This accordingly should strongly influence the

knowledge, skills, attitudesn and values that future teachers would need to

reproduce effective and appropriate Kaupapa Maori knowledge and Kaupapa

Maori pedagogical practices in Kura Kaupapa Maori. The marvel is that

Kaupapa Maori pedagogical practices are not limited to Kaupapa Maori

knowledge. Such practices are applicable to all sources of knowledge.

Pz{RT TWO: 1991 A}.ID TFIE BACHELOR OF EDUCATION COLJRSE:

By the lst of November the selection of 16 teacher trainees for 1991 had been

completed. A lot had been learnt from the previous year and the staff of the

Kura Kaupapa Maori course with members of the Kaihono committee

worked diligently to produce a comprehensive process with documentation,

for the selection of the new student trainees. Additionally the Kaihono had

presented to the Auckland C-ollege of Education on 13th September 1990 the

Kura Kaupapa Maori teacher training course for validation. The council

moved to accept the course validation paper and to send it on to the New

7*alamld Qualifications Authority to officially validate. On December 19th

1990 representatives of the Kaihono committee, of the Auckland College of

Education, and three Maori community advisers met to approve the Kura

lGupapa Maori teacher training course and once again officially forward it

to NZQA for validation.
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Optimisticily, in spite of several administrative diffrculties and frustrations

experienced by lecturers and student-trainees throughout 1.989 and 1990, the

new yeartggL, looked to be more prospective. Of significance was the

specifically designed Kaupapa Maori Bachelor of Education course of study.

Despite initial problems in accessing 'inside' information so as to be included,

and the major difficulties encountered by staff and Iftihono members to

compile and produce within six weeks a feasible and qualitative Kaupapa

Maori Bachelor of Education course of study, this was in fact accomplished,

under duress, and submitted to the Auckland College of Education

Cuniculum C-ommittee for approval in December 1990.

An example analysis of one of the Bachelor of Education papers follows.

PEPA:

KOWAE AKO: (ModuleAJnit) Tangaroa

Ahurewa 100 (I-evel 100)

Kura Matua Mahi(Compulsory)

NGA WHAI(AMARAMA:(Course Description)

He timatanga putaiao tenei kowae ako, hei tapiri atu, hei hono atu,

ki era kowae mo Tane Mahuta me Tikanga-a-lwi ano kei tenei

Ahunewa 100. Ka whai ake ko Nga Tikanga-a-Iwi 200, Ranginui

me Papatuanuku 200, Nga Rangi Thhaha 300, Toku

Thrangawaewae 3fl) me lhtai ki te Putaiao 300.

As an introductory natural science unit, this module will intenelate with

Thne Mahuta and Tikanga-a-Iwi. Both are at Irvel 100. Progressive units

will include Tikanga-a-Iwi at l-evel 2(X), Rangrnui and Papatuanuku - I-evel

200, Nga Rangi Tuhaha Level 300, Toku Tbrangawaewae l-evel 300 ,and

Thtai ki te Putaiao l-evel 3fi).
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NGA PIIOPITO KORERO: (Course Outline)

Ko tcnei kowae ka titiro hohonu ki a Tbngaroa me ona ahuatanga

whakahirahira katoa otira nga tikangsr nga turer rgt rahuir nga

karakia, nga korero, nga waiata, me ana tamariki hoki. Ka tirohia

nga putaiao miharo i timata mai i te ua, te wai, nga awar Dga

moana, nga roto hoki, tae noa ki te ahua hanga whenua, hanga

toka hold. Ka honoa katoa enei akoranga ki nga Kaupapa Maori.

This unit will study in-depth the world of Tangaroa, from a Kaupapa Maori

epistemological view. This will include traditional lore, song, story, as well

as including the habitation of life of the sea and water This module will study

cloud formations, rain, the waters surface, water in motion, land fonnations,

rock formations, and other geographical features. All these aspects will be

closely intertwined with the conceptualisation of Maori knowledge.

MATAURANGA:

Kia matau ki:

(hactical Objectives)

(Content Knowledge)

-a Thngaroa me ona tikanga/ture/rahui

-nga karakia/ korero/waiata

-nga tamariki a Thngaroa

-nga waihangalnga kai/ wahi noho

-nga rereketanga/me a ratou koha ki te ao

- te panui maramataka Maori, he whakaatu

- i nga ra tika mo te hii/rama/ruku hoki'

-tiaki / karakia / whakamoemiti ki a Thngaroa

-hii ika/ rama tuna /ruku kaimoana/kohi

kaimoana

-pehea te titiro hohonu,te titiro tika ki tetahi

ika,me ona ahuatanga miharo katoa

PUKENGA:(Skills)

Kia mohio ki te:
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-pehea te titiro hohonu, te titiro tika, ki tetahi

kaimoana me ona ahuatanga miharo katoa

-whai whakaaro ki nga whakatupato katoa,

e pa ana ki a Thngaroa

- titiro hohonu ki tetahi atu o nga tamariki o

Tirngaroa me ona ahuatanga miharo katoa.

ARONGA UARA:(Attitudesf/alues)

Kia manawanui ki : - te whai i nga tohutohu me nga ture

whakatupato a nga tipuna

- te aroha ki a Thngaroa me ana tamariki

- te kore wareware ki te whakamoemiti

ki a Thngaroa

Kia pumau ki: - te ngakau mahaki i te taha moana,

kaua e kohetehete

- te pehi i te kino, i nga wa katoa

- te kore whakaiti i tetahi

NGA WHAI(AMATAUTAU: (Assessment)

Nga Mahi a-tinana: - hapai i nga hoa me nga tamariki kia

marama pai ai ratou ki a Thngaroa me ona

ahuatanga miharo katoa

- hii ika, ruku/kohi kai moana ranei,

- kimi korero hohonu mo tetahi kai moana

- kimi korero hohonu mo tetahi atu o nga

tamariki a Tangaroa
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Nga Mahi a-waha:

Nga Mahi a-tuhi:

- te whakamarama tika nga ahuatanga

whakahirahira katoa mo Thngaroa

- te ako i roto i te rangimarie, nga korero

mo Tirngaroa me tona whanau

- te whakapuaki i nga patai tika hei hikohiko

i nga whakaaro o nga tamariki ki te kimi i
nga whakautu tika

- kaua e whangai nga mohiotanga katoa ki

nga tamariki tukua ma nga patai tika

e arataki ki te maramatanga

- te tuhi i nga korero miharo putaiao mo ia

akoranga mo Thngaroa me tona whanau

- te tuhi i nga tirohanga hohonu mo tetahi

ika, tetahi kai moana,me tetahi atu o nga

tamariki a Tangaroa

- te tito waiata, pao ranei mo ia tirohanga

hohonu

- te tuhi korero pono/purakau/pakiwaitara

ranei mo ia tirohanga hohonu

- te tuhi i nga patai tika hei arataki i ia marau

putaiao mo Thngaroa, mo tona whanau hoki

- te tuhi korero hohonu mo te timatanga o te

awa, te roto, te moana me nga ahuatanga

hanga whenua hoki.
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NGA PIJI(APUI(A HEI TAUTOKO: (Recommended Readlngs)

Selected Readings from :

A,SIIER George

BEST Elsdon

Te Rangikaheke and Matorohanga Manuscripts.

GREY Sir George

L{AIAIRA Katerina

KAWHARUHugh

KIA MOHIO KIA IvIARAI\{A

ORBELL M

RIKIHANA HJ

-Maori land

-Fishing Methods & Devices

-Polynesian Voyagers No 5

-fne Uaori nivision of nme m +

-Nga Mahi a Nga Tirpuna

-Te Awa i Tahuti

-Nga Toa Maunga

-Maori t ana Tenure

-[ nqa Ra O Mua

-

-Te Mauri o Te Maori

- Natural World of the Maori

- Te Ao Throa - Vols I and?
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Recommended Science Units:

Name Number Level New Number

Animals and water

Estuary

Mammals

The Pond

Tlopical Fish

Rocky Shore

Sandy Shore

Swamn

-Spring

Autumn

Winter

Frog Life History

Erosion

Waste Area

Conservation

Earth Changing Surface

Flotation

Liouids

-
Rain

Water in Motion

63

t6

82

78

52

24

77

72

t9

80

82

40

70

5

25

83

23

36

2149

3tL3

3t28

2-3t37

2-313e

213s

3149

213138

15

s6

u24

t/23

r/29

2t?8

3ts2

2136

2t3l3r

3tt4

3t8

u8

u3

U2l14

Waters surface t2 2t8
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PT\RT THREE: EXAMPLE ANALYSIS OF TANGAROA lOO:

The course description and course outline of this paper as translated in

English are basically self explanatory. In essence it is within section two Nga

Whainga (Practical Objectives) and section three Nga Whakamatautau

(Assessment) that the depth of Kaupapa Maori knowledge and specific

pedagogical practices are applied.

The section on Practical Objectives contains 3 major areas incorporated

within the training. Firstly Matauranga which deals specifically with content

knowledge. Within this content area Kaupapa Maori knowledge is studied in

depth and related to whatever the unit topic is. For example in this particular

paPer dealing with Tangaroa, the metaphysical origins of Ranginui and

Papatuanuku and their respective descendants (including Thngaroa) are

detailed and studied in depth and related to ancient manuscripts, ancient

stories, and ancient song. Further is studied the 'lore' of Thngaroa, its rules

of conservation, its ancient rituals and ancients customs. Then would follow a

study of the children of Thngaroa, their habitat, and distinctively Maori

classifications and knowledge of their respective features and peculiarities.

Further general knowledge would be investigated to supplement this lGupapa

Maori knowledge.

Following Matauranga, is the area involving the development of skills under

the heading of Pukenga. Within this area the student trainee is trained and

encouraged to perform the necessary skills related to the content knowledge

studied and learnt above. For example for this Thngaroa paper the trainee is

required to lead (and of course know) appropriate karakia and rituals of

thanksgiving to pronounce to Thngaroa. They must also know how to fish,

sPeiu eels, dive and collect seafood. Additionally they must study in depth the

features ofone fish, and one seafood.
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Overall the trainee must be aware of all the the cautionary Kaupapa Maori

knowledge and general knowtedge regarding Thngaroa.

The last area deals with Aronga Uara. This area specifically promotes

Kaupapa Maori attitudes and values. Essentially it is in this area that Kaupapa

Maori pedagogrcal practices are implemented.

Section three specifically address modes of assessing alt that has been

discussed in the Practical Objectives section. There are three methods of

assessment used- personal application, oral seminars and presentations, and

written assignments. Throughout these assessment procedures very stringent

Kaupapa Maori codes of disciplineo cooperation, and reciprocal support

would be advanced.

Together all these aspects, including the recommended readings and

supplementary science units, combine to formulate the Tirngaroa Kaupapa

Maori natural science module within the Bachelor of Education course of

study scheduled for Kura Kaupapa Maori student trainees at the Auckland

College of Education.This analysis is an example of one Bachelor of

Education unit which is expected to be equivalent to at least 50 hours of study.

For the Year One course of study Kura Ikupapa Maori student trainees are

expected to complete 10 units of the above example. In addition they are

expected to professionally complete three teaching sections in Kura I(aupapa

Maori comprising of 3 weeks in term one, 4 weeks in term two, and 3 weeks

in term three. Then the student trainee may choose to undertake to study one

or two University of Auckland education papers presented and tutored at the

Auckland C-ollege of Education. Over and above these training commitments

the student hainee has numerous reciprocal obligations to their immediate

whanau, hapu and iwi as well as to their Kohanga Reo and Kura trfuupapa

Maori whanau.

I
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CIIAPTER FIVE:
CONCLUSION:
E tipu e rea

Mo nga m o tou aa (Whakatauki: Sir AT Ngata)

INTRODUCTION:

This thesis has set out to present in the form of a case study an argument for

the significance of a distinctive Kaupapa Maori education system that is

higtrly applicable today as a means to intervene and redress the Maori

educational crisis, as well as to ensure the survival of the Maori language.

In its entirety this Kaupapa Maori education system is made up of several

fundamental inter-linking components as shown in the following diagram.

KAUPAPA }IAORI EDUCATIOH SYSTE]I:

T,IAORI

SOCIETAL

RELqilONSHIPS

METAPHYSICAL

BASE

KNOWLEDGE TYPES

AND FI,JNCTIONS

TEAIIO IVIA|UA:

TE KAI.JPAPAO

TEKOHANGA

KI.JRA I(AI.'PAPATEKOHANGAREO

KATJPAPA

T{AOR]

TEACIMR

TRAINING

KAI.JPAPA

t\dAORI

RESOIJRCES
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As evident in the diagram, central to Kaupapa Maori education is Kaupapa

Maori knowledge.This penneates each of the components of Kaupapa Maori

education, namely the Maori metaphysical base, Maori societal relationships,

Kaupapa Maori knowledge types and functions, philosophical doctrines such

as Te Kaupapa o Te Kohanga Reo and Te Aho Matua, and the reproductive

forums of Te Kohanga Reo, Kura Kaupapa Maori, Kura Kaupapa Maori

teacher haining, and the development of specific Kura Kaupapa Maori

resources.

PI{RT ONE: SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS OUTLINED:

In presenting the argument for the significance of a Kaupapa Maori

educational intervention system, within a combination of inter-linking

comPonents, the following summary of arguments are claimed to be

advanced in this thesis. ln total this thesis has argued for:

-the origins of Kaupapa Maori knowledge that stem from a distinctively

Maori metaphysical base.

-the significance of Maori societal relationships and experiences in gving

credence to distinctive conceptualisations of Kaupapa Maori knowledge types

and functions which are substantially different to those of Pakeha society.

-the significance of Maori language as the only means to access and transmit

Kaupapa Maori knowledge.

-the relevance of both the philosophical doctrines, Te Kaupapa o Te Kohanga

Reo and Te Atro Matua, in setting qualitative standards and pedagogical

procedures for the significance of l(aupapa Maori education as a system of

intervention that is highly applicable today.

-the failure of the present education system in effectively educating the

majority of Maori children who pass through it.

-the significance of Te Kohanga Reo, Kura Kaupapa Maori, and Kura

IQupapa Maori teacher training as reproductive forums within the total

Kaupapa Maori education system that will redress the current Maori
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educational crisis and ensure the survival of the Maori language .

PART TWO: SPECIFICS OF I(AUPAPA MAORI EDUCAIION:

Specifically, this thesis has argued that fundamental to Kaupapa Maori

education as an intervention system is Kaupapa Maori knowledge, which is

the "conceptualisation of Maori knowledge". It is the process through which

the Maori mind receives, internalises, differentiates and formulates ideas and

knowledge exclusively through te reo Maori.

As this thesis has outlined, Kaupapa Maori knowledge has its origins in a

metaphysical realm that is distinctively Maori. From this exclusive

metaphysical base is formulated the systematic organisation of Maori

society's inter-relationships. These are manifested as beliefs, experiences,

understandings, and interpretations, of the interactions of Maori people upon

Maori people, and Maori people upon their world. The product, the

accumulation of its own exclusive Kaupapa Maori body of knowledge

derived basically from the way Maori society view its world.

As stated in chapter two section one the origins of Kaupapa Maori

knowledge stems from Rangiatea, from Io Matua Kore, and this knowledge

was reproduced through oral Maori tradition in the Whare-wananga in two

distinct teaching divisions, Te Kauwae Runga and Te Kauwae Raro. Today

such Whare-wananga are non-existant. Nevertheless a rich body of oral and

written material recording this knowledge is readily available today.

Section two has shown through selected societal relationships how the

metaphysically-based Kaupapa Maori knowledge influenced and developed

the way Maori people understood and accordingly interpreted 'their'world.
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Through the cooperative and reciprocal commitments of kinship

relationships such as iwi, hapu, and whanau; tipuna, matua, and uri; tohunga

and tauira; rangatira and pononga; kaumatua and kuia; matua and whaea;

tuakana and teina; tuahine and tungane; tama and tamahine; and tipuna and

mokopuna; this thesis advances the argument that these intenelationships and

its resultant experiences are distinct to Maori society.

In sum, the beliefs formed from a distinctive Maori metaphysical base, and

the knowledge that is borne out of those beliefs is shaped and reshaped by the

shared experiences of Maori people. As such this lftupapa Maori knowledge

is substantially different to the knowledge codes of other societies including

the Pakeha society that has colonised Maori society.

Section three demonstrates this difference through the specific knowledge

types of mauri, wairua, and tapu; hauora; aitua; te wa; te ira tane and te ira

wahine; and the literary concepts of ko au, ko taua, ko tatou. Highlighted also

in this section are the reproductive functions of these knowledge types for

educating successive Maori generations.

Of major significance with regard to the societal relationships described in

section two and the knowledge types and functions outlined in section three is

that all the above-mentioned relationships and knowledge types and functions

are still relevant today.

In moving to argue further for the relevance of Kaupapa Maori knowledge

and hence for the significance of IGupapa Maori education today, this thesis

discusses the kaupapa o Te Kohanga Reo and Te Aho Matua. Both are

philosophical doctrines that incorporate the the knowledge codes, the skills,

the attitudes and the values of Maori society that have emanated from a

purely Maori metaphysical base.
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As products of the inter-connection of Kaupapa Maori metaphysics and

Maori societal relationships, both the kaupapa of Te Kohanga Reo and Te

Aho Matua sets standards and pedagogical procedures for the significance of
Kaupapa Maori education as a system of intervention that is highly relevant

today.

Section five details the exclusive significance of te reo Maori as a vital strand

in the transmission of Kaupapa Maori knowledge. It is argued that this

exclusivity remains because the only means of accessing this Kaupapa Maori

knowledge is through the medium of Maori. Te reo Maori and Kaupapa

Maori knowledge are inextricably bound. One is the means to the other.

Significantly then, Kaupapa Maori knowledge is reproduced through Maori

society's means of educating each successive generation in te reo Maori.

Through the advent of the Pakeha and the imposition of their colonial

policies of assimilation and integration, has resulted for Maori people mass

social, economic, and educational deprivation. Socially it has undermined

and threatned whanau, hapu, and iwi cohesion. Economically it has

dispossessed the tangata whenua of Aotearoa. Educationally it has

intellectually challenged the validity of Kaupapa Maori knowledge through

repressive policies aimed at destroying Maori knowledge and suppressing

Maori language.

Despite the clear intention of Pakeha policies to undermine tribal cohesion;

to dispossess the Maori of their tangata whenua status and turangawaewae;

to destroy lkupapa Maori knowledge; and to suppress the Maori language;

one hundred and fifty years after the signing of the Tieaty of Waitangi this

has not been totallv achieved.
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Wthin Maori society today, a degree of structural cohesion still exist. It is
not possible also, to destroy totally the tangata whenua status and

turangawaewae of the Maori for this is validated by geneological declarations

of origin, and reaffirmed through whanau, hapu, and iwi territorial land

claims.

These geneological declarations of origin, and reaffirmations of tangata

whenua sovereignty, also validate Kaupapa Maori knowledge. Additionally

because of the very existence today of Kaupapa Maori knowledge code types

the validity of lQupapa Maori knowledge persists.

Insofar as te reo Maori is concerned it still remains today as an effective

medium of communication for transmitting to future generations lGupapa

Maori knowledge.

Chapter three addresses the Maori educational crisis and argues for the

rejection of the present education system as being dysfunctional to the

reproduction of Maori society.

It advocates too for the validity of Te Kohanga Reo, Kura Kaupapa Maori,

and in chapter four Kura Ikupapa Maori teacher training as significant

reproductive forums within the total Kaupapa Maori education package that

are capable of intervening and redressing the cunent Maori educational

crisis and at the same time ensure the survival of Kaupapa Maori knowledge

and te reo Maori into the 21st and the 22nd century.

PARI THREE: STRENGTHS AT..[D WEAKNESSES:

A significant strength of this thesis is that it begins wilh the underlying

premise that IGupapa Maori knowledge is valid. As a result of the 'relative

validity' advancements of this thesis, a theory of the origins of lGupapa
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Maori knowledge has been developed. This is acknowledged as a strength.

Likewise in capturing the 'cultural relativity' theory of knowledge which

legitimizes Kaupapa Maori knowledge types and functions, as well as

validating Maori societal relationships as effective forms of cooperative and

reciprocal modes of production and exchange, these are also strenglhs that

have developed as a consequence of the arguments outlined in this thesis.

Then there are other strengths, in the credentialling of Te Kaupapa o Te

Kohanga Reo and Te Aho Matua as valid Maori philosophical doctrines that

set qualitative standards and pedagogical procedures for Te Kohanga Reo and

Kura Kaupapa Maori respectively.

Finally the strength that lies in the ultimate purpose of this thesis. Solely, to

benefit the Maori child.

With reference to its weaknesses there are several. Firstly the inability of this

thesis to remain unbiased. Culturally this thesis promotes Maori thinking and

Maori understanding, literally a Maori world view. lvithin Maori society

these factors may be applauded to be rich and affirmative, however within

Pakeha society it may be regarded as biased, uncommon, or separatist. The

weakness then lies not in the content but rather in the responding action or

non-action to the content.

A further weakness is the inability of the writer to remain objective owing to

vested interestrs and involvement at a personal level in the action pursuing

Kaupapa Maori education. This the writer acknowledges.

Another weakness is in the cultural content of this thesis which may not be

representative of all iwi. Finally is the level of background understanding

that the writer alleviates this thesis to. This thesis lacks the finer explanations

that would allow non-Maori educationists to better understand.
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PT\RT FOUR : FUWRE DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH:

Kaupapa Maori education as a total intervention system is exciting and

challenging. Accordingly it will provide a wide range of educational areas

that will require immediate as well as longitudinat research.

Areas that are specifically related to this thesis include the longitudinal

monitoring of the effects of Te Kohanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa Maori in

redressing the Maori educational crisis. There is also the evaluation of the

Kura Kaupapa Maori teacher training course as a means of reproducing

Ikupapa Maori knowledge. Other areas may even include comparative

studies of Maori children in Kura Kaupapa Maori, and Maori children in taha

Maori progranmes and/or Maori children in bilingual units.

What is evident is that with this Kaupapa Maori education system there would

develop a new educational field that requires both extensive and intensive

study and research.

--
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1.

rE AHo fnriftie o NGA
KURA I(AUPAPA MAORI
TE IRA TANGATA

Ahakna iti
He iti mapihi pounamu

He lralcnno i ruia mai i Rangiatea

E kore ia e ngaro

Kia marama rawa te hunga whakaako ki te ahua o

te tangata katahi ano ka taea te hanga kaupapa

whakaako mo te hunga tamariki.

No nga Rangi Tirhaha te wairua o te tangata. I
tona whakairatanga ka hono te wairua me te

tinana o te tangata. I tera wa tonu ka tau tona

mauri, tona tapu, tona wehi, tona iho matua,

tona mana, tona ihi, tona whatumanawa, tona

hinengaro, tona auahatanga, tona ngakau, tona

pumanawa. Na ka tupu ngatahi te wairua me te

tinana i roto i te kopu o te whaea, whanau noa.

Tino motuhake enei ahuatanga katoa. Ko tenei

hoki te kakano i ruia mai i Rangiatea. E kore ia e

ngaro. Engari, ko ta nga matua, ko ta te whanau,

ko ta te kura hoki, he mea awhi, he mea whangai,

he mea whakaako i te tamaiti kia tupu ora ai tona

katoa i roto i te tika me te maungarongo.

1.1.

1.2



1.3 Kia pakeke te tangata, kei a ia ano ana tikanga,

mana ano e whakatau ko tewhea te huarahi e

hiahia ana ia ki te whai, otira e tika ana mona.

Heoi ano, ahakoa iti ahakoa rahi kei a ia tenei.

Engari, mehemea i tipu ora tona katoa, e kore ia

e paheke ki te he.

Ko te ngakau te mata me te kuaha o te wairua.

Otira, ko te whiu o te kupu, ko te wero, ko te

riri, ko te aroha, ko te humarire, me enei

ahuatanga katoa he mea kuhu ki te ngakau titi
tonu ki te wairua. Koia nei te timatanga o te

korero'kia ngakau mahaki'. Ma tenei hoki ka

tika te korero'He oranga ngakau he pikinga

waiora'.

He tapu te tangata ahakoa ko wai, Kohungahunga

mai, tamariki mai, tapakeke mai, kaumatua mai,

he tapu katoa. Kia kaua te hunga o nga Kura

Kaupapa Maori e tukino, e whakaiti, e whaka-

parahako i te tangata, e mahi puhaehae ranei ki
etahi atu. Kia ngakau mahaki ratou ki a ratou, ki
te iwi whanui, ki a Thuiwi hoki.

He tapu to te wahine he tapu ano to te tane. Kia

kaua tetahi e whakaiti i tetahi. Engari kia

whakanui tetahi i tetahi i runga i te mohio ma te

mahi ngatahi a te wahine me te tane e tupu ora

ai nga tamariki me te iwi hoki.

L.4

1.5

1.6
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I{otiro, he molapuna koe na Hinetitama

Waiwai ano nga lcaru te tirohanga atu

He tapu te tinana o te tangata. No reira he mahi

nui tera, ko te whakaako i te tamaiti ki nga

ahuatanga whakapakari i tona tinanao kia tupu ai

tona hauora. Kia mohio te hunga tamariki ki nga

kai pai ki nga kai kino. Kia mohio hoki ki te painga

o te korikori tinana, o te mirimiri tinana, o nga

rongoa a Thne Whakapirirpiri. Kia kaua ia e tukino

i tona tinana i te tinana hoki o tetahi atu.

TE REO

Toht reo, toht ohooho

Toht reo, toht mapihi maurea

Toht reo, toht whakakni marihi

He tapu nga reo katoa. No reira, me whai koha te

hunga o nga Kura Kaupapa Maori ki nga reo

katoa.

Mo nga tamariki, kia rua nga reo, Ko te reo o nga

matua tupuna tuatahi, ko te reo o tauiwi tuarua.

Kia orite te pakari o ia reo, kia tu tangata ai nga

tamariki i roto i te ao Maori, i roto hoki i te ao o

Thuiwi.

2.

2.1

2.2



2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

He taonga te reo Maori i roto i te Tiriti o

Waitangi, he reo ttturu hoki i roto i te Ture mo

te Reo. Engari kahore he painga o te Tiriti, o te

Ture ranei mehemea kahore to reo i roto i te

whatumanawa, i roto i te ngakau, i roto hoki i te

mangai o te iwi Maori.

I runga i tenei whakaaro, kia tere pakari ai te

reo o nga tnmariki, me whakahaere nga mahi

katoa o te kura i roto i te reo Maori. The atu ki

te hunga kuhu mai ki roto i te kura, me korero

Maori katoa, i nga wa katoa.

Ano te wa e tika ana mo te whakauru i te reo o

Thuiwi ki roto i nga mahi a nga tamariki. Waiho

tenei ma nga pouako e whakatau. Ko te mea nui

ke kia noho wehe nga reo e rua. He wahi ke mo te

whakaako, he tangata ke hei whangai i te reo o

Thuiwi ki nga tamariki. Ano, ko te mea nui, kia

noho rumaki te reo, kia kaua e korero

mawhitiwhiti mai tetahi reo ki tetahi reo.

E tika ana, mo te hunga tino mohio ki te reo

Maori, ki te ao Maori hoki, e arahi nga tamariki i
roto i a ratou mahi. Engari kia tika ano te ngakau

me te wairua o tenei hunga, me whakapono hoki

ki te kaupapa whanui o nga Kura Kaupapa Maori.

Heoi ano, me whai aroha tonu te hunga o te kura

ki a ratou kaore ano kia tino pakari te reo.



3.

Mehemea he tangata tautoko i te kaupapa,

awhinatia. Mehemea e tino ngakau nui ana ki te

reo, a tona wa ka mau.

NGA IWI

Te pilro o te mahuri

Tbra te tupu o te raknu

Mo te nuinga o nga tamariki, tokomaha nga iwi.

Tera pea mo etahi, kotahi te iwi. Ko te mea nui

kia mohio nga tamariki ki o ratou ake iwi, hapu,

whanau hoki. Tira atu o tera kia mohio hoki ki te

katoa o nga iwi tae noa ki a Thuiwi.

No reira, he mahi nui tera te whai haere i nga

whakapapa hei here i nga tamariki ki o ratou ake

whanau, hapu, iwi, matua tupuna hoki. Tua atu o

tenei ko te mohio ki nga tuhonohono ki etahi atu

o nga iwi.

E tika ana kia tu whakahihi te tamaiti i roto i tona

ake iwi, engari kia whai koha ano ki nga iwi katoa.

Kia mohio nga tamariki ki nga rohe, ki nga waka,

ki nga korero nehera, ki nga purakau, ki nga

pahvaitara, ki nga tikanga, ki nga wai o tawahi.

Me whai haere ano hoki nga tamariki i nga

ahuatanga whanui e pa ana ki o ratou iwi tae noa

ki enei ra.

3.1

3,2

3.3

3,4

3.5



3.6

3,7

3.8

3.9

3.1,0

Ma te rongo a te tamaiti ki te awhi, ki te arataki,

ki te tautoko, ki nga tohutohu a te Whanau me

tona aroha hoki, e mau ai tona priripono ki te

Whanau. He mea hopu te nuinga o enei tuahua.

no reira, e tika ana kia piri tonu te Whanau ki
nga tamariki i roto o te kura, i roto i a ratou

mahi hoki.

Kia rongo te tamaiti ki te rekareka o te Whanau

mo ana mahi pai, ki te papouri hoki o te Whanau

mo ana mahi he. Ko tenei te timatanga o te

pupuri i te tamaiti ki te huarahi tika, me tona tu

pakari i roto i tona iwi.

Kia kite nga tamariki ko te Whanau tonu e

whakahaere ana i te kura, ko te Whanau hoki e

mahi ngatahi ana me nga pouako, ka tupu ia me

te mohio ko te wairua me te mana Maori

motuhake e kakahu ana i a ia me tona kura.

Ehara i te mea mo nga tamariki anake te kura. He

matauranga ano kei te kura mo nga taipakeke,

mo te katoa o te Whanau hoki mehemea ka hiahia

whakatu wananga ratou mo ratou.

Mo te whakaako pouako hou, ko te kura ano te

wahi tika hei timatanga ma ratou, kia riro ano

ma te Whanau ratou e arataki i roto i te mahi

whakatupu, whakaako tamariki.



4. TE AO

Ka pu te ruha

I(a hao te rangatahi

Ko tona ake kainga te ao tuatahi me te kura

timatanga o te tamaiti. Tira atu o tenei ko te ao

Maori. Ma te Kura Kaupapa Maori ia e arahi i roto

i enei nekeneke tae noa ki tona kura whaka-

mutunga, ara, ki te ao whanui me ona ahuatanga

katoa.

Kia kaua te tamaiti e herea ki te ao kohatu. Kia

watea hoki ia ki te kapo mai nga painga, i nga

maramatanga katoa o te ao whanui.

Haunga tera, ko te timxlxaga tika mona, ko te

whai haere tonu i nga korero tuku iho a nga

matua tupuna e pa ana ki te timatanga o te taiao.

Kia whai koha nga tamariki ki a Papatuanuku

raua ko Ranginui me a raua tamariki e tiaki nei i
te ha o nga moana, o te whenua, o te rangi me o

ratou ahuatanga katoa.

Kia tupu te miharo o nga tamariki ki nga mea

ora, ki nga mea tupu katoa. Kia kaua e tukinotia.

4.1

4,2

4.3

4.4

4.5



5

4.6

4.7

5.1

s.2

Kia tupu nga tamariki hei kaitiaki i nga painga

huhua o te whenua, o te moana, o nga ngahere

Kia mau hoki ki nga ture tuku iho a nga matua

tupuna, e pa ana ki te moana, ki te whenua, ki

nga ngahere.

Kia whaia ano e nga tamariki nga ture o te ao,

otira nga putaiao e pa ana ki te moana, ki te

whenua, ki te rangi, ki nga mahi tataitai hoki.

AHUATANGA AKO

Tamariki wawahi taha

Aratakina ki te matapuna

O te mohio, o te ora, o te maungarongo

Whaia te iti lcnhurangi

Te tuohu koe

Me he maanga teitei

Ko nga ahuatanga ako katoa he mea mahi i roto i
te koanga ngakau, me te whakaihiihi hinengaro.

Ko te tino painga o te karakia he mea whakatau i
te wairua, whakawatea i te whatumanawa me te

hinengaro, whakarata i te ngakau, whakataka i

nga raru, kia ngawari ai te whakauru atu ki te

mahi kua whakaritea hei mahi.



5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

s.7

5.9

He mea whakaihiihi i te tamaiti te noho o te

pakeke ki tona taha hei toko mona i roto i ana

mahi. Heoi ano, ko te awhi ko te tautoko i a ia.

Engari kia kaua e riro ma te pakeke e mahi te

mahi a te tamaiti.

He mea nui te noho wahangu me te whakarongo

mo nga tamariki. Ma te mau o tenei tuahua e

rongo ai nga tamariki ki te hohonutanga o te

korero.

He mea tapiri atu ki te whakarongo, ko te titiro,

ko te raweke, ko te makamaka patai, ko te

whitiwhiti korero, ko te ata whakaaro, hei

whakauru i te matau me te aroa.

Ko nga kaumatua nga kaipupuri o nga tikanga

Maori, ko ratou hoki nga pukorero. He mea nui

tera kia piri mai ratou ki te kura ki nga tamariki

hoki hei kaiako, hei kaiarahi.

He mea nui tera te manaaki tangata. Kia kite nga

tamariki i te ahua o te manaaki, i tona kainga, i te

kura, i te marae. A tona wa kia tu ratou ki te

awhina i nga mahi manaaki.

Ko roto i tona ake hunuku te timatanga o te

whanaungatanga o te tamaiti ara ki ona

tungane / tuahine, tuakana / teina. Ano kei roto

ano i tona hunuku tona ronga ki nga tikanga tika

e pa ana ki nga pakeke me nga kohungahunga.



5.9

5.10

6.0

6,1

Me haere ano hoki enei tuahua i roto i te kura.

Kia mohio ai nga tamariki taipakeke ki te tiaki

i nga kohungahunga, kia whakarongo hoki nga

kohungahunga ki nga tamariki taipakeke.

Na tenei tuahua e tika ai te korero, kia kaua e

taikaha nga mahi wehe i nga kotiro me nga

tamatane, i nga taipakeke me nga kohungahunga

hoki. Ano te wa e tika ana mo te mahi wehe i
runga i te pakeke o nga tamariki. Ano te wa e tika

ana kia mahi whanau ratou. Otira, kia riro ma

nga tamariki pakeke e arataki nga tamariki

kohungahunga.

He mea tino nui te wahi ako hei whakaohooho i te

wairua o te tamaiti ki ana mahi whakaako. No

reira, kia kikii tonu te kura i nga mea whakaihiihi

i a ia, i nga mea pupuri hoki i te ha o te ao Maori.

Me whakawhanui hoki tona wahi ako ki nga

marae, ki nga ngahere, ki waenga parae, ki te

taha moana, ki nga wharepukapuh, whare

taonga me era atu whare whangai i te puna o te mohio.

TE TINO UARATANGA

Kia mau, kia noho whakaaraara, noho koi te

hinengsls o te tamaiti ki nga matau katoa hei

arahi i a ia i roto i te ao hou.

Kia toa ia ki te whakarongo, ki te whakaaro, ki te

korero, ki te panui, ki te tuhi i roto i te reo Maori

i roto i te reo o Tauiwi hoki.

6.2



6.3 Kia tupu nga ahuatanga tuku iho o tona

pumanawa ki nga tihi teitei o te taumata.

6.4 Kia noho ohooho tona auahatanga i roto i nga

mahi waihanga o tona ao.

6.5 Kia noho tuwhera tona ngakau ki te hari, ki te

koa, ki te aroha, ara, kia ngakau nui, kia ngakau

mahaki.

6.6 Kia mau ki tona whatumanawa nga hohonutanga

o te ako o te mohio

6,7 Kia rangona tona ihi, tona wehi, tona tapu.

6.8 Kia tupu tona mana me tona rangatiratanga.

6.9 Kia ita tona mauri.

6.10 Kia puawai tona waiora me tona hauora i roto i
te hono tangaengae o tona wairua me tona

tinana.

6.11 Kia mau tuhonohono te here o tona iho matua ki

ona matua tupuna, piki ake i nga Rangi Tuhaha ki

te marae atea o lo-Matua.

6.12 Kia tu pakari, tu rangatira ia hei raukawa mo

tona iwi.
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